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CITY OF ARDMORE, OKLAHOMA
ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT

CITY ENGINEERING MANUAL
Part 1. Introduction
1.0
INTRODUCTION. The City Engineering Manual, when considered together with the City of
Ardmore's Standard Specifications and Standard Details, is a guidance document meant to establish
what the regulatory agencies and departments consider acceptable engineering practice for both
public improvements and private work which will either be dedicated to or accepted by the City. In
addition, this guidance applies to all work within the public rights-of-way. They are intended to provide
for coordinated development with adequate facilities to protect the health and safety of the citizenry
and enhance the livability of our City.
2.0
SCOPE. These documents are meant to provide minimum criteria and to apply to new
developments which are not constrained by already existing improvements. Designers are
encouraged to exceed these criteria whenever possible to provide better engineered facilities. Infill
development in an urban area is often constrained when matching existing improvements. To the
extent deemed possible, and practicable, by the City Engineer, infill developments shall be completed
in accordance with this Manual. The City Engineer however may allow modification of these
requirements when necessary to allow private and public construction which is compatible with
surrounding in-place or pre-existing improvements.
2.1
These design criteria, standard specifications and construction standards shall also be used in
conjunction with the City's zoning regulations and subdivision ordinances for site development work
on private property.
2.2
Reader's attention is invited to City of Ardmore Ordinances Sections 2-16, 2-17, 25-88 and
Unified Development Code Section 203.
3.0
STATUTES, ORDINANCES AND REGULATORY RULES. This Engineering Manual is a
guidance document. It is intended to summarize or highlight the essence of applicable rules upon
which these criteria or methods are based. The Manual is not intended to supplant existing laws or
ordinances; City staff and designers must abide by the laws and ordinances.
4.0
STANDARD ENGINEERING DOCUMENTS. The City has developed, or is developing, and
implementing a set of Standard Engineering Documents that are categorized in four separate
components. These categories are:


Engineering Standars, Codes and Regulations



Standard Specifications and Details



Standard Contract Documents



Standard Construction Documents

ENGINEERING
STANDARDS, CODES AND
REGULATIONS
CITY ENGINEERING
DESIGN MANUAL
COMMERCIAL AND
REFERENCED
STANDARDS
USACE NATIONWIDE
PERMITS
ODEQ ENGINEERING
REGULATIONS
ODOT ENGINEERING
SPECIFICATIONS
SPECIAL EDITED WHOLE
BUILDING DESIGN
SPECIFICATIONS

The first category of
standard engineering
documents, which may be
classified as documents
specifically related to the
development of engineering
designs, are illustrated in
this schematic. These items
include regulations, codes
and specifications issued by
other engineering entities.
These documents are
incorporated into City works
by specific reference,
applicability, and standards
of the profession of
engineering.

STANDARD
CONSTRUCTION
SPECIFICATIONS
SECTION 1
GENERAL
CONSTRUCTION PROJECT
PROVISIONS
SECTION 2
PAVEMENTS AND
EARTHWORK
SECTION 3
DRAINAGE AND STORM
SEWERAGE

SECTION 4
WATER

ANALYSES,
COMPUTATONS, AND
MODELS

SECTION 5
SANITARY SEWERS
CONSTRUCTION PLANS
SECTION 6
TRAFFIC CONTROL

SPECIAL
CONSTRUCTION
SPECIFICATIONS

SECTION 7
STRUCTURES

COST ESTIMATES
SECTION 8
INCIDENTAL
CONSTRUCTION

REGULATORY PERMIT
APPLICATIONS

The second category of
standard engineering
documents include standard
construction specifications
and standard drawings and
details. These documents
are published as the "City
Standard Specifications".

SECTION 9
AUTOMATION AND
CONTROLS
SECTION 10
MATERIALS

STANDARD DRAWINGS
AND DETAILS

STANDARD
CONTRACT DOCUMENTS
NOTICE AND
INSTRUCTIONS TO
BIDDERS
ADDENDA
BID BONDS, AFFIDAVITS
AND CERTIFICATES
BID PROPOSAL
BID TABULATION
COMMISSION AWARD
RECOMMENDATION
NOTICE OF AWARD
INSURANCE
CERTIFICATES

The third category of standard
engineering documents
include "Standard Contract
Documents" that are
composed of individual
documents that pertain to the
contractual and business
elements of the Engineering
Process which include
construction contracting and
procurement. These
documents are organized as
shown in the schematic. The
standard contract documents
are published in strict
accordance with the
Oklahoma Public Competitive
Bid Act of 1974, Sections 101
through 139.
STANDARD
CONSTRUCTION
DOCUMENTS

CONSTRUCTION
CONTRACT

NOTICE TO PROCEED

GENERAL CONDITIONS OF
THE CONTRACT

SUBMITTALS

ENGINEERING
SPECIFICATIONS

DAILY INSPECTIONS
REPORTS

STATUTORY BOND
PERFORMANCE BOND
MAINTENANCE BOND

The fourth category of
standard engineering
documents include
"Standard Construction
Documents" that are
composed of individual
documents that pertain to
construction or field
engineering. The principal
proponent of these forms is
the City Engineer. These
documents are organized as
shown in the schematic right.
Part 2. Manual

PROGRESS PHOTOS
PARTIAL PAY REQUESTS
INVOICE AFFIDAVITS
RFIS AND FIELD ORDERS
CHANGE ORDERS
FINAL PAY REQUEST
SURETY’S CONSENT TO
FINAL PAYMENT
OPERATION AND
MAINTENANCE MANUALS
AND WARRANTIES
RECORD DRAWINGS

Part 2. Engineering Design Criteria, Guidance, and Rules
[pertaining to the Design and Construction of Public Works]
1.0

STANDARDS AND SPECIFICATIONS

1.1
REVIEW PROCESS. All works undertaken by the City, to be dedicated to the City, adjacent
and connected to City rights of way, and so much of the internal layout of lots, parcels, subdivisions
and developments which affect Public easements and rights of way are subject to and must be
reviewed and approved by the Director of Community Development and the City Engineer prior to
commencement of construction.
1.1.1 Review Objectives. The purposes of the review process, and the standards upon which it is
based, are to


Determine the suitability of the plans for construction and ascertain how the new construction
will affect future site and adjacent area development;



Confirm compliance with City ordinances, ensure conformance with the City standards, and
promote safe construction works;



Promote the reasoned application of economical, proven, established and state-of-the-art
methods and materials (Standard and Acceptable Engineering Practices)(SAEPs);



Extend the functional life of the infrastructure and minimize life-cycle costs; and



Ensure that the site works, layout, utilities, drainage, easements and access plans will result in
a development which protects the health and safety of the citizenry, minimizes the impact upon
the environment, and promotes a commodious, pleasant, and livable development or project.

1.1.2 Specification Modifications. The City Standard Specifications and Details are based upon or
derived from multiple Federal, State, and municipal entities and, while the specifications have been
written to adopt or incorporate the best features of acceptable practice, there is ample occasion for
appropriate modifications. Whenever a Design Engineer wishes to modify certain criteria, the
Engineer shall submit the proposed changes and justification to the City Engineer for review. For any
work not covered by the adopted design criteria or standard specifications of the City of Ardmore, the
Consulting Engineer shall include two copies of the design, specifications and/or special provision with
his first submittal for consideration by the City Engineer.
1.1.3 Sealed Plans. Review and acceptance of plans by the City Engineer does not release the
Consulting Engineer, Architect, or Contractor from his professional responsibility to meet the planning
and design objectives of the project as required by good engineering practice and the City of Ardmore.
All submittals, plan sets, hydrology or drainage report and specifications shall be prepared under the
direct supervision, signed, sealed and dated by a Professional Engineer, licensed in the State of
Oklahoma, prior to submitting the plans to the City Engineer's office for review.
1.2
ENGINEERING DOCUMENTS SUBMITTALS. Construction plans for all developments and
property modifications involving infrastructure works shall be submitted to the City Engineer for review,
comment and approval.
1.2.1 Construction plans submitted for review shall be organized and submitted in a format typical
and reasonably expected of the architectural, engineering and land surveying professional community,
legible, clear, and containing certain pertinent information as follows.

1.2.2

Cover sheet shall show the following items on the cover sheet



Name of the development or property project;



The name, address, phone number and email of the owner. If the owner is a corporate entity,
provide also the name of the corporate officer responsible for the project.



The name, address, phone number and email of the consulting architect or engineer firm; and
the name, address, phone number and email of the individual architect or engineer, licensed in
the State of Oklahoma, who will be responsible for the engineering and architectural works.



The location of the project shown on a map or sketch which shows the property relative to at
least two intersecting city streets.



Signature of the engineer or architect of record with seal, applied in accordance with applicable
Oklahoma State Boards of Licensure.

1.2.3 Construction plans shall be submitted in 2 copies in 11 x 17 sheets and digital format in Adobe
pdf format. Each sheet should have a title block in the lower right hand corner. For sheets depicting
street, water, sanitary sewer and storm sewer construction (including detention ponds and drainage
channels), the plan sheets shall be arranged with north oriented to the top or right hand side of all plan
sheets. The scale, layout, line and font sizes shall be such form as to be clearly legible when printed
in 11 x 17 prints.


All base maps shall be referenced to existing land lines (section corners, etc.). Property lines,
right-of-way, easements, building lines, etc. shall be clearly labeled and dimensioned.



[The property lines of the subject property or subdivision located adjacent to existing streets
shall be located with respect to the right of way lines and two or more then existing ground
features such as street centerlines such that the field visits and plans-in-hand can be
conducted without the need of survey instruments, tape measures, etc.]



For construction plan sets include a copy of the preliminary subdivision plat with the drawings.
Neither the construction plans nor preliminary plat shall be reviewed nor approved by the City
Engineer without the other.



Each water, sewer, storm sewer and street plan sheet shall show two permanent bench marks
and all elevations shown on the plans shall be based on NAVD 88 level datum. Horizontal
coordinates shall be on the basis of the NGS Oklahoma State Plane Coordinate System, NAD
83, latest revision. The permanent bench mark location and description used to extend level
datum to the projects shall be noted on the plans.



A permanent bench mark shall be established on the project. This permanent bench mark will
be a brass cap set in concrete in locations accepted by the City Engineer. The cap shall read
"City of Ardmore Bench Mark" together with a letter and/or numerical designation assigned it
by the City Engineer's office from the master file of bench marks maintained by the City
Engineer's office. The location, description and elevation of the permanent bench marks shall
be shown on the front sheet of the plans.



Show existing and proposed proposed topography at a maximum of 2-foot contour intervals.
Layout the building pads and drainage patterns such that the stormwater runoff from no more

than 3 lots shall be allowed onto another lot or between 2 lots. If more lots or area needs to be
drained, then an underground storm sewer shall be required. All drainage areas shall be
clearly marked on the drainage area plan sheet showing acreage, runoff and off site pickup
points.


Show detention ponds on the plan set and the subdivision plat as such with ties to adjacent
lots or boundaries with a note clearly stating to whom it is dedicated, by whom it is owned, and
by whom it shall be maintained.



In addition to street, storm sewer, sanitary sewer and water line improvements, show
sidewalks, bike paths, and other public improvements. Show or reference details for all curbs,
gutters, pavement cross-sectiions, structures, manholes and similar items



Layout ground such that the maximum slopes for utility easements are 6:1 and lots in urban
areas are 3.5:1.



In addition to necessary construction sheets, provide, as a minimum, a topographic map of the
existing site and a “Sediment and Erosion Control Plan” in the plan set.



Locate mail boxes along the edge of the paving, so that mail can be delivered to the box
without leaving the paved surface. Mail box supports shall be painted or reflectorized so as to
be clearly visible in accordance with US Postal Service regulations. No brick, masonry or
other structurally rigid mail boxes shall be allowed on Rural roads with a speed limit greater
than 40 mph. The type of mail box support that will be allowed is a light weight (18 gauge)
with 1-1/2-inch diameter metal post, 4”x4” wooden post or approved equal. Posts may be set
in concrete. Equivalent supports shall be approved by the City Engineer.



All owners of property, having acquired a building permit for new construction on property
abutting a city street or road and which has been platted and subdivided in accordance with
City of Ardmore Regulations and Ordinances, shall maintain the rights-of-way of said streets
and roads; and a note to that effect shall be placed on the subdivision plat.



The location of a solid waste container enclosure shall be determined by the engineer on the
site plan. The configuration and components shall be in accordance with Standard Details.
Access to the solid waste containers shall be made easy for sanitation vehicles. Backing into
a street or parking way in order to egress the waste container is prohibited. Any backing
requirement of greater than 50-feet shall require approval of the Director of Public Utilities.

1.3
UTILIITY LOCATIONS. The Development Engineer shall be responsible for contacting ALL
utilities to obtain locations of their facilities and the applicable easements pertaining thereto. This also
applies to various affected pipeline companies. The City Engineer reserves the right and duty to
cause certain underground lines to be potholed where he considers it prudent and in the interest of
public safety. Such potholing, if required, shall be performed by or under the field observation of the
utility owner.
1.4
RECORD DRAWINGS. Upon completion of construction, the Consulting Architect and
Engineer shall furnish the City Engineer's office record or “as-built" drawings incorporating those
changes made during the construction process. This submittal shall include a 11 x 17 set of paper
drawings with a digital file in Adobe pdf format or AutoCad. The record drawings” are to be signed
and sealed by the Engineer or Land Surveyor. The drawings shall include:

2.0



Flowline and top of manhole elevations at all sanitary sewer manholes.
changed, state existing grade.



Sewer Riser locations shall be referenced to the downstream manhole and closest property
line to within ± 6”.



Flowline and top of manhole elevations at all storm sewer manholes. If plans include a
detention/retention pond, show the as-built 100-year volume provided. All detention pond
drawings (public and private) will have sufficient elevations to substantiate the storage volume
and functionality of the detention pond.

If pipe grade is

ENGINEERING OF STREETS, PAVEMENTS, AND EARTHWORK

2.1
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS. The design of streets and storm sewerage shall be in
accordance with this Manual, the Standard Specifications and Detail Drawings. These requirements
are intended to match or closely follow the standard specifications of the Oklahoma Department of
Transportation and incorporates standard and acceptable engineering practices adopted by such
cities as Los Angeles, Norman, Oklahoma City and Tulsa, among others.
2.1.1 The work contemplated here includes streets, pavement, earthwork, proper subgrade, base
course(s), wearing surface, concrete curb and gutters, proper backfill, and drainage structures,
including storm sewers and inlets.
2.1.2 In advance of plan preparation the Engineer shall perform necessary “potholing” operations to
locate existing utilities under an existing street. When doing so, the Owner/Developer/Engineer shall
obtain a temporary right-of-way permit from the City Engineer. The maximum size of a drilled
“pothole” shall be 6-inches in diameter. The operations will be performed in locations out of wheel
paths. Holes will be backfilled with 6 inches of sand immediately above the pipe and 3000 psi
concrete to the street surface.
2.1.3 Should repairs on the either privately or publicly financed projects be necessary during the
maintenance bond period, the repairs made shall also be bonded for an additional one year period
from the date of completion and acceptance of the repair work by the City.
2.2
PLAN SHEETS AND PROFILES. All streets, intersections, cul-de-sacs, and other critical
locations shall be shown in plan detail at a minimum scale of 1" = 40', including direction of drainage,
top of curb elevation at PC's, PT's and high or low points. All curve information and drainage
structures shall be shown in detail. Where cul-de-sac radii varies so that the distance from face of
curb to the right-of-way line is less than 12-feet, an additional easement will be granted to
accommodate sidewalks and/or utilities. A site plan showing proposed locations and elevations of all
utilities shall accompany the street and storm sewer plans.
2.2.1 All fill areas within the street right-of-way shall be cross hatched on the profile and notation
shall be made that the fill area shall be compacted to a minimum of 95 percent standard proctor
density. When storm sewer pipes are located in fill area, the fill shall be made and compacted to finish
grade, then trenched for storm drain excavation. Curb returns with elevations shall be clearly labeled
on profile. Vertical curves in profile shall give the top of curb elevation at the PC, PI, PT and high or
low point, at a minimum of interval of 50 feet.
2.2.2 Storm Sewer Location. Storm sewer lines shall be located within 5 feet from the back of curb,
along the curb line adjacent to drop inlets, or under the center of the street pavement.

2.2.3 Utility line (i.e. Petroleum lines, gas lines, etc.) shall not be located under street pavement
except at crossings. They are not permitted longitudinally down a street or within 10 feet of the edge
of pavement, unless approved by the City Engineer.
2.3
ROAD FUNCTIONAL CLASSIFICATION. For the sake of clarity and planning the City street
functional classifications are defined as follows


Highway. Highways are all roadways for which the primary responsibility for maintenance is
other than the City of Ardmore. The function of these roadways is primarily to accommodate
long trips between parts of Ardmore and to connect areas outside of Ardmore. Highways will,
in some instances, serve as both Urban and Rural Arterials. The right-of-way requirements,
number of lanes, and shoulder requirements will vary greatly within the highway system.



Freeway. A divided highway with full control of access. The Federal Interstate System is
included in this classification.



Turnpike: A divided highway with full control of access, on which a user fee or toll is charged
for each trip. In Oklahoma, all turnpikes are owned and operated by the Oklahoma Turnpike
Authority, and are outside the purview of both the Federal Highway Administration and the
Oklahoma Department of Transportation.



Expressway: A divided highway with partial control of access.



Gateway/Boulevard/Parkway Scenic Zones. Any highway, generally divided, where special
setbacks are imposed, signs are restricted, uniformity of street trees is required and extensive
landscaping is encouraged, to enhance the park like setting along the street.



Conventional: Any non-divided road, maintained by the Oklahoma Department of
Transportation.



Urban Streets. Urban streets are all roadways within urbanized Ardmore. Urbanized Ardmore
includes all currently developed land and all land designated to be served by central utility
systems in the most recently adopted land use plan. The right-of-way requirements, number of
lanes, and turn lane and median requirements vary widely.



Principal Arterial (Urban). Principal Arterial streets distribute traffic throughout the City and link
major community-wide traffic generators. Includes ALL Highways within or passing through
urbanized Ardmore, and all non-highway, principal arterials require a minimum of four travel
lanes with curb and gutter and a minimum of 100 feet of right-of-way. A Principal Arterial will
typically consist of four travel lanes, with left turn lanes required at intersections with all other
arterials, and sometimes with collectors. Additional lanes, turn lanes, medians and right-ofways may be required based upon traffic generation or unique conditions.



Minor Arterial (Urban). Minor Arterial streets are intended to distribute traffic throughout the
City and link major community-wide traffic generators, but because of limited right-of-way or
adjacent land development cannot be constructed to the Principal Arterial standard. A Minor
Arterial will typically consist of two travel lanes, with turn lanes required at intersections with all
other arterials, and sometimes with collectors. In some instances, a complete third lane will be
required.



Collector (Urban). Collector streets allow traffic to move from the local street system to the
arterial system. Collectors have typically two travel lanes, with turn lanes required at some
intersections, including all arterials.



Local (Urban: Local streets provide access to property abutting public right-of-ways and a
means to travel to the higher classified street system. Local streets have two travel lanes.
Rural Roads. Rural Roads include all roadways outside of urbanized Ardmore. The right-ofrequirements, width of lanes, width and types of shoulders, and requirements for turn lanes
vary widely.



Principal Arterials (Rural). Principal Arterial (Rural) roads distribute traffic throughout areas
which have low land development capacities and lower traffic demand than the Urban Arterial
System. Principal Arterials (Rural) represent a system which forms part of an integrated Rural
network linking large traffic generators and provides intra-county service. Principal Arterials
(Rural) also represent the most heavily traveled roads in the Rural System an will sometimes
be a State Highway or will serve as a connection to an Urban Arterial. Principal Arterials
(Rural) should be designed to provide for relatively high overall travel speeds, with minimum
interference to through movement. Roads in this classification require a minimum of 100 feet
of right-of-way, two paved lanes of 12 feet each, a 10 foot paved shoulder adjoining each lane,
and acceleration/deceleration/turn lanes intersections with other arterials (Urban or Rural), and
collectors, in some instances. No curb and gutter is required, however, a 4 to 1 side slope, or
flatter, is required for all roadside ditches.



Minor Arterial (Rural). Minor Arterial (Rural) roads are the second tier of roads in the Rural
System. Minor Arterials (Rural) are also intended to distribute traffic throughout areas which
have low land development capacities and lower traffic demand than the Urban Arterial
System. Minor Arterials (Rural) represent a system which form part of an integrated Rural
network linking large traffic generators and providing intra-county service. Minor Arterials
(Rural) should be designed to provide for moderate overall travel speeds, with minimum
interference to through movement. Roads in this classification require a minimum of 100 feet
of right-of-way, two paved lanes of 12 feet each, a 6 foot paved shoulder adjoining each lane,
and acceleration/deceleration/turn lanes at intersections with other arterials (Urban or Rural),
and collectors, in some instances. No curb and gutter is required, however, a 4 to 1 side slope,
or flatter, is required for all roadside ditches.



Collector (Rural). Collector (Rural) roads are designed to serve traffic on which predominate
travel distances are shorter or slower than on arterial roads. Rural Collectors should be
consistent with population density, to collect traffic from local roads and all developed areas
within a reasonable distance to an arterial. Roads in this classification require a minimum of
100 feet of right-of-way, two paved lanes of 12 feet each, a 6 foot earthen shoulder adjoining
each lane, and acceleration/ deceleration/ turn lanes at intersections with arterials (Urban or
Rural.) No curb and gutter is required, however, a 4 to 1 side slope, or flatter, is required for
all roadside ditches.



Local (Rural). Local (Rural) roads are designed primarily to provide access to adjacent land
and provide service to travel over relatively short distances as compared to collectors or other
higher systems. Roads in this classification require a minimum of 80 feet of right-of-way, two
paved lanes of 11 feet each with a 4 feet earthen shoulder adjoining each lane. No curb and
gutter is required, however, a 4 to 1 side slope, or flatter, is required for all roadside ditches.

2.4
STREET CONFIGURATIONS. Width of streets shall be according to the classifications as
provided for in the City's Street and Highway Map of the currently adopted Land Use Plan. Width
shall be measured from back of curb to back of curb. (2 foot curb and gutter on each side.)
Street Designator
Principal Arterial
Minor Arterial
Collector
Local
Principal Arterial Rural
Minor Arterial
Collector Rural
Local Section Line
Local Interior

ROW
100
Varies
60
50
100
100
100
80
50

Pavement
52
Varies
34
28
28
28
28
22
25

Shoulder
C&G
C&G
C&G
C&G
10' Paved
6' Paved
6' Earth
4' Earth
4' Earth

2.4.1 All primary and secondary arterial street designs shall be furnished by the City Engineer's
office.
2.4.2 Where Residential Estate (RE) zoning has been allowed, the typical pavement section shall be
a minimum width of 22 feet with 4 foot turf shoulders on each side. Additional easements or right-ofway shall be dedicated such that the roadside ditch, including the back slope, can be maintained from
within the street right-of-way. Roadside ditches shall be constructed in accordance with the City's
standard drawings.
2.4.3 All streets shall be constructed with concrete curbs. The centerline of paving shall be the
centerline of right-of-way where dedication has been made according to the major street plan. All
other cases shall be determined by the City Engineer.
2.4.4 The minimum design grade for streets and gutter shall be 0.6% with minimum constructed
grade of 0.4% or greater. The maximum grade for non-arterial streets shall be limited to 8 percent.
Where the topography is hilly, grades will be permitted up to a maximum of 12% percent providing
they do not exceed 500 feet in length from PT to PC, except in areas near intersections, where the 8%
maximum will apply. All vertical and horizontal curves shall be designed according to the current
AASHTO Specifications using the criteria of safe stopping sight distance.
2.4.5 Vertical sag curves shall be the minimum length available for the two intersecting grades as
defined by the AASHTO publication titled, A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets
(Green Book), current revision. For residential streets, no sag vertical curve shall be used if the
algebraic difference between the two intersecting grades does not exceed 2%. For collector streets,
sag vertical curve length shall be determined by the "comfort equation" contained in the referenced
AASHTO publication. Design speed shall be 25 mph on all residential and collector streets and 35
mph on arterial streets except as modified by the City Traffic Engineer.
2.4.6 For horizontal curves the minimum centerline radius on street alignment shall be 200 feet. The
minimum radius on returns at residential intersections and at intersections of a residential and arterial
street shall be 30 feet. At intersections of arterial streets, the minimum radius on returns shall be 40
feet. The minimum radius on the returns for industrial districts shall be 40 feet. Larger radius may be
required for industrial districts if specified by the City Traffic Engineer.

2.4.7 A proposed and existing profile shall be shown beyond the end of all dead end streets for a
minimum of 200 feet to determine a satisfactory grade for future development. Cross slope may be
2% or 3% (1/4" or 3/8" per foot).
2.4.8 Where proposed development is adjacent to an existing arterial street not constructed to the
approved width and pavement dimensions of the currently adopted Land Use Plan and “Standard
Specifications and Construction Drawings”, the City shall be provided with a report detailing the
existing condition of the roadway. Information to be provided, at a minimum, will include the type of
pavement, thickness of pavement, estimated age of the pavement, type of subgrade, and CBR for the
subgrade material. The proposed design shall be approved by the City Engineer.
2.5
INTERSECTION DESIGN. Streets shall intersect one another at right angles (90º) unless
topography and other design factors require a waiver by the City Engineer. The layout of
intersections, design of radii, location of surficial utilities and the placement of signage shall be
devised using commonsense often developed during formal engineering education.
2.5.1 Proposed residential areas shall not use 4-leg intersections within the development. Grades at
collector/arterial intersections and 50 feet back of radius point shall not exceed 3%. For residential
and collector streets the portion of the street from the gutter line of the street being intersected to the
P.C. (point of curvature) of the curb return (typically 30 feet) shall have a maximum longitudinal grade
of 2%. This will allow the crosswalk to meet the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act,
which has a maximum sidewalk cross slope of 2%.
2.5.2 The intersection sight distance provisions contained in ‘A Policy on Geometric Design of
Highways and Streets’ published by the American Association of State Highway and Transportation
Officials (the AASHTO Green Book are adopted as the presumptive standard applicable to all
intersections within the City provided, however, that the City Engineer or his designee may, where
consistent with public safety, specify greater or lesser intersection sight distances. Unless otherwise
required, all intersections shall be designed, constructed and maintained in accordance with such
sight distance provision. Additionally, no landscaping, fence, utility equipment, wall or other structure
in excess of 36-inches in height above the roadway shall be constructed or maintained in the area
identified as the sight triangle, nor shall any parking be allowed within the area of the sight triangle.
2.5.3 Streets shall not be designed with intersections on the inside of horizontal curves or at any
location in general where sight distance will be inadequate for drivers to tell if they can safely enter the
traffic flow or cross the street. The minimum distance from an intersection to a curve shall be the
applicable minimum sight distance listed below. Exceptions for especially difficult design
circumstances may be permitted only if visibility easements to provide adequate sight distance are
established. In lieu of visibility easements, additional street right-of-way may be dedicated. Minimum
intersection design sight distance standards, as specified in the AASHTO “Green Book” shall be as
follows:

Design Speed
(mph)
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60

Minimum Sight
Distance (Feet) *
280
355
415
470
530
590
645
705

* Distance measured from an entering driver’s eye position to the position
of the closest approaching vehicle’s far front corner. The entering driver’s
eye position shall be assumed 3 feet to the right of the entering street’s
centerline, 3.5 feet above the pavement surface, and 9 feet to the nearest
pedestrian crosswalk line (marked or unmarked) on the street being
entered. The position of the closest approaching vehicle’s far front corner
shall be assumed 3 feet from the edge of the nearest approaching vehicle
lane and 4.24 feet above the pavement surface for each direction of
travel. Where stop control is not used, the corner sight distance for
residential streets shall be a minimum of 200 feet.
To maintain the minimum sight distance, restrictions on height of embankment, locations of buildings,
and screening fences may be necessary. Landscaping in the sight distance triangle shall be lowgrowing, and shall not be higher than 3 feet above the level of the intersecting street pavements. Tree
overhang shall be trimmed to a line at least 8 feet above the level of the intersections.
2.5.4 Intersections containing primary arterials/secondary arterials as classified by the Major Streets
and Highways Map of the “Ardmore 2020 Land and Transportation Plan” shall provide a width of 120
feet of public right-of-way for a distance of 200 feet from the intersecting right-of-way. Said right-ofway shall then have a 150 foot transition from the 125 foot width to a 100 foot standard width.
Variations to this right-of-way requirement shall be granted in accordance with the procedure for plat
variations contained in the Subdivision Regulations of the City.
2.6
TRAFFIC IMPACT OF DEVELOPMENTS. When a development will have a significant impact
on the traffic pattern (100 vph increase, or more) of the adjacent streets, driveways, and intersections,
the developer shall provide a traffic impact analysis. The developer shall provide additional traffic
lanes and right-of-way width to the streets or other improvements to mitigate the impact of the
development. The City Engineer shall determine the exact type and quantity of construction required.
Each development will be evaluated based on the traffic into and out of the development, the traffic
load on the arterial, and current and planned configuration of the arterial, as shown in the City's Major
Street and Highway Plan and the trip generation rates for the proposed development, including future
phases.
2.7
TYPICAL SECTIONS. Typical sections shall be drawn at the same horizontal and vertical
scale and shall show dimensions, type of materials, layer details, reserve topsoil, temporary and
permanent erosion control, compacted thickness, etc. All typical sections or notes that are
necessary to clearly reflect the design shall be included.

2.7.1 The Developer shall provide soil tests for all areas to be paved. Soil tests will be submitted to
the City Engineer for review. If soil tests indicate that the soil has a plasticity index of 14 or greater, a
minimum of 6-inches of subgrade shall be modified with a minimum of 5 percent hydrated lime by
weight or Class C fly ash or other suitable material reviewed by the City Engineer. If the soil tests
indicate that the soil is granular and unstable, the subgrade shall be stabilized with cement or fly ash.
Minimum CBR of compacted and/or stabilized subgrade shall be 8.0. If desired, subgrade may be
built of an accepted borrow material.
2.7.2 Pavement thickness shall be designed in accordance with standard methods; however,
industrial and commercial pavement sections shall have a minimum thickness of 8-inches asphaltic
concrete or 7-inches Portland cement concrete. Residential pavement sections shall have a minimum
thickness of 6-inches asphaltic concrete or 6-inches Portland cement concrete. Portland cement
concrete streets shall have an integrally placed curb of the same mix design as for street paving.
Curbs shall be in accordance with the Standard Specifications and Details.
2.7.3 Joints in Portland cement concrete shall be located in accordance with Standard
Specifications. A joint layout plan shall be reviewed by the City Engineer. Joints in Portland cement
concrete paving, curbs and gutters shall be constructed in accordance with ODOT Standards unless
otherwise accepted by the City Engineer.
2.7.4 Asphaltic concrete streets shall have a Portland cement concrete curb and gutter. The curb
shall be in accordance with the Standard Specifications and Details. All curb sections shall be vertical
curb. Mountable type curbs will not be allowed unless accepted for specific sites by the City Engineer.
Asphaltic Concrete shall be Superpave Types S3, S4 and S5 per the latest edition of the Oklahoma
Department of Transportation Standard Specifications for Highway Construction. All concrete shall be
in accordance with Sections 509 and 701, of the latest edition of the ODOT Standard Specifications.

CLASS

Description

Applications

AA

4000 PSI,
7 Sack or 658 LB Cement
3000 PSI,
6 Sack or 564 LB Cement

Pavements, Culverts, Bridges, Piles, Drilled Shaft Foundations,
Parapet Walls, Concrete Rail, and Handrails.

A
C

2500 PSI,
4.2 Sack or 395 LB Cement

Sidewalks, Concrete Rails, Handrails, and all non-structural
Concrete
Soil Erosion Control Structures, Grouted Rip Rap.

2.8
CROSS-SECTIONS. Cross sections may be required by the City Engineer as a part of the
construction plans when necessary to reflect more clearly the intent of the design. All cross sections
for street rights of way shall be drawn to scale showing existing ground and proposed construction
from building line to building line. Typical cross sections shall be shown for each street if the slope to
the property line exceeds 2%. Typical interval between cross sections shall be 50 feet. Additional
cross sections shall be included as needed.
2.9
STRUCTURES AND DETAILS. All special structures will be detailed. Special structures shall
be drawn to scale unless noted otherwise. Sufficient details, dimensions and related notes shall be
provided for all structures. All structures subject to vehicular traffic shall be designed for H-20 loading.
2.10 SIDEWALKS. All sidewalk layouts and designs require both Development Services and
Engineering Department approval. Sidewalk widths shall be 4 feet wide on local and collector streets
and 5 feet wide on arterial streets. When a sidewalk is constructed adjacent to the street curb and

gutter, it shall be constructed 1-foot wider. Sidewalks parallel to arterial roads with designated bike
paths shall be 8 feet wide. Sidewalks shall be required on both sides of local, collector, and arterial
streets.
2.10.1 In general, sidewalks shall be constructed within the dedicated right-of-way at a distance no
less than 1 foot from the abutting property lines, and except at intersections or as reviewed by the
City, shall be no less than 3 feet from the outside curb line of the street pavements. However, at the
home builders option he may construct the sidewalk where it crosses the driveway approach adjacent
to the street to allow more space for parking between the garage and the sidewalk. Sidewalks must
provide access for the safe and convenient movement across curbs of physically disabled persons,
including those persons in wheelchairs. Wheelchair ramps shall be constructed in accordance with
the City's Standard Specifications and the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). To accommodate
wheelchair passing space, sidewalks less than 5’ wide shall have at least 5’ by 5’ passing spaces
located at intervals not to exceed 200 feet. Driveways may be utilized as appropriate, provided that
the cross-slope of the driveway on each side of the sidewalk does not exceed 2%.
2.10.2 All sidewalks shall consist of concrete (ODOT Class A). Sidewalks shall include pedestrian
bridges across creeks and streams where applicable. The finished thickness of Portland cement
concrete sidewalks shall not be less than 4-inches and the width shall be not less than 4 feet.
Sidewalks across driveways shall be 6-inches thick.
2.10.3 Immediately after finishing operations, curing shall be accomplished by either wetted earth,
cotton mats, wet burlap bags, membrane curing compounds, or other methods accepted by the City
Engineer.
2.10.4 Transverse crack control joints shall be placed at intervals not to exceed 5 feet. Joints shall be
tooled or sawed to a depth of 1-inch. Expansion joints shall be placed at curbs, driveways, or abutting
structures. Where sidewalks intersect drainage flumes, the sidewalks shall span the flume if the flume
is the principal drainage between the lots and the sidewalks may slope into the flume if the flume is
constructed to act as an overflow.
2.10.5 Detectable warnings shall be required on the end of curb ramps and shall consist of raised
truncated domes plates, EJ Brand or equal, the full width of the ramp walking surface, 24-inches
length from the end of ramp.
2.11 DRIVEWAY STANDARD DESIGN. A driveway approach sketch shall be submitted with the
driveway permit application for review by the Engineering Division. All private roads, driveways, or
streets serving residential, commercial, or industrial developments within the City, the use of which is
not restricted, but is open to the public, either by connection with an existing street or because the
design thereof does, in fact, constitute a thoroughfare accessible to the public, shall be constructed to
specifications required for local streets, and inspected by the City Inspector.
2.12 SIGNAGE. Street and traffic control sign plans shall be prepared and installed by the City
Engineer. The developer shall be responsible for street name signage and neighborhood entrance
signage if provided; and such signage is subject to approval by the Director of Community
Development.
2.13 STRIPING. Plans for striping of streets requiring striping shall be reviewed by the City
Engineer. The striping contractor shall be approved by City Engineer. Full-thickness thermoplastic
striping shall be employed on streets with traffic counts greater than 4000 vehicles per day; otherwise,
use paint striping.

2.14 EASEMENTS AND RIGHT OF WAY.
dimensioned on the plans and the final plat.

Easements and

rights-of-way

shall

be clearly

2.14.1 Streets shall be laid-out and constructed in the center of dedicated rights-of-way. Utility
Easements shall be so labeled and sized to accommodate the proposed city and franchisee utilities to
be constructed therein. Restricted or exclusive easements shall be provided and so labeled where
necessary to accommodate a single utility.
2.14.2 For curved roadways, additional right-of-way may be required to maintain adequate sight
distance.
2.14.2 All overland restricted drainage easements will be shown detailed on the plans and the final
plat. An unimproved drainageway left in a natural state shall be dedicated to the public, either by title
or easement, and platted with a minimum width equal to the floodplain width required to pass the 100year flood event. Dedicated drainageway shall be provided with adequate vehicular ingress and
egress for maintenance purposes. If said drainageway width is less than 150 feet the minimum width
required will be the floodplain plus an additional width of 15 feet on each side of the floodplain. The
City may accept dedication of the entire floodplain area for an unimproved channel. Adequate
restrictive easements for dedicated right of way must be provided for access and maintenance of the
drainage facilities.
2.15 PAVING DESIGN. Street pavements shall be designed on the basis of Guide For The Design
of Pavement Structure, American Association of State Transportation Officials (AASHTO), 1993
edition and current amendments. Computations shall be performed on an up-to-date version of a
computer software program Pavement Analysis Software, developed by the American Concrete
Pavement Association, or other program approved by the City Engineer. General design parameters
are recommended.


Traffic Volumes

Street Class
Residential
Residential Collector
Arterial

Traffic Volumes
ADT
No. of Lots
300-700
50-120
2000-6000
350-1000
See transportation plan



Design Period. The street pavements shall be designed for a period of 20 years.



Reliability Factor.



Street Class

Reliability Factor

Residential

65

Collector

85

Arterial

90

Drainage Coefficient: Except as accepted by the City Engineer for specific conditions,
supported by geotechnical testing, coefficient of drainage shall be 1.05.



Geotechnical Data: The pavement design software utilizes the resilient modulus (MR) as the
basis of its computations. However, the laboratory testing to determine MR is quite expensive;
therefore, other parameters, i.e. California Bearing Ratio (CBR) or subgrade modulus (k), may
be used. There are approximate relationships between CBR or k and MR. The following table
may be used for design if the characteristics of a specific subgrade material is unknown.
Empirical Relationship between Soil Types and Bearing Strengths
Subgrade
k-Value Range
MR
Type of Soil
Strength
(pci)
(psi)
Silts and Clays
Very low
50-100
1000-1900
Fine Grain Soils
Low
100-150
1900-2900
(Mainly silt and clay)
Poorly graded sands
and sandy with silts and
Medium
15-220
2900-4300
clays
Gravely soils, well
graded sands and
High
220-300
4300-4850
minimal plastic fines



CBR
<3
3 - 5.5
5.5 - 12

>12

Material Coefficients. Acceptable coefficients for conversion of depth of various types of
materials are as follows:
Flexible Pavement Layer Type

Layer Coefficient
Per Inch of Depth

Surface Course (S4 and S5 HMAC)
Base (S3 HMAC)
Subbase (Modified Subgrade)
CKD
(CBR 24)
Subbase (Modified Subgrade)
Fly Ash (CBR 40)
Subbase (Modified Subgrade)
Cement (CBR 100)
Subbase (Modified Subgrade)
Lime
(CBR 24)
Type A Aggregate
(CBR 100)
Prepared Roadbed Compacted Subgrade

0.44
0.40
0.10
0.12
0.14
0.10
0.14
0.04

For other layer coefficients, see “AASHTO Guide for Design of Pavement Structures.” Proposed
layer coefficients shall be approved by the City Engineer

2.16 LIGHTING.
Street lights shall be installed by the franchised vendor providing the electrical
service and shall be shown on the preliminary plat. Four basic objectives shall be considered in
providing street lighting: aesthetics, traffic safety, security, and intersection identification. The
objectives to be considered are directly related to the function of the street to be lighted.
2.16.1 Location and Design.


Light poles shall be located a minimum of 5 feet from back of curb or future curb, including left
and right turn lanes.



Provide one 4,000 lumen street light at each street or alley intersection; and



One 4,000 lumen street light at end of cul-de-sac or other permanently dead ended street; and



One 4,000 lumen street light at the approximate midpoint of curvilinear streets that prohibit
visual contact between intersections; and



One 4,000 lumen street light midway between intersections that are spaced 600 feet or more
apart; or



Meet or exceed the spacing and sizing of thoroughfare lighting criteria of Roadway Lighting
Handbook, U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration, current
revision; and



Adjust location of street lights from the designated or required locations if by doing so, the
illumination of nearby fire hydrants would be improved.

2.16.2 Scheduling. Street lighting shall be chronologically integrated with development. Requests for
street lighting shall be submitted directly to the City electrical franchisee with a copy of requests
forwarded to the City Engineer. Street lighting shall not be installed until all required improvements
such as water mains, sanitary sewer mains, paving, and drainage structures are completed and
accepted by the City, to avoid conflicts with other Contractors; however, it shall be installed prior to
extensive development to avoid interference with private landscaping. [A good rule to follow is to
order street lighting at the same time that street name signs are ordered.] Close coordination with the
developer is required for lights to be installed in time to avoid interference with private landscaping.
2.17 ARTERIAL ACCESS. Direct access to arterial roadways must be avoided wherever possible
and whenever possible, joint access with an adjoining property must be sought. If joint access is not
practicable and access cannot be provided via another street, driveway access to the arterial may be
granted if the minimum corner clearance is met. Such access however may be limited to right turns in
and out.
2.17.1 Access and Sight Distance. Adequate sight distances will be required at every driveway. Any
movement for which inadequate sight distance is available will not be permitted.
2.17.2 Each development area will be permitted to have one access driveway, either on the parcel or
as part of joint access. Where side streets abut the parcel, the access will be provided from the side
street. Additional driveways may be needed and provided under the following conditions:


If the daily traffic volume using the driveway exceeds 2,000 vehicles per day;



If traffic using one driveway exceeds the capacity of a single stop controlled intersection during
one peak street traffic hour or the peak site traffic hour; or



If a traffic analysis shows that traffic conditions warrant additional driveways.

In all cases, minimum spacing and clearances shall be provided. Driveways along arterial roadways
and corner clearance for driveways adjacent to street intersections must satisfy the following minimum
spacing requirements:

Arterial Driveway Spacing and Corner Clearances
Distances from Centerline to Centerline of Driveways on Arterials in Feet

Posted Speed
<40
>40

Small Generator
<100 Peak Hour Trip
220
330

Medium Generator
100 to 200 Peak Hour Trip
330
440

Large Generator
>200 Peak Hour Trip
550
660

Corner Clearance for Driveways Adjacent to Street Intersections in Feet

Speeds < 40 mph
Signal Control
Stop Control
175
100

Speeds > 40 mph
Signal Control
Stop Control
350
200

3.0
ENGINEERING OF STORMWATER AND DRAINAGE SYSTEMS. If a Stormwater Master
Drainage Plan is adopted for the area under consideration, proposed stormwater drainage systems
shall comply with the provisions of the plan. Otherwise, the Owner/Developer/Engineer shall
incorporate the following guidance.
3.1
GENERAL. The engineering design for stormwater channels, sewers and drainage systems is
based on both sound engineering analysis and the requirements established by ordinance with
respect to the construction and maintenance of such systems. It should be noted that the street
structure, with curbs, gutters, and stormwater inlets, is an integral element of the overall development
stormwater drainage system.
3.1.1 Owner Responsibilities. All owners of property, whether undeveloped, developed, or
undergoing development, are responsible to undertake or provide for the following exigencies:


Mow and provide minor maintenance of drainage channels and their slopes for that portion of
the channel lying within their property line;



Keep clear all drainage channels within the boundaries of their properties;



Control all storm water runoff and drainage, erosion and sedimentation from points and
surfaces on the property;



Prevent any and all drainage interferences, obstructions, blockages, or other adverse effects
upon drainage, into, through, or out of the property;



Take no action which will alter or otherwise change designed and installed storm water
management control systems and not take any action on existing property affecting
stormwater runoff, whether temporary, permanent, or a combination thereof, which thereby
adversely affects adjacent property owners or City rights of way



Provide improvements, agreements, and/or easements beyond the boundaries of the
subdivision, development, or property improvement to facilitate flow of stormwater from or
through the property, to avoid damage from changed runoff conditions, to provide continuous
improvement of the overall storm drainage system, and to accommodate all drainage
conditions or requirements;



Where stormwater runoff flows require the logical extension of any street or its associated
drainage in order to prevent flooding, ponding, or uncontrolled runoff, the extension must be
provided by the owner or developer.



During all construction activity and all other non-construction activity developers, property
owners and contractors shall be required to keep streets, gutters, inlets, drainage pipes,
swales, ditches, drainage channel, and all drainage devices and structures clean and free from
debris, sedimentation, soil, and any materials. [Any failure to meet this requirement shall, upon
notice and failure to immediately correct the notified condition, constitute sufficient grounds for
initiation of enforcement action, including, but not limited to, stopping all work until correction is
completed. Developers, property owners, or their legal agents, upon receipt of notice by the
City of Ardmore that repair or maintenance is required within a channel lying within their
property, shall be responsible for effecting such repair or maintenance within the time
specified, or the City shall have repair and maintenance performed at the expense of the
property owner.]

3.1.2 The City is responsible for the perpetual repair and maintenance of stormwater sewerage and
drainage channels and their slopes when located within or upon rights of way dedicated to the City of
Ardmore.


Develop, adopt and implement ordinances, rules, standards and specifications necessary to
clearly and accurately interpret the physical requirements of this section;



Design and implement a Drainage Master Plan for urban drainage, storm water management,
and flood control;



Make such necessary improvements of primary and secondary drainage channels that cannot
or will not be improved through private development;



Improve and maintain floodway and flood fringe areas that are dedicated public areas, rightsof-way, park lands, public-owned buildings or developments;



Improve and maintain all public-owned drainage channels or systems outside the flood fringe
area.

3.2
DRAINAGE EASEMENTS. All overland restricted drainage easements will be shown detailed
on the Plans and Final Plat, as well as described in the conditions and restrictions of the plat.
3.2.1 An unimproved drainageway left in a natural state shall be dedicated to the public, either by
title or easement, and platted with a minimum width equal to the floodplain width required to pass the
regulatory flood. Dedicated drainageway shall be provided with adequate vehicular ingress and egress
for maintenance purposes. If said drainageway width is less than 150 feet, the minimum width
required will be the floodplain plus an additional width of 15 feet on each side of the floodplain. A
permanently visible monument shall be set on each P.I. and on each property line at its intersection
with the easement or right-of-way line to identify the limits of the drainage. Said monuments are to
conform to adopted City Standards. The City may, but shall not be obligated as a matter of routine, to
accept dedication of the entire floodplain area for an unimproved channel. Adequate restrictive
easements for dedicated right-of-way must be provided for access and maintenance.
3.2.2 In general and to the maximum practicable extent, stormwater within a parcel, lots or blocks
and developments, shall be conveyed by street gutters, inlets, storm sewer pipes and engineered
channels as opposed to flumes, swales (lined or unlined), or privately-owned natural channels.
Accordingly, the minimum width for all storm sewer easements shall be 15 feet or the outside diameter
of pipe plus 10 feet, whichever is greater, and the pipe shall be laid in the center of easement.

3.3
DRAINAGE SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS. All stormwater runoff systems are subject to the
review and approval of the City Engineer with regard to analysis, design and construction of drainage
facilities. Further, any improvements or modifications to land are subject to the review and approval of
the Director of Community Development or City Floodplain Manager.
3.3.1 Drainage System Components. Drainage facilities, both public and private, consist of all
elements necessary to convey stormwater runoff from its contact with the earth to its disposition into
the natural creeks at their exit points at the City limits. The drainage system, both public and private,
consists of storm sewers (which are closed conduits), improved channels constructed in conformity
with adopted City Standards, unimproved drainageways left in their natural condition, areas covered
by restricted drainage easements for the purpose of providing overland flow, and all appurtenances to
the above including inlet, manholes, junction boxes, headwalls, dissipators, culverts, etc. All portions
of the drainage system that exist on dedicated rights-of-way or restricted drainage easements shall be
owned and maintained by the City, unless provided otherwise by agreement or covenant.
3.3.2 Design Objectives and Requirements. The stormwater drainage system shall be designed to
receive and pass the runoff from a 100-year frequency rainstorm within dedicated easements under
full urbanization. Full urbanization is defined as the total development in an area that is anticipated.
The entire flow shall be confined within the said stormwater drainage system. The following design
requirements shall apply to stormwater systems.


Design pipe network such that a minimum of the runoff from a 10-year frequency rainstorm in
a pipe network with overland flow capacities so that the combination of any two will pass the
runoff from a 100-year frequency rainstorm under fully urbanized conditions; or



The entire runoff from a 100-year frequency rainstorm may be contained in the pipe network.
Should the entire runoff from a 100-year frequency rainstorm be conveyed in a pipe network, a
bypass system shall be designed considering the pipe network to be 50% blocked.



The overland flow and by-pass system above may be a concrete flume when located between
houses. In cases where there is a potential for wooden fences to be built across said drainage
way, the flow shall be in a pipe.



Where sump collection systems are used, an overflow route shall be established in the event
of complete blockage of the sump.



Runoff from areas greater than 1/2-acre outside the roadway shall be collected before it
reaches the roadway.



Parking lots shall have internal drainage systems so as to reduce concentrated flows into
streets. This item does not apply to single family residential lots on local streets.



Inlets shall be located at intersections to prevent the flow from crossing the intersection. Inlets
at intersections shall be located so they do not encroach upon the curb return. No drainage
structure shall be permitted at a wheelchair ramp.



Drainage areas, runoff from 10-year and 100-year frequency rainstorms, time of concentration,
and inlet design for each inlet shall be summarized and tabulated on the plans. This summary
table shall also be a part of the drainage calculations.



No flumes will be allowed to discharge onto arterials, collectors and secondary streets.
Flumes discharging onto local streets are strongly discouraged and shall be allowed by the
City Engineer only if there is absolutely no other reasonable solution.



The overland flow portion of the collector system shall be confined to dedicated rights-of- way,
or restricted drainage easements to assure that stormwater can pass through the development
without inundating the lowest level of any building, dwelling, or structure. Restricted drainage
easements shall be shown on the plat.



Irrespective of flow parameters, the stormwater runoff from no more than 3 lots shall be
allowed onto another lot or between 2 lots. If more lots or area needs to be drained, then an
underground storm sewer shall be required.



As a part of the development layout, grading plan, and stormwater drainage design, the
Engineer shall establish minimum housepad and building elevations. These elevations shall
be set based upon or with due consideration given to the possibility that flows onto or leaving
the parcel may be affected by the construction of fences, landscaping, pipe blockages or poor
maintenance, and that such eventualities must be accounted for, particularly in residential
developments.

3.4
RAINFALL. Presented in this section is the design rainfall data to be used for runoff
hydrograph calculations and the Rational Method. All hydrological analyses, runoff analysis and the
Rational Method shall utilize the rainfall data presented herein for calculation of storm runoff. Total
Rainfall. US Weather Bureau Technical Paper No. 40, Rainfall Frequency Atlas of the United States
was used for cumulative rainfall data of storm durations greater than one hour. The National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Technical Memorandum NWS HYDRO-35 was used for
cumulative rainfall data of storm durations from 5 to 60 minutes. Rainfall data to be used for projects
in the City of Ardmore are shown in the following table.

Duration
5
10
15
30
60
2
3
6
12
24

1-Yr
0.40
0.71
0.84
1.14
1.44
1.70
1.87
2.19
2.63
3.00

2-Yr
0.48
0.84
1.01
1.40
1.81
2.13
2.28
2.71
3.23
3.75

Total Rainfall Depths
Total Rainfall (Inches) for Designated Frequency
5-year
10-Yr
25-Yr
50-Yr
100-Yr
0.56
0.62
0.72
0.79
0.86
0.99
1.11
1.27
1.41
1.54
1.20
1.34
1.54
1.70
1.86
1.73
1.96
2.29
2.55
2.81
2.28
2.60
3.07
3.44
3.80
2.80
3.30
3.85
4.44
5.00
3.13
3.63
4.25
4.83
5.43
3.64
4.30
5.08
5.71
6.40
4.31
5.10
6.00
6.71
7.55
5.15
5.88
7.00
7.78
8.75

500-Yr
1.01
1.83
2.23
3.39
4.58
6.12
6.60
7.80
9.20
10.68

3.5
RUNOFF. Following table summarizes methods of runoff which analysis may be used for the
design of components of the storm drainage system as applicable.

Applicable for

3.5.1

Peak Q

Volume Calc.

Minimum Drainage
Area, Acres

Maximum Drainage
Area, Acres

Rational Method

Yes

No

0

200

SCS Method

Yes

Yes

2

2000

USGS Regression

Yes

No

200

None

Modified Rational

No

Yes

0

200

Rational Method.
Runoff Coefficients and Percent Imperviousness
Land Use or Surface Characteristic
Commercial Areas
Neighborhood Areas
Single Family
Multi-unit (detached)
Multi-unit (attached)
1/2 acre lot or larger
Apartments
Industrial Light Uses
Heavy Industrial Uses

Percent Imperviousness
70 to 95
60 to 80
35 to 60
45 to 55
65 to 75
30 to 45
65 to 75
70 to 80
80 to 90

Runoff Coefficients
0.70 to 0.95*
*
0.47 to 0.64*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Parks and Cemeteries

4 to 8

*

Playgrounds

40 to 60

*

Railroad Yards

35 to 45

*

Paved Streets
Gravel Streets

90 to 100
50 to 70

0.95
0.65

Driveways and Sidewalks
Roofs
Lawns
Sandy soils Clayey soils

90 to 100
85 to 95
5 to 10
10 to 30

0.95
0.95
0.10 to 0.20
0.13 to 0.35

Runoff Coefficients- SCS Hydrologic Soil Groups
Land Use or Surface Characteristic
A
B
C
0.08
0.15
0.22
Flat Lawns and Pastures 0-2%
0.13
0.20
0.27
Average 2-6%
0.18
0.25
0.32
Steep greater than 6%
0.06
0.13
0.20
Flat Woodlands
Average
0.11
0.18
0.25
Steep
0.17
0.23
0.29
0.05
0.12
0.19
Flat Meadow
0.10
0.17
0.24
Average
0.15
0.22
0.29
Steep
Flat Cultivated Grounds

0.20

0.27

0.34

D
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.26
0.31
0.36
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40

Rainfall Intensity Parameters
Parameter

Design Storm
d

e

f

2 Year

56.43

11.5

0.81

5 Year

72

15

0.80

10 Year

82

15

0.80

25 Year

95

15

0.80

50 Year

108

15

0.80

100 Year
120
15
0.80
Drainage Design Manual, ODOT, February, 1988

3.5.2 Unit Hydrograph Methods. A hydrograph method must be used to determine peak runoff rates
from watersheds larger than 200 acres, which is the upper limit of the Rational Method and for all
detention pond analyses. A hydrograph method is required for all drainage areas larger than two
acres. It is assumed that the design engineer is familiar with the basic assumptions and limitations
regarding the applicability of the method used. The design storm for the Ardmore area shall have a
duration a minimum of twice the time of concentration for peak flow calculations. For design of
detention storage basins, a 24 hour storm shall be used. A precipitation hyetograph shall be used as
the input for all runoff calculations. The specified precipitation is assumed to be uniformly distributed
over the watershed. The hyetograph represents average precipitation depths over a computation
interval.
3.5.3 SCS Unit Hydrograph Method: The Soil Conservation Service (SCS) method is presented in
detail in Section 4 of the U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil Conservation Service Engineering
Handbook and Model Drainage Manual, American Association of State Highway and Transportation
Officials, 1991. The SCS computer program TR20 or the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers computer
program HEC-1 are acceptable ways of utilizing the SCS methodology. The SCS publication TR55
may be used for areas up to 2,000 acres
3.6
STREET DRAINAGE. The preferred location of the storm sewer is, in order of priority, behind
the curb, on the street centerline and down the center of the traffic line. Storm sewer shall not be
placed within the wheelpath of any driving lane of the pavement. The traffic lane is defined as the
normal width provided for each lane and delineated by pavement stripes.
3.6.1 Depth in Streets. Use of streets for conveyance of stormwater runoff shall be within the
following limitations:


For the 50-year frequency rainstorm, two 8-foot wide driving lanes of an arterial street shall
remain open. Depth of flow for collector and local streets shall not exceed 6-inches.



The 100-year flow shall be contained within the right-of-way. At sump locations, the water
depth shall not exceed 12-inches above the top of the grate for the 100-year frequency
rainstorm. Where sump collection systems are used, an overflow route shall be established in
the event of complete blockage of the sump.

3.6.2

Drainage Impact on Streets.



Sheet Flow: To minimize the effects of hydro-planing and splashing of sheet flow, the streets
of Ardmore are designed with a 2% (1/4" per foot) or 3% (3/8" per foot) cross slope. In
addition, for arterial streets, the amount of flow permitted in the street is limited to the outside
lane before a storm sewer inlet is required.



Cross Flow: The depth of cross flow permitted in non-arterial streets, where it cannot be
avoided, is limited to the top of curb. Cross flow in arterial streets is not permitted and is
strongly discouraged for collectors and residential streets. The cross flow limitations for
freeways are determined by the Oklahoma Department of Transportation.



Valley Gutters: Concrete valley gutters are required in asphalt streets when the longitudinal
grade is 1% or less. The width of the valley gutter will be determined by the depth required.
The maximum slope of the lateral grade shall be 5% when the valley gutter is located at or
near a stop sign. When the valley gutter is located in mid block with a speed limit of 25 mph
the cross slope shall be a maximum of 3%. No mid block valley gutters shall be allowed if the
speed limit is greater than 25 mph. If a bird bath exists on an asphalt valley greater than 1%,
then a concrete valley gutter shall be constructed.

3.6.3


Hydraulic Evaluation.
Curb and Gutter Capacity. The allowable storm capacity of each street section with curb and
gutter shall be calculated using the modified Manning's formula:
Q
Where
Q
Z
YT
S
n

= 0.56[Z/n] S1/2 (YT)8/3
=
=
=
=
=

discharge in cfs
reciprocal of the street cross slope (Sx, ft/ft)
depth of flow at the gutter (feet)
longitudinal grade of street (ft/ft)
Manning's roughness coefficient

Manning's roughness coefficient, n, shall be used according to the applicable construction
condition from tables herein. When the street cross section has different cross slopes, capacity
computation shall take into account the various cross slopes.


Roadside Ditch Capacity. The capacity of a roadside ditch shall be computed using Manning's
equation. The allowable flow over the paved portion of the street is computed as above. This
capacity of the roadside ditch and street capacity are combined to determine the entire street
section capacity. The paved street portion contributes to the total capacity only when the depth
of flow in the roadside ditch is exceeded for the design storm. As in streets with curb and
gutter, the maximum allowable depth at the pavement edge shall not exceed 8-inches.

Manning's n-Values for Street Gutters
Construction Type

n

Concrete gutter troweled finish

0.012

Smooth Asphalt Pavement
Rough Textured Asphalt Pavement

0.013
0.016

Smooth Concrete gutter with asphalt pavement
Rough Concrete Gutter with Asphalt Pavement

0.013
0.015

Concrete pavement with float finish
Concrete pavement with broom finish

0.014
0.016

Brick
0.016
Note: For gutters on flat grade where sediment may
accumulate, increase all above values of "n" by 0.002.
Source: Drainage Design Manual, ODOT, February, 1988
3.7
STORM SEWER INLETS. Three types of inlets are used in the City of Ardmore: curb opening
inlets, combination grated and curb opening inlets and median inlets. Multiple inlets occur when more
than one inlet (of the same type) are used in a continuous series, resulting in greater flow interception
capacity. Inlet types shall be in accordance with the City's Standard Drawings. On arterial streets,
offset type inlet, ODOT Standard SSCD-1-15, shall be used. Minimum size shall be 2 hoods and 2
grates.
3.7.1 Inlets shall be located at all low points in the gutter grade, on side streets at intersections
where runoff would flow onto an arterial street or highway and upgrade of bridges to prevent runoff
from flowing onto the bridge deck. Inlets are also required when the allowable depth of flow in the
gutter is exceeded.


Inlets at intersections shall be located in such a manner that no part of the inlet will encroach
upon the curb return. Inlets on a continuous grade in the interior of a block should be placed
upstream of a nearby driveway, if possible. The flowline and top of curb elevations shall be
shown on all inlets. The spacing between inlets shall be such that depths of flow and widths of
spread requirements are not violated. Attempting to intercept all the flow on a street at every
inlet leads to a costly storm sewer system. It is more cost effective to allow some portion of the
runoff to bypass an inlet and intercept the runoff at the next inlet.



Another cost effective method is to design as many of the inlets as possible to be sump inlets.
The type of inlet to be used and the percent of flow to be intercepted at a particular location is
left to the judgment of the Engineer. The objective is to minimize the cost of the storm sewer
system while satisfying all of the design criteria. In general, an interception rate of 70 to 80
percent will result in an economical design. Hydraulic design of inlets shall be in accordance
with following paragraphs.

3.7.2 Hydraulic Evaluation. Safety factors for grates and curb openings shall be in accordance with
the ODOT “Drainage Design Manual,” latest edition: the design interception capacity for curb inlets will
be equal to 80% of the computed theoretical capacity Qi. The Following factors should be appied to
the theoretical capacity Qi of grate inlets:

Design Capacity for Theoretical Qi for Grated Inlets
Grate Inlet

Condition

Design Capacity

Longitudinal bars
Longitudinal bars

Sump
On continuous grade

0.50 Qi
0.75 Qi

Longitudinal and transversal bars

Sump

0.50 Qi

Longitudinal and transverse bars

On continuous grade

0.60 Qi

3.7.3 Grated Inlets without a curb opening are not permitted. The bicycle safe grates (in
combination with a curb opening) are the only grates approved by the City of Ardmore within the street
right-of-way. The Neenah R-3076 Vane Grate or EJ Brand equivalent, or approved equal, shall be
used in the City of Ardmore. When a grate is used in conjunction with a curb opening directly behind
the grate, only the hydraulic capacity of the grate shall be utilized to estimate the flow that is
intercepted, since the curb opening portion is reserved to collect debris. Grate interception capacities
shall be determined for the specific grate to be used in the project. For example, if the grate inlet is
manufactured by Neenah Foundry use Neenah's method of computing the capacity. Curb Opening
Inlets: Two types of curb opening inlets are approved by the City of Ardmore: cast in place concrete
inlets, and manufactured metal inlets.
3.8
STORM SEWER PIPE SYSTEM. "Storm sewer system" refers to the system of inlets, pipes,
manholes, junctions, outlets, and other appurtenant structures designed to collect and convey storm
runoff to a defined drainageway. A "drainage system" also includes curbs and gutters, roadside
ditches, swales, channels, and detention systems for the control of overland runoff. In general, a storm
sewer system is required when other parts of the drainage system no longer have the capacity for
additional runoff without exceeding the design criteria.
3.8.1 Design Storm Frequency. The storm sewer system, beginning at the upstream end with inlets,
is required when the allowable street capacity or overflow capacity is exceeded for the design storm.
The "design storm" for the piped storm sewer system is the 10 year storm, the street and piped storm
sewer system combined is the 50 year storm and the piped storm sewer system, street, and ROW
combined is the 100 year storm. Minor system and the design storm for the major system, the 10year and 50/100-year storm respectively. Thus, the storm sewer system should be designed for the
larger of the following events:


The 10-year flow, less the allowable capacity of the gutter or roadside ditch; or



The flow equal to the difference between the 50-year and the allowable street capacity,
or
The flow equal to the difference between the Q100 and the capacity within the ROW.



[The intent is to intercept the 10-year flood and convey the flow in a storm sewer. However, it is
impractical to intercept all the runoff in the street at the inlet and some "carry-over" flow will occur. The
procedure simply puts a limit on the amount of carry- over flow that can occur in the street.]
3.8.2 Construction Materials: Storm sewers within the City of Ardmore may be constructed using
reinforced concrete, PVC, HDPE or CCFRPMP. The materials, pipes, and appurtenances shall meet
the requirements of the City's Standard Specifications. In general, reinforced concrete is to be used
under City street pavements.

3.8.3 Vertical Alignment. The sewer grade shall be such that a minimum cover is maintained to
withstand AASHTO HS-20 loading on the pipe. The minimum cover depends upon the pipe size, type
and class, and soil bedding condition, but shall not be less than one foot from the top of pipe to the
finished grade at any point along the pipe. The pipe should not encroach into the street sub-grade.
3.8.4 Manholes. Manholes will be required whenever there is a change in size, alignment, elevation
grade and slope, or where there is a junction of two or more sewers. For sewers equal to or larger
than 60-inch diameter, pre-formed smooth transitions shall be approved by the City Engineer. The
maximum spacing between manholes for various pipe sizes shall be in accordance with table
following.
3.8.5 Clearances. The minimum clearance between storm sewer and water main (for new
construction), either above or below shall be 12-inches. Ductile iron pipe (with proper bedding) or
concrete encasement of the water line will be required for clearances of 12-inches or less when the
clearance between existing water mains cannot be maintained. The minimum clearance between
storm sewer and sanitary sewer (for new construction), either above or below, shall be 12-inches. In
addition, when an existing sanitary sewer main lies above a storm sewer, or within 18-inches below,
the sanitary sewer shall have impervious encasement or be constructed of ductile iron pipe for a
minimum of 10 feet on each side of the storm sewer crossing. Siphons or inverted siphons are not
allowed in the storm sewer system.
Storm Sewer Alignment and Size Criteria
Manhole Spacing
Pipe Size

Maximum Spacing for Manholes

Minimum Manhole Size

15" to 24"

300'

4'

27" to 42"

400'

5'

48"

500'

6'

54" to 66"

500'

8'

>66"

500'

Junction structure

Minimum Radius for Radius Pipe
Short radius bends shall not be used on sewers 36" or less in diameter for public systems

Minimum Pipe Diameter
Type

Minimum Equivalent Pipe Diameter Minimum Cross- Sectional Area

Main Trunk

18"

1.23 SF

Lateral from inlet

15"

1.23 SF

Manning's n-Values for Closed Pipes
Pipe Material

Minimum n-Value

Concrete

0.013

Corrugated Metal Pipe

0.018

Plastic and CCFRPM Storm Pipe

0.009

HDPE

0.012

3.8.6 Horizontal Alignment. Storm sewer alignment between manholes shall be straight except
when approved by the City Engineer. Approved curvilinear storm sewers may be constructed using
pipe bends or radius pipes. A minimum horizontal clearance of 10 feet is required between sanitary
and water utilities and the storm sewer. The permitted locations for storm sewer within a street rightof-way are behind the curb, on the centerline or down the center of the driving lane. Behind the curb
is the preferred location.
3.8.7

Pipe Size. The minimum allowable pipe size for storm sewers is shown in the table above.

3.8.8 Storm Sewer Capacity and Velocity. Storm sewer shall be designed to convey the difference
between the capacity of the street and the design storm (10-year) flood peaks without surcharging the
storm sewer. The sewer may be surcharged during larger floods and under special conditions when
approved by the City Engineer. The capacity and velocity shall be based on the Manning's n-values
presented in Table.


The maximum full flow velocity shall be less than 20 fps. Higher velocities may be accepted by
the City Engineer if the design includes adequate provisions for uplift forces, dynamic impact
forces and abrasion. The minimum velocity in a pipe based on full flow shall be 2.5 fps to
avoid excessive accumulations of sediment.



The energy grade line (EGL) for the design flow shall be no more than one foot above the final
grade at manholes, inlets, or other junctions. To ensure that this objective is achieved, the
hydraulic grade line (HGL) and the EGL shall be calculated by accounting for pipe friction
losses and pipe form losses. Total hydraulic losses will include friction, expansion,
contraction, bend, manhole, and junction losses.

3.8.9 Storm Sewer Inlets and Outlets. Before discharging the runoff from a parking lot of area larger
than 0.5 acres, the runoff must first be collected in a storm sewer inlet and connected to the sewer
within the street right-of-way, roadway ditch or drainage conduit. Accordingly, the flow in the street
shall be reduced by the amount intercepted by the inlet.


All storm sewer outlets into open channels shall be constructed with a headwall and wingwalls
or a flared-end-section. When the outlet velocity exceeds six feet per second, erosion control
measures shall be taken.



If required to prevent erosion, energy dissipaters shall be provided.



All storm sewer inlets that can pass a 6” sphere, including outlet structures for detention
facilities, will have protective grates installed.

3.8.10 Riprap Energy Dissipaters. Where needed to eliminate erosion, riprap energy dissipaters shall
be sized to control erosion at outlets of storm sewers.
3.9

OPEN CHANNELS.

3.9.1 Channel Shape. Design the open channels with due consideration to not only hydraulic
performance but also maintainability, access, and appearance. For trapezoidal channels, the
minimum bottom width shall be 4 feet with side slopes of not steeper than 3.5 to 1 for sodded sections
and a minimum bottom width of 3 feet with side slopes of not steeper than 1:1 for paved or rocklined
sections. Where the public may be exposed to hazards and nuisances of open channels, appropriate
measures shall be taken to exclude the public from the perilous area.

3.9.2 Manning's n-Values. Use Mannings Equation and suggested "n-values" in table following.
Designers should anticipate growth of trees as a natural maturation process of the channel.

Manning's n-values for Open Channels
Lining Category

Lining Type

Rigid

Concrete
Grouted Riprap
Stone Masonry
Soil Element
Asphalt
Bare Soil
Rock Cut
Woven Paper Net
Jute Net
Fiberglass Roving
Straw with Net
Curled Wood Mat
Synthetic Mat
1 in D50
2 in D50
6 in D50
12 in D50

Unlined
Temporary

Gravel Riprap
Rock Riprap

n Value for Given Depth Ranges
0-0.5 ft
0.015
0.040
0.042
0.025
0.018
0.020
0.045
0.016
0.028
0.028
0.065
0.066
0.036
0.044
0.066
0.104
-

0.5-2.0 ft
0.013
0.030
0.032
0.022
0.016
0.020
0.035
0.015
0.022
0.021
0.033
0.035
0.025
0.033
0.041
0.069
0.078

>2.0 ft
0.013
0.028
0.030
0.020
0.016
0.020
0.025
0.015
0.019
0.019
0.025
0.028
0.021
0.030
0.034
0.035
0.040

Manning’s n Relationships for Vegetal Degree of Retardance
Retardance Class
A
B
C
D
E

Manning's n Equation
1/6
KR
/ [K2 + 19.97 log (R1.4 So0.4)]; K=1.0; K2 = 15.8
K R1/6 / [K2 + 19.97 log (R1.4 So0.4)]; K = 1.0 K2 = 23.0
K R1/6 / [K2 + 19.97 log (R1.4 So0.4)] K = 1.0 K2 = 30.2
K R1/6 / [K2 + 19.97 log (R1.4 So0.4)] K = 1.0 K2 = 34.6
K R1/6 / [K2 + 19.97 log (R1.4 So0.4)]; K = 1.0 K2 = 37.7

Classification of Vegetal Covers as to Degree of Retardance
Retardance Class
A

B

C

D

E

Cover

Condition

Weeping Lovegrass
Yellow Bluestem
Ischaemum
Kudzu
Bermuda grass
Native grass mixture
(little bluestem, bluestem,
blue gamma, and other
long and short midwest
grasses)
Weeping lovegrass
Lespedeza sericea
Alfalfa
Weeping lovegrass
Kudzu
blue gamma

Excellent stand, tall, average 2.5 ft
Excellent stand, tall, average3.0 ft

Crabgrass
Bermuda Grass
Common lespedeza
Grass-legume mixturesummer (orchard grass,
redtop Italian ryegrass,
and
common lespedeza)
Centipedegrass
Kentucky bluegrass
Bermuda grass
Common lespedeza
Buffalo grass
Grass-legume mixturesummer (orchard grass,
redtop Italian ryegrass,
and common lespedeza)
Lespedeza sericea
Bermuda grass
Bermuda grass

Very dense growth, uncut
Good stand, tall, average 1.0 ft
Good stand, unmowed

Good stand, tall average 2.0 ft
Good stand, not woody, tall, average 1.6 ft
Good stand, uncut, average 0.91 ft
Good stand, unmowed, average 1.1 ft
Dense Growth, uncut
Good stand, uncut, average 1.1 ft
Fair stand, uncut, average 0.80 to 4.0 ft
Good stand, mowed, average 0.5 ft
Good stand, uncut, average 0.91 ft
Good stand, uncut, average 0.5 to 1.5 ft

Very dense cover, average 0.5 ft
Good stand, headed, average 0.5 to 1.0 ft
Good stand, cut to 0.2 ft
Excellent stand, uncut, average 0.4 ft
Good stand, uncut, average 0.3 to 0.5 ft
Good stand, uncut, 0.3 to 0.4 ft

After cutting to 0.2 ft height, very good stand
before cutting
Good stand, cut to average 0.1 ft
Burned Stubble

3.9.3 Minimum Slope. Channels shall have minimum slopes of 0.1% for concrete-lined channels
and 0.75% for grass lined channels.
3.9.4 Velocities. Minimum velocity in a drainageway system, having a roughness coefficient less
than or equal to 0.015, shall be 2.5 fps to avoid sedimentation. Maximum velocities in channels shall
be based on allowable shear stress for channel lining (See below). Velocities in concrete lined or
paved sections shall not exceed 15 fps. The dissipation of energy shall be required at the confluence

of improved channels with natural channels through the use of dissipaters, stilling basins and etc.
which shall be designed in accordance with FHWA HEC #14 Hydraulic Design of Energy Dissipators
for Culverts and Channels Drainage Manual.
3.9.5 Freeboard. Where practical, the design water surface elevation shall be kept below the level
of natural ground. A 1 foot freeboard above the energy grade line should be added to calculated flow
depths to determine minimum channel depths.
3.9.6 Trickle Channels. All channels altered or improved from the natural state will require a paved
trickle channel. Sodding, or other methods of erosion control shall be required adjacent to the paved
channel.
3.9.7 Concrete Flumes. The use of concrete flumes in lieu of enclosed pipe is discouraged as they
are unsightly and tend to be called-for in low flow situations where they are easily silted-in or situated
along property lines which make the construction of fences problematic. Flumes may be allowed in
circumstances


as overflow protection for storm sewer systems,



to drain areas not exceeding 1 acres in size; or



such as commercial developments where the owner is willing and able to maintain same.

If approved, all concrete flumes shall extend to the rear of adjacent lots and shall discharge into a
dedicated drainage facility, channel or storm sewer. They may not discharge onto a street. As with
any drainage structure not in a dedicated right of way, flumes shall be placed in an easement. There
will be no special freeboard requirement for concrete flumes.
3.10 HYDRAULIC STRUCTURES. The type of hydraulic structure to be employed at any particular
location is a function of several variables, foremost of which are cost, functionality and maintainability.
In most applications for which this design guidance is presented, the choice is intuitively obvious and
the selection parameters do not require extensive elaboration.
[For the purposes of this discussion, we assume the predominant use of buried sewers and culverts
and, rarely, the construction of bridges. A culvert is defined as a closed conduit for the passage of
water under an embankment, such as a road, railroad, or driveway. The distinction between a culvert
and a sewer is the means by which flow enters the conduit. Flow normally enters a culvert by an open
channel, generally at a similar elevation and a culvert usually crosses a street.
A bridge is
constructed with abutments and superstructures, which are typically concrete, steel, or other
materials. These components can be quite expensive therefore the use of bridges should clearly be
limited to situations where the span and flows clearly require it. Since the superstructures are
generally not an integral structural part of the abutments, and are therefore free to move, the hydraulic
criteria for bridges is different than for culverts. Bridges are also usually constructed with earth or rock
inverts, whereas culverts are typically the same material throughout the waterway opening.]
3.10.1 Culverts. Culverts shall be constructed of reinforced concrete or PVC. Other materials may
be considered on a case by case basis. Culvert design shall follow the methodology presented in
Hydraulic Design of Highway Culverts, Hydraulic Design Series HDS No. 5, FHWA, U.S. Department
of Transportation and Drainage Manual, Oklahoma Department of Transportation, 1992.


Design Frequency. Minimum design frequency for culverts shall be 50-year. Impact for 100year shall be calculated and shown.



Minimum Pipe Culvert Size: 18-inches.



Box Culverts. Not less than 3 feet in height.



Culvert Materials. See Standard Specifications. Storm sewers and pipe culverts under streets
shall be reinforced concrete pipe. Pipe sewers and culverts in rights of way not under streets
may be concrete or approved PVC pipe. (No corrugated metal pipes shall be used for new or
replacement construction except in driveways for residential driveways in rural areas.)



Velocity Limitations. A minimum velocity of 3-feet per second at the outlet is required to
assure a self-cleaning condition of the culvert. The outlet area shall include a headwall with
wingwalls or an end-section in addition to the riprap protection if required. Where outlet
velocities exceed 6 feet per second, erosion control measures or dissipators shall be provided.



Structural Design. Culverts shall be designed to withstand an HS-20 loading in accordance
with AASHTO Standard Specifications.



Driveway Crossings. Driveway culverts shall be sized to pass the 10-year ditch flow capacity
without overtopping the driveway. The minimum size culvert shall be 18-inch round pipe or
equivalent for all streets. Sloped headwalls shall be required where street speed limit is 35
mph or higher.

3.10.2 Bridges.


Freeboard.
The vertical clearance of the lowest structural member of the bridge
superstructure above the water surface elevation of the 100-year frequency flood shall be a
minimum of 1 foot.



Backwater. The maximum allowable backwater rise in the flood water surface due to the
restrictions created by the construction of the bridge shall be 1 foot.



Velocity Limitations. Limit to 15 feet per second. Use riprap for the channel lining and/or
protection of the abutments and wingwalls.



Hydraulic Analysis: The hydraulic design of bridge crossings shall be in accordance with the
Drainage Manual, Oklahoma Department of Transportation, 1992. Provide bridge wingwalls of
sufficient length to prevent abutment erosion and to provide slope stabilization from the
embankment to the channel.



Bridges shall be designed in accordance with AASHTO/ODOT criteria. Rails shall comply with
ODOT Standard Details.

3.11 DETENTION AND INFILTRATION. Generally, urbanization results in more impervious area
and a reduction in floodplain storage, both of which contribute to increased flow rates. The
development plan shall incorporate permanent, post-construction means (such as basins, ponds,
infiltration trenches, dry wells and porous paving) to provide for storm water storage, promote storm
water infiltration, and reduce erosion and sediment transport.
3.11.1 Peak Release. Peak release rates from developments shall not exceed the existing runoff that
occurred before development for all storm frequencies up to and including the 100-year frequency
storm. If improvements are made to any natural channel downstream from an area which requires a

minimum pipe diameter of 48-inches to discharge a 10-year frequency storm, current floodplain
storage must be maintained.
3.11.2 Detention Requirements. The detention storage shall accommodate the excess runoff from a
100-year frequency storm. The excess runoff is that runoff generated due to urbanization which is
greater than the runoff historically generated under existing conditions, for a given frequency storm.
Detention facilities shall be designed so that the peak rate of discharge does not exceed that of the
pre-development conditions for all storm events up to and including 100-year.


Model. Detention facilities shall be designed using the City's hydrologic model and hydraulic
model for the watershed to assure that there is no adverse impact from water surface elevation
or flow velocity. [A fee in lieu of detention may be allowed by the City Engineer if the
development is located in the upper portion of the drainage basin, the size of the development
is small, the developers’ engineer states in writing that there will be no adverse impact
downstream, and such fee is set and approved by the City Commission.]



Design Storm. The design storm for detention shall be a 24-hour storm. Use rainfall depths
shown hereinabove. The time increment used in developing the rainfall distribution and in
reading off the ordinates of the unit hydrograph may be rounded off to the nearest whole time
interval or to the nearest time increment. Rainfall patterns shall be consistent with the
modelling technique used.



Backwater Determination. If a tract of land under development has a floodplain area within its
boundary, the information that must be furnished either with the preliminary plat or before the
final plat is submitted, perform a backwater analysis on the existing an proposed drainage
system.



Submittals. All calculations for detention facilities shall be submitted for review by the City
Engineer. The submittal shall include hydrographs for both existing and developed conditions,
detention facility stage-area-volume relationships, outlet structure details, and a stage versus
time analysis through the facility. Floodplain areas and detention facility locations shall be
identified at the preliminary plat stage to illustrate how these areas will be managed during and
after construction.

3.11.3 Detention Facility Planning. Detention facilities should be located in areas accepted by the
City. Each facility shall incorporate methods to minimize erosion and other maintenance reducing
designs.


A minimum number of detention facilities is encouraged for each development. Regional
detention facilities are encouraged for phased or cooperative development in a drainage basin.



If runoff has a natural tendency to drain in several directions for a given development tract of
land where detention is required, then detention storage shall be provided for the biggest
drainage area. Additionally, a detention storage may be provided, at the same facility, to
satisfy detention requirements for a separate drainage area on the same development,
provided that the whole developmental tract of land is in the same watershed, the smaller
drainage area(s) that, has/have been compensated for does/do not, either singly or in
combination, adversely impact the health, welfare and safety of the general public
downstream.



If a tract of land being developed is located in more than one watershed, grading work to divert
flows from one watershed to another will not be permitted.



Additional detention storage, in excess of the required storage for a drainage area, can be
provided to satisfy the detention requirements for a tract of land downstream of the detention
facility, providing the detention facility is constructed prior to the development of the
downstream tract.



If the detention facility is approved by the City to serve areas outside the subdivision in which it
is located, such additional areas shall be specifically shown on the construction plans and the
Final Plat. The on-site detention facility shall be shown on the Final Dedication Plat and the
location of the areas to be served outside the subdivision shall be described in detail thereon.



The detention area shall be identified as a separate platted area. It may consist of one or
more platted lots, a separate block, or it may be identified as a reserve area. [In the event the
detention facility, as a result of drainage improvements, becomes unnecessary, the facility by
action of the City Commission may be vacated as provided for in the covenants or applicable
law.]



An accessway at least 20 feet wide shall be provided to any required detention area. Access
may be provided by frontage on a dedicated public street or by an access easement from a
dedicated public street to the detention area.



The maintenance responsibility for on site detention facilities shall remain with the private
sector and appropriate covenants shall be obtained to ensure proper maintenance.
Accordingly, the detention facility shall be designed to accommodate maintenance and the
owner of the detention facility lot, block or reserve area called-out on the dedication plat.

3.11.4 Physical Arrangement of Detention Facilities.


Detention dams or dikes shall be constructed as earth filled and non-overflow type dams.
Embankment and side slopes shall not be steeper than 4:1. Spillways shall be constructed to
pass the 500-year flood event with a minimum of 1 foot of freeboard on the earth dam
structure.



Provide an access road, with grade of 10% or less, to the detention areas for maintenance
purposes.



All detention facilities utilizing closed conduit systems for the main discharge will be required to
have an emergency overflow structure capable of passing the 100-year frequency storm.



Detention facilities shall be provided with a 3 foot wide concrete trickle channel from the inlet to
the outlet structure to transmit low flows.



Storm sewer outlets in the slope of the detention pond shall be protected by a reinforced
concrete slopewall.



All earth slopes and earth areas subject to erosion, such as, adjacent to low flow channels,
inlet structures, and outlet structures, shall be slab sodded with bermuda sod or protected with
other erosion control measures. All other earth surfaces, within the area designated for
detention facility site, shall have an established growth of bermuda grass. All covered areas

shall be fertilized, watered and in an established growing condition prior to completion and
acceptance of the detention facility.


All inlet and outlet structures shall be properly grated so that any object larger than a 6” sphere
cannot enter the storm system.



Parking lot detention may be utilized provided the the maximum depth of the 100-year storm
event shall not be greater than 10-inches and the maximum coverage of the parking area by
the stored storm water should not be greater than 25% of the total site parking.

3.12 EROSION AND SEDIMENTATION CONTROL. Comply with Federal and States laws and
regulations with respect to the installation of temporary and construction of permanent erosion and
sedimentation control features. Such features, often referred to as "Best Management Practices
(BMPs)" are defined, and hereafter referred to as "Standard and Appropriate Engineering Practices"
(SAEPs)".
3.13 STANDARD AND APPROPRIATE ENGINEERING PRACTICES. SAEPs for erosion and
sedimentation control may be used singly or in combination. Equivalent SAEPs may also be used.
All controls shall be selected, installed and maintained in accordance with manufacturer’s
specifications and good engineering practices. Prior to commencing any earth disturbing activity,
temporary erosion control measures must be installed. SAEPs must be selected which will reduce
erosion and off-site transport of sediment to the maximum extent practicable. All streets and storm
sewers must be kept free of sediment, discarded building material, litter, chemicals, fuels, or fluids.
SAEPs must be maintained in good and effective condition at all times.
3.14 RULES. The developer/property owner and contractor designated by the developer are
responsible for implementation of, and compliance with, the Erosion and Sedimentation Control Plan,
and maintenance of erosion control devices.
3.14.1 Commercial or residential construction sites less than one acre, but which are part of a
common plan of development larger than one acre, such as individual residential lots in a subdivision,
are required to maintain erosion and storm water pollution prevention measures (SAEPs)
implemented during development. The SAEPs may be modified or temporarily removed with approval
of the City. If SAEPs are absent or not effective, the property owner or designated contractor will, at a
minimum, install SAEPs to keep streets, drainage ways, and storm drains free from sediment or other
construction material or debris.
3.14.2 The ODEQ adopted a General Permit for Storm Water Discharges from construction activities,
which includes discharges from construction with areas greater than 1 acre in size. The objective of
the General Permit is to improve water quality by reducing pollutants in storm water discharges.
Authorization to discharge under the General Permit is obtained by submitting a Notice-of-Intent (NOI)
to ODEQ General Permit for Storm Water Discharges from Construction Activities within the State of
Oklahoma. Any site permitted by, and in compliance with the ODEQ General Permit for Storm Water
Discharges, may be considered by the City of Ardmore to be in compliance with this guidance.
3.14.3 All new development shall have prepared and implemented an erosion and sedimentation
control plan. New development disturbing an area greater than 1 acre must obtain authorization to
discharge under the ODEQ General Permit for Storm Water Discharges from Construction
Activities. Notices of Intent (NOI) must be submitted to:

Storm Water Notice of Intent
Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality Water Quality Division
P.O. Box 1677
Oklahoma City, OK 73102-1677
A copy of the NOI must also be submitted to the City with the erosion and sedimentation control plan.
For additional information, contact
Storm Water Permitting Water Quality Division
Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality 707 N. Robinson, P.O. Box 1677
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73101 (405) 702-8100
3.15 EROSION AND SEDIMENTATION CONTROL PLAN. The purpose of the Erosion and
Sedimentation Control Plan is to identify and thereafter resolve erosion and sedimentation problems
and prevent stormwater runoff pollution which may occur on site and off site as a result of the
development. The plan should be presented as a part of the construction drawings with sufficient
details and verbiage for ready implementation; or may consist of a separate written report with
appropriate graphics, both including


Owner/Developer. Name, address, and telephone number of the applicant, landowner,
developer, and engineer and a copy of the NOI, if required;



Project description. Location, nature and purpose of the land disturbing activity, the amount of
grading involved, and project location including section, range, and township.



Schedule. Sequence of major events, such as the start of clearing/grading, installation of
erosion controls, construction of sediment/storm water basins and final soil stabilization.



Existing site conditions. Existing topography, vegetation, drainage, and neighboring areas
such as streams, lakes, residential areas, roads, etc., which might be affected by the land
disturbance.



Soils. Description of the soils on the site giving such information as soil names, mapping unit,
erosion tendencies, permeability, hydrologic soil group, depth, texture, and soil structure. (This
information may be obtained from the SCS soil survey for Carter County.)



Erosion and Sediment Control Measures. Layout and drawings of methods which will be used
to control erosion and sedimentation on the site.



Permanent Stabilization Features. A description, including specifications, of how the site will
be stabilized after construction is completed.



Stormwater Drainage Engineering Features.
detention system.



Maintenance. Describe type and schedule of regular maintenance requirements and
inspections and repair of erosion and control structures.



Drawings. Provide drawing or drawings with sufficient details to graphically describe location,
topography, tributary drainage areas, erosion control measures, location of the storm sewer,
channel, or creek receiving storm runoff from the site, limits of clearing and grading.

Show storm sewers, channels, structures,

3.16

TEMPORARY EROSION CONTROL MEASURES.

3.16.1 Measures. Provide for dikes, diversion dikes, interceptor dikes, perimeter dikes, interceptor
swales, perimeter swales, straw bale dikes, silt fencing, stone or rock outlets, paved chutes, paved
flumes, temporary sedimentation basins, sediment traps where necessary.
3.16.2 Protection of Rights of Way. Construct stabilized entrances to the development or property to
minimize tracking of soil from the site onto streets. Where such soil is tracked onto streets, washdown
as needed into a catch basin or sump for later removal.
3.16.3 Final Cleanup. At the end of the construction activity, the developer shall make sure that the
outlet structure shall meet the design requirements of a storm water detention facility. It shall be
completely cleaned by the developer/contractor.
3.17 PERMANENT SAEPs. Grade the land and provide for storm sewerage and drainage systems
which prevent runoff from higher areas having a potential for causing erosion and thereby interfere
with the establishment of vegetation on lower areas.
3.17.1 Grading and Slopes. Reduce the length of slopes to minimize soil loss. Construct diversions
below stabilized or protected areas. Design outlets from diversions to discharge in such a manner as
not to cause erosion. Outlets shall be constructed and stabilized prior to the operation of diversion.
Provide storm drain outlet protection when converting pipe flow to channel flow. The reduction in
velocity shall be consistent with the roughness coefficient of the receiving waterway. The reduction in
velocity may be accomplished by providing grouted rip rap, energy dissipaters, permanent vegetation.
3.17.2 Vegetative SAEPs. Vegetative practices can be applied very effectively to control erosion. The
practice can be either temporary or permanent depending on the site specific needs. Various
specifications and techniques for establishing vegetation both temporary and permanent are briefly
outlined below.


Small grains like oats, rye and wheat, and sudans and sorghums are the most feasible
temporary vegetation to control erosion for the Ardmore area. This practice is effective for
areas where soil is left exposed for a period of 6 to 12 months. The time period may be shorter
during periods of erosion rainfall.



Prior to seeding, needed erosion control practices such as diversions, grade stabilization
structures, berms, dikes, etc. shall be installed. Temporary vegetative practice is usually
applied prior to the completion of final grading of the site. If the area to be seeded has been
recently loosened to the extent that an adequate seedbed exists, no additional treatment is
required. However, if the area to be seeded is packed, crusted and hard, the top layer of soil
shall be loosened by other suitable means.



Soil Amendments. Fertilizer shall be applied at a rate of 600 pounds per acre or 15 pounds
per 1000 square foot using 10-20-10 or equivalent. Soils known to be highly acidic shall be
lime treated. After 2 to 3 months of planting the seeded site shall be top dressed with 8
pounds per 1000 square feet or 350 pounds per acre of 33-0-0. Areas that are not well
covered shall be replanted. The seeded area shall be watered when feasible and needed.
Use mulch or OKIE Dirt where needed.



Permanent Plantings. Bermuda grass, Kentucky 31 Tall Fescue, and Old World Blue Stem
are some of the permanent vegetation that could be effectively used to control erosion. Prior
to seeding, needed erosion control practices such as dikes, swales, diversions, etc. shall be

installed. The subgrade shall be loosened evenly to a depth of 2 to 3 inches and 10-20-10
fertilizer (10 pounds per 1000 square feet or 450 pounds per acre) shall be mixed with the
loosened surface soil by disking or other suitable means. Soils known to be highly acidic shall
be lime treated.
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Watering. The area shall be watered daily or as often as necessary to maintain adequate
soil moisture until the plants grow about 1/2 - 1 inch.



Buffer Strips. A vegetated buffer strip will be preserved along both sides of all perennial and
intermittent streams and adjacent wetlands. The size and location of the buffer strip will be
determined during review of the Erosion and Sedimentation Control Plan, prior to any earth
disturbing activity. The naturally occurring vegetation in the buffer strip shall not be disturbed. If
any vegetation in the buffer strip is disturbed, it shall be immediately restored as much a
possible to it’s natural condition.
ENGINEERING OF WATER MAINS AND APPURTENANCES.

4.1
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS. The minimum design criteria for all public water facilities shall
be the latest edition of Title 252. Oklahoma Administrative Code, Chapter 626, Public Water Supply
Construction Standards, Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality (ODEQ). All plans
pertaining to distribution and treatment of public drinking water must be approved by ODEQ. The
Developer shall submit 2 additional sets of plans, as reviewed by the City Engineer, with the requisite
forms, to ODEQ for review and approval. The Developer will be responsible for the ODEQ plan review
fee.
4.2
ENGINEERING DESIGN OF LINES WITHIN THE URBAN SERVICE AREA. All new
developments within the City limits shall be connected to the City water distribution systems. The
necessary water line extensions shall be designed and constructed by the Developer.
4.2.1 Material and Location. Water mains shall be designed as and constructed using ductile iron or
PVC materials shown in the Standard Specificatons. The lines shall be located on the the south or
east side of right-of-way, 7 feet off property line, unless otherwise approved. Water mains not in street
right-of-way shall be centered in a minimum 15 foot restricted waterline easement.
4.2.2 Line Sizes. Water lines within developments shall be 8-inches in diameter, or larger as the
hydraulic analysis may require. The minimum size of water mains on all section lines and arterial
streets shall be 12-inches in diameter and 8-inches in diameter on half-section lines, all collector
streets, dead-end lines in residential or apartment subdivisions or lines upon which there are fire
hydrants. Water mains shall produce fire flows appropriate for the property they serve. Accordingly,
the City Engineer may permit the use of 6-inch water lines in limited areas where there is a clear
public requirement to do so.
4.2.3 Water and Sewer Line Separation. If a water main is within 2.0 feet vertically or 10 feet
horizontally of a sanitary sewer, ODEQ separation requirements shall govern. In such instances, the
separation segment shall be encased in concrete.
4.2.4 Line Cover. The maximum permissible depth of cover is 8 feet. The nominal desired cover is
4 feet, and the minimum cover is 30-inches where otherwise impracticable, except at air relief valves
and fire hydrants, where a minimum of 4.5 feet of cover is required. Centerline grade above water
mains and curb grade, or centerline of street grade, shall be shown on profile.

4.2.5 Valves. Locate valves at strategic points which minimize outages in the event of line breaks.
Gate valves of the same size as the line upon which they are installed shall be used on all water
mains or as required by the Standard Specifications. Butterfly valves shall not be used.
4.2.6 Dead-Ends. The maximum dead-end length of a 6-inch water line shall be 250 feet and shall
supply a maximum of one hydrant. The maximum dead-end length of an 8-inch water main shall be
600 feet and shall supply a maximum of two hydrants. Longer lengths shall be looped. Dead-end
lengths for 12-inch water mains or larger shall be approved by the City Engineer on an exception
basis.
4.2.7 Fire Hydrants. All fire hydrants and the lines thereto, shall be located in street right-of-way or
an easement. In a platted subdivision all fire hydrants shall be located at the lot line, or lot line
extension and placed so as to have the clearance shown in the Standard Details, and at the finish
grade elevation at the point shown on the plans, more particularly specified as follows:


Fire hydrants shall be placed at each street intersection, at water main termination in cul-desacs, and at other locations so that the distance between them does not exceed 300 feet. This
distance shall be measured in the street as fire hose laid down from a fire vehicle. Fire
hydrants shall be located such that all proposed or existing building sites are within 300 feet of
fire hose laid down from a fire hydrant. All fire hydrants shall be located apart from buildings
and shall be fully accessible from paved driveways, streets and fire lanes. These design
requirements are not to be waived except for each individual instance and only in writing by
the City Fire Chief.



Fire hydrants shall be located between 3 feet and 6 feet from the back of curb (or edge of
pavement) to the centerline of the barrel. Fire hydrants may be located more than 6 feet from
the back of curb only if approved by the City Fire Chief.



For new subdivisions hereafter platted and constructed, a blue reflective indicator shall be
placed in the center of the street at the fire hydrant.



The fire hydrants connection to the water main shall be in accordance with the City’s “Standard
Specifications and Drawings”.



All fire hydrants shall be installed on an 8-inch main with either 6-inch or 8-inch tee thereto and
with valves to isolate the fire hydrant. A base elevation for each fire hydrant shall be shown on
the profile.



The following restrictive covenant shall be placed on the final plat to advise future property
owners adjacent to the fire hydrant: “The property owner is specifically prohibited from causing
any access or visibility obstruction to any fire hydrant on or adjacent to their property. This
includes but is not limited to planting of any tree, bush or plant; erection of any fence, wall, mail
box, or sign; or changing the contours of the land. The prohibited area shall extend to 8 feet
on all sides parallel and perpendicular to the centerline of the hydrant."

4.2.8


Other Design Requirements.
All water pipe shall conform to the AWWA and City Specifications of the requisite thickness,
class and material to achieve a minimum working pressure of 150 psi and shall be either
ductile iron or PVC. HDPE may be used otherwise for pipe-bursting applications.



For new subdivisions, the Contractor shall install water service lines across streets per City
Standard Details. All lines routinely permitted include pipe diameters 8”, 12”, 16 and 24-inch.
Lines larger than 24-inch are subject to special design requirements of the City Engineer.



Plastic pipe shall have one #12 copper tracer wire attached to the top of it. Wire shall connect
to the weatherhead per Standard Details. Tracer wire shall also be connected to 5F galvanic
anodes placed at 500 foot intervals along and at the end of the waterline when using ductile
iron pipe.



Cover over water lines at creek crossings shall be a minimum of 4 feet and the lines shall be
installed with restrained joint pipe approved by the Engineer through the creek area.



For private fire lines, the concrete vault shall be constructed in accordance with the City
Standard Details. The fire line shall be pressure tested and chlorinated by the Contractor
under the observation of the City Inspector. Taps will be allowed on the public line preceding
the gate valve.

4.3
ENGINEERING DESIGN OF LINES WITHIN RURAL SERVICE AREAS. For the purposes of
this manual, a Rural service area is defined as an area within the city limits that is not adjacent to that
portion of the City which is served by organized water distribution and sewage collection systems.
4.3.1 Service to Rural Service Areas. Service to Rural areas and remote locations require
coordination and approval of the Director of Public Utilities prior to the beginning of engineering
design.
4.3.2 Design Requirements. Extensions of the City water and sewer system, if approved by the City
Commission, Manager and Director of Public Utilities, shall be designed as specified in paragraph 3.2.
Other design stipulations may apply. For example,
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Water mains in the Rural service area would need to be centered in a 15 foot restricted
waterline easement or utility easement;



Hydraulic considerations would have to be properly modeled and engineered; and



Remote flow and pressure telemetery, automatic line chlorination and flushing systems, and
tamper resistant operating mechanisms on all fire hydrants could be required, among others.
ENGINEERING OF SANITARY SEWER LINES AND APPURTENANCES.

5.1
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS. The minimum design criteria for all Sanitary Sewer Collection
and Treatment Facilities is Title 252. Oklahoma Administrative Code, Chapter 656. Water Pollution
Control Construction Standards, latest edition, Oklahoma Department of Environmental Quality
(ODEQ). Unless otherwise provided by rule and the City Engineer, all plans pertaining to the
collection and treatment of public wastewater works must be reviewed by ODEQ. The Developer shall
submit 2 additional sets of plans, as reviewed by the City Engineer, with the requisite forms, to ODEQ
for review and acceptance. The Developer will be responsible for the plan review fee.
5.2

ENGINEERING OF SEWER LINES.

5.2.1 Materials and Layout. Sewer lines shall be designed as and constructed using PVC materials
shown in the Standard Specifications. Sewer mains shall be located on the North or West side of

right-of-way in a utility easement dedicated by the developer to the public in accordance with the City's
Standard Underground Utility Location requirements. Any proposed sewer location not in accordance
with this manual must be reviewed and approved by both the City Engineer and the Director of Public
Utilities.


The layout of sewer lines shall be so devised as to maximize the separation of water and
sewer lines and to minimize the intersection of water mains, sewer lines, water service
connections and sewer service connections.



Sewer lines shall be placed along the back property line unless impossible to do otherwise.
Back lot easements are shown in the Standard Specifications and Details.



Side lot easement widths will be based upon other utilities in the easement and the location
and depth of the sewer but otherwise shall be a minimum width of 15 feet.



For dead-end sewers, the sewer line shall be extended across the last lot and terminate with a
manhole within the street ROW. Greater distances may be approved to locate manholes
adjacent to streets.



Upon approval of the City Engineer, lampholes may be substituted for manholes when the 8inch sewer cannot be extended and the sewer terminates no more than 200 feet from the
downstream manhole. Where a lamphole is used, a long radius 90 degree elbow shall be
installed. A concrete base, a minimum of 18" x 18", shall be constructed around opening of
lamphole.



The alignment, size and grade of lines shall be subject to review, approval or modifications by
City Engineer. While cost of installation is an important consideration, the layout of sewer
lines shall be based not only on cost but also the long-term ability of the City to access, clean,
repair and extend lines.

5.2.2 Line Sizes. No public gravity sewer shall be less than 8-inches in diameter, except that the use
of 6-inch diameter sewer may be permitted where it cannot be extended and no more than 100 feet of
such line is to be installed. Sewer pipe shall be PVC (SDR 35 or better) and constructed using only 8, 10-, 12-, 18-, 24-, and 36-inch lines. Pipe in larger sizes, or constructed of different materials, must
be approved by the City Engineer.
5.2.3 Water and Sewer Line Separation. If a water main is within 2 feet vertically or 10 feet
horizontally of a sanitary sewer, ODEQ separation requirements shall govern. In such instances, the
sewer line shall be encased in concrete for a length of 10 feet.
5.2.4 Grades. The location and grade of the sewer line shall be designed with due consideration to
not only proper flow but also cover, soils conditions and proposed topography. The minimum design
grade for sanitary sewer lines is shown in the following table.

Pipe Diameter
(inches)
6
8
10
12
15
18
21
24
5.2.5

Sewer Line Grades
Design Grade
Minimum Grade
(%)
(%)
0.75
0.50
0.50
0.40
0.37
0.29
0.29
0.22
0.22
0.15
0.17
0.12
0.14
0.10
0.12
0.08

Depths and Cover.



All installations in excess of 12 feet deep shall require written approval of the City Engineer.
Concrete cradle shall be used when sewer depth exceeds 16 feet and concrete encasement or
ductile iron pipe shall be required where the depth of cut from the ground elevation to the top
of pipe is 4.0 feet or less.



The depth of cover over sewers at channel or creek crossings shall be not less than 4 feet.
Concrete encased ductile iron pipe or steel conduit surrounding the sewer shall be used at
crossings with less than 4 feet of cover. The ductile iron pipe or steel conduit shall extend a
minimum of 10 feet into both banks. The Developer's Engineer shall also consider creek scour
and provide for channel lining, special structure or rip rap to eliminate scour at the crossing.

5.2.6 Aerial Crossings. Sewers at or above the channel or creek flow line are not recommended and
require approval of the City Engineer. If aerial crossings are to be recommended, the Developer shall
obtain multiple soil borings at the crossing to determine the soil profile and the requirements for pier
design. Such approval shall be contingent upon the whether or not there are no practicable options,
the nature of the channel, and the soil profiles. If permitted, the concrete piers for above grade
sewers shall be founded upon an approved non-alluvial soil stratum.
5.2.7 Line Easements. The following table illustrates the range of sewer easement width for sewers
at various depths. Sewer depth is defined as the difference between the finished grade elevation and
the pipe invert. Collector sewers are sewers with a nominal diameter of 12-inches or less and may
have sewer service taps. Interceptor sewers are sewers with a nominal diameter of greater than 12inches and may not have sewer service taps.
Required Easements
[for selected sewer types and depths]
Easement Width
Collector Sewer
Interceptor Sewer
(feet)
Depth (feet)
Depth (feet)
10
0 to 10
0.0 to 10.0
15
10.1 to 11.7
10.1 to 11.7
20
11.8 to 13.3
11.8 to 13.3
25
13.4 to 15.0
13.4 to 15.0
30
15.1 to 16.0
15.1 to 16.7
35
Not allowed
16.8 to 18.3
40
Not allowed
18.4 to 20.0
45
Not allowed
20.1 to 21.7
50
Not Allowed
21.8 to 23.3

Notes: The easement widths assume Type C soils with trench slopes
of 1.5 horizontal to 1.0 vertical above trench shoring of 8 feet. Side lot
easements the sewer easement minimum shall be increased to
account for roof overhangs and crew access. Storm sewers shall not
be located within the sewer easement. For sewer lines located
adjacent to existing or proposed city rights of way, the easement width
may be reduced by 5 feet; minimum easement width is 10 feet.
5.2.8 Manholes. The distance between manholes shall not exceed that specified in the following
table. The table requirements notwithstanding, manholes shall first be located to facilitate access by
City crews.
Sewer
Diameter

Located in
or adjacent to ROW

Located in
Backyard

12” or less
Greater than 12”

600 feet
600 feet

400 feet
500 feet



Manholes shall be 4.0 feet deep minimum, or a special structure will be required. The rim
elevation shall be at least 1 foot above the 100-year flood or high water level in these areas,
and water tight manhole lids shall be installed where the manhole is located in a floodplain.



Exact manhole rim elevations shall be shown on profile and staked in field. Unless otherwise
approved by the City Engineer, all manholes shall have at least a 0.10 feet drop across the
manhole.



An external drop manhole connection shall be constructed when the difference in the incoming
invert is greater than 2.0 feet above the outgoing invert. Internal drop manholes may not be
used in lieu of external drop manholes except where the manhole is located in a city right of
way.

5.2.9 Lampholes. Construction of lampholes shall be approved by the City Engineer on a case by
case basis and shall not be more than 200 feet from the nearest manhole except as accepted by the
City and shall only be allowed on 8-inch sewer lines.
5.2.10 Connections. In-line tees shall be installed for all platted lots and at any point where a sanitary
sewer service connection is anticipated. Looking up stream, all taps to the left shall be installed 10
feet upstream from the property corner and all taps to the right shall be installed 15 feet upstream
from the property corner. Tee size and station of the tee from the downstream manhole shall be
shown on the plan and profile. Design depth shall be based on service line stubout 1.5 feet below
surface, 1% minimum grade, and minimum of 26-inches from finished floor elevation to top of sewer
line service. Non-standard sewer taps shall be removed, the sewer main repaired, and the tap
installed in accordance with Standard Drawing.
5.3

Not Used.

6.0
TRAFFIC CONTROL. The purpose of this section is to describe the general engineering
criteria for the design of signalized intersections, special intersections, miscellaneous traffic control
features, striping and signage.
6.01 Scope. This section does not provide a comprehensive exposition of detailed traffic signal and
traffic control engineering. Such details should be develop by the traffic signal engineer, usually a
specialized consulting engineer, experienced in such works
6.02 Construction Traffic Control. During construction, control of traffic is a major engineering
element and critical to the safety of the driving public. The level of detail of such engineering depends
on the extent of other works in the right of way, the type of work at the street-private property
interface, and the size and scope of the street construction or repair project. The engineering
requirements for traffic control during construction shall be directed by the City Engineer on a case-bycase basis; and be in conformance with the Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices.
6.03 City Traffic Ordinances. This manual, and this section in particular, shall be construed as an
engineering design manual. The City Engineer is the City Traffic Engineer and is first responsible for
the enforcement of pertinent traffic control ordinances adopted by the City Commission. Accordingly,
owners and development engineers should familiarize themselves with the applicable ordinances in
advance of or concurrent with the preliminary engineering of the proposed works.
6.1
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS. The decision to signalize intersections shall be based on
formal traffic studies, traffic counts, apparent traffic issues, and the desires of the City Commission
and City Manager. The basic decision factors are whether or not the signalized intersection will
improve the flow of traffic and reduce the potential for accidents and undue congestion.
6.2
LAYOUT OF SIGNALIZED INTERSECTIONS. The layout of signalized intersections depends
on whether or not the City contemplates structural changes to the intersection or simply wishes to
convert the intersection as it currently is configured. In both cases, the following layout guidelines will
apply.
6.2.1 Signal Heads. Use overhead pole and mast arm signal equipment. Locate signal heads so
that one signal head applies to a specific lane and it is aligned with the center of that particular lane;
6.2.2 Signal Poles and Mast Arms. Locate the poles so that they are not less than 5 feet from the
curb lines or otherwise an obvious crash hazard or sight distance impediment


Move the pole and extend the mast arm length where the placement of the pole at its optimum
position would require the relocation of utilities.



Locate the pole not less than 5 feet from any gas line, transmission line or chemical line.



In those circumstances that poles are to be placed at intersection which are slated for or
would likely require construction of additional lanes, select a pole position that would
accommodate this future structural modification. The City Engineer shall so advise of this
likelihood at or before submission of preliminary plans based on traffic studies and initial
engineering design.

6.2.3 Location of Poles, Sidewalks and Pedestrian Signals. Endeavor to locate the poles about the
intersection in a symmetrical manner with careful thought given to the uniform, squared alignment of
the sidewalks, handicap ramps and the pedestrian signal pedestals. Where possible, adjust the

sidewalk locations so that the striping between each curb ramp is parallel or perpindicular to the
respective street centerlines.
6.2.4 Location of Control Cabinet. Locate the control cabinet on the northeasterly quadrant of the
intersection where practicable; but freely adjust same where adjacent structures or utilities make that
problematic.
6.3
ENGINEERING OF INTERSECTION SIGNALS. Engineering plans for the installation of new
signals, whether undertaken as a single project or part of a development or subdivision project shall
be organized to show, sequentially
6.3.1

Notes and Pay Quantities.

6.3.2

Survey Data. Existing intersection layout with plotted utilities (or surficial indications of same).

6.3.3

Plans for structural changes, if any, such as relocated or new curbs and gutter

6.3.4 Traffic Signal Plan. Layout plan sheet(s) showing the location of poles, mast arms, signal
heads, lane striping, pedestrian crossings and pedestals
6.3.5 Wiring Diagram. Diagram wiring, show conduit locations if not shown on signal plan, and
describe in narrative or tabular format the sequencing and timing of signals.
6.3.6

Striping and Sidewalk Plan.

6.3.7

Traffic Control Plan (during construction) and Special Details.

6.4

APPLICATIONS AND DESIGN OF TRAFFIC CIRCLES.

6.4.1 Applications. The decision to construct new or modify existing intersections shall be based on
formal traffic studies and actual or anticipated traffic counts, reasonable availability right of way, and
the approval of the City Commission and City Manager. Although a variety of positive attributes have
been ascribed to traffic circles, their basic function and purpose is to improve the flow of traffic and
reduce the potential for accidents and undue congestion. Hypothetical or example traffic circle layouts
are provided in the City's "Standard Drawings and Details".
6.4.2

General Features.



The interior circle shall be designed as a two-lane street;



The centerline of the approach and departure lanes, to the maximum extent possible, should
be perpindicular to the tangent of the circle



Streets entering the intersection need not enter the circle if their departure to side streets can
be accommodated by available right of way;



In residential settings, the traffic circle shall be designed to handle traffic at a design speed of
25 mph; traffic circles at major arterial intersections shall have a maximum design speed of 35
mph.



The maximum angle between the approach street and the line tangent to the right wheel track
of the interior lane of the circle shall be 25 degrees.

6.4.3

Access, Landscaping and Monumentation.



No pedestrian access to the center of the traffic circle shall be provided, nor necessarily
prevented, if the diameter of the inner circle is less than 125 feet



No boulder, rock, wall, handrail, guardrail, tree, flower box, or rigid landscape structure shall be
erected or planted
o
o

within 25 feet of the interior radius of circles whose diameter is less than 150 feet;
within 50 feet of the interior radius of circles whose diameter is greater than 150 feet;



Interior landscaping shall be configured and planted such that a vehicle entering the traffic
circle has an unimpeded view of a vehicle in the opposing lane at its entry point to the traffic
circle.



Circles with interior commemorative monuments or statues shall be designed with pedestrian
access to and from multiple points on the circle.

6.5

MISCELLANEOUS TRAFFIC CONTROL CRITERIA.

6.5.1 Residential Crosswalks. Crosswalks or faux crosswalks using brick or other textured materials
may be used in residential streets to provide visual breaks in street alignments and induce focus on
the immediate street rather than the end of the block.
6.5.2 Traffic Calming Barriers. Designers and developers shall not employ, in new construction nor
works, speed bumps, speed humps, speed lumps, raised crosswalks, neckdowns, chicanes, nubs,
bulbouts or chokers or any other impediment on city streets subject to use by fire trucks, ambulances,
police cars and trash trucks.
6.6
STRIPING AND SIGNAGE. All striping and signage employed in city rights of way or streets
in commercial developments subject to use by fire, police, ambulance and trash trucks shall conform
to the Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices.
6.6.1 Accommodations and Adaptations. Accommodations or modifications to the requirements of
the MUTCD which provide the essence of traffic control measures promoted therein may be approved
by the City Engineer, with the concurrence of the DCD, where such would enhance the appearance,
flow, livability, theme or landscaping of such developments.
6.6.2

Striping. Striping shall be designed based on or generally conforming to the MUTCD.



No curbs or gutters in, or extending from private property into, city rights of way shall be
painted unless required by the City Engineer. Where fire lanes are required, they shall be
shown by the use of lettered red striping on the pavement (not the curbs), unless otherwise
directed and maintained by the Fire Chief. See Part 3, this manual.



Striping of parking lots and streets interior to commercial developments may select and use
paint colors that connote parking spaces, street lanes, and curbs which are thematic and blend
with the architectural and landscape features of the establishment; except that handicapped
parking spaces shall strictly conform to the MUTCD. See again Part 3 this manual.



[An example of a thematic paint selection for parking spaces, no parking zones, or other noncritical structures might be the use of a light green, lime green or even terra cotta color,
accompanied by lettering, to blend with an adobe architectural theme.]



Striping of turn lanes in city streets shall be laid-out so as to eliminate or minimize the use of
lane bump-outs. That is, where a two-lane road is to transition-- to a left turn bay and a
through lane or a right turn lane and a through and left turn lane-- such transitions shall be
marked by placement of directional arrows, associated signage and striping that uses or
permits the use of the entire pavement structure.



Unless required by the City Engineer, all intersections shall be designed without islands and
where such islands are required, they shall not be painted.

6.6.3 Signage. Traffic control signage in residential subdivisions and so much of commercial
developments subject to use by city fire, police, ambulance and trash trucks shall be provided by the
developer or owner and conform in design and placement with the MUTCD.


The City shall provide and install city street name signs on all streets dedicated to the city.



Signs in city rights of way required to control movements of vehicles into and out of
commercial developments shall be provided by the developer or owner in accordance with
construction plans approved by the City Engineer and DCD.



In order to expedite the engineering design process, owner development engineers and
consulting engineers, absent any other guidance from the City Engineer, should prepare
preliminary plans for review based on Oklahoma Department of Transportation and MUTCD
criteria and standards, with the understanding that certain details could be subject to minor
revisions or that variations requested by the Owner/Developer/Consulting Engineer can be
considered.

7.0
ENGINEERING OF CITY STRUCTURES. The purpose of this section is to describe the
general stuctural criteria for the design of special structures, buildings, facilities and other public works
projects for the City or projects to be dedicated to the City.
7.1
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS. All structures should be designed to sustain, within the
allowable stresses, all applicable design loads and forces which are properly distributed. Allowable
stresses are discussed in subsequent paragraphs, according to the type of material. Standards to be
used in the selection of design loads and method of distribution are as follows:


The design standards in this Manual;



American Society of Civil Engineers, "Minimum Design Loads and Associated Criteria for
Buildings and Other Structures", ASCE 7-16;



The American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO),
Standard Specification for Highway Bridges (latest edition) and Specifications for the Design
and Construction of Structural Supports for Highway Signs (latest edition).



The American Railway Engineering Association (AREA), Manual for Railway Engineering
(latest edition as modified by the concerned railroad company) for railroad bridges.



City of Ardmore Building Codes for structures requiring an Ardmore Building Permit.



The governing code or specifications of the agency under whose jurisdiction the structure is to
be constructed and maintained such as the NFPA.

7.2

LOADS. Structures are proportioned for the following loads and forces when they exist:









Dead Load of structure including superimposed loadings;
Live Load including applicable overloads;
Impact or dynamic effect of the live load;
Wind Loads
Seismic forces
Earth pressures
Thermal forces
Other forces including longitudinal forces, centrifugal forces, buoyancy, shrinkage stresses, rib
shortening, erection stresses, water pressure, construction loads, etc.

7.3
DEAD LOADS. Dead load consists of the vertical earth loads and the weight of the complete
structure, including permanent building partitions, fixed service equipment, the roadways, sidewalks,
railings, car tracks, ballast, and utilities. In addition, the dead load for vehicular bridge structures
should also include an anticipated future wearing surface in addition to any surface or deck seal
placed on the structure initially (35 psf is recommended). The unit weight of materials used in
computing the dead load are listed in ASCE 7-16, AASHTO-Section 2 and AREA-Chapters 8 and 15.
For earth covers less than the width of structures, the vertical earth load is computed ordinarily as the
weight of earth directly above the structure with the minimum unit weight of earth taken as 120 pcf
(shallow earth cover). For greater earth cover, the structure is designed as a subsurface structure.
Effective earth pressures due to soil masses and surcharge loads used in the design of subsurface
and retaining structures are discussed in Earth Pressures.

7.4
LIVE LOADS. Live load consists of the applied moving load of vehicles, cars, trains,
pedestrians, etc. Distribution of surcharge live loads through earth as vertical and lateral forces is
discussed below. The highway live loading and its application on the roadway of bridges or incidental
structures is provided by AASHTO. HS20-44 loading is the standard design loading for highway
structures. Railroad live loads should be Cooper E-loading as recommended in the AREA Manual,
Chapters 8 and 15, or as modified by the requirements of the affected railroad company. The
recommended live load per track in the AREA Manual is Cooper E80 for concrete and steel bridges.
The use of lesser live loading such as for branch or spur lines must be approved by the railroad
company involved. E-loadings are used in the design of all conduits or structures supporting railroad
right-of-way or tracks.
7.4.1 Miscellaneous Live Loads. Following are design live loads to be used for frequently
encountered miscellaneous structures or their elements. These minimum loadings should be
increased if higher live loads are anticipated.


Sidewalks, Curbs and Railings. The design live loads for sidewalks, curbs, and railing (traffic
and pedestrian) is 100 psf. The design uniform continuous live loading to be applied to the top
rail is 50 plf. In addition, all balusters, pickets, intermediate rails and other railing elements
should be designed to resist that uniform load or 150 pound concentrated load applied at any
location. These loadings are not cumulative. Member deflections should be limited to 1/2% of
the span.



Bikeway and Pedestrian Bridges. The design live loading is 100 psf except that the bridge
should be designed using one of the following live loads, whichever produces higher stress in
the members: Live load of 85 psf except for bridges on private property requiring a
Building Permit which may be designed for 100 psf if required or a light sidewalk sweeper of
the actual weight of the sweeper if available, but not less than a total weight of 4,000 pounds
distributed as three concentrated loads.



Equestrian Bridge. The design live load to be applied to equestrian bridges, unless other live
loads govern, shall consist of the 10-ton H-load group, containing an H-10 truck and
corresponding lane load.



Special Structures. The live loads to be used in design of special structures, either publicly
or privately owned which are within the public way, are as follows:
Sidewalks and driveways
Elevator doors
Utility Vaults and Boxes
Driveway Bridges
Structures in City Easement
Structures in City Street



300 psf
300 psf
300 psf
H15-44
H15-44
H20-44

Pumping and Treatment Plant Structures. The design live loading shall be as follows:
Roof slabs and Tank Covers
Floor slabs and stairways
Heavy Equipment Rooms
Electrical Rooms
Wet Well Roof Slabs

100 psf
100 psf
300 psf
250 psf
150 psf

Note: Use the actual weights of equipments for the design of floor beams in heavy equipment rooms
and electrical rooms not at ground elevation.
7.5
IMPACT AND VIBRATION. Due to the dynamic nature of moving loads, the live load stresses
produced by vehicular or railroad loadings are increased to include the effects of dynamic, vibratory,
and impact forces. The distribution of impact load through earth fill to underground conduits and
structures is following. Impact is applied to items in Group A and not to those in Group B.


Group A. Superstructure, including steel or concrete supporting columns, steel towers, legs of
rigid frames, and generally those portions of the structure which extend to the main foundation;
and the portion above the ground line of concrete or steel piles which are rigidly connected to
the superstructure as in rigid frames or continuous designs.



Group B. Abutments, retaining walls, piers, piles, foundation pressures and footings, timber
structures and culverts and other structures having earth cover of 3 feet or more.

7.5.1 Vehicular Impact Formula. Impact is expressed as a fraction of the live load stress, and the
formula is discussed in AASHTO l.2.12.
7.5.2 Railroad Impact. The impact formulas which pertain to railroad loadings are specified in
Chapters 8 and 15 of the AREA Manual as modified by the railroad company.

7.5.3

Vibration. Allowances should be made for the effects of vibratory forces.



For bases of pumps, generators, compressors, blowers and other rotating devices the bases
shall be designed for the specific application or component to provide an internally rigid and
reinforced structure and the mass necessary to resist all imposed torques and vibration. The
concrete base shall be reinforced. Anchor bolts shall be cast-in-place and the base allowed
to cure for the 28 days prior to installing the component and torquing the bolts.



For the sizes and types of rotating machinery such as generators and pumps normally
deployed by the City, concrete bases and slabs shall be no less than 12-inches thick and
configured with a weight not less than 4 times the weight of the pump or generator itself.



When vehicular bridges are designed for lighter than HS-20 or H-20 loadings, the Overload
Provisions of AASHTO, latest edition, shall apply.

7.6
SEISMIC FORCES. Generally, all structures except underground structures should be
designed to resist earthquake (seismic) forces. All bridges should be designed to conform to the
seismic design requirements included in the current AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications and
respective ODOT specifications. Building structures should be designed to conform to the current
Ardmore Building Code. The dynamic pressure on fluid containers due to the effect of seismic forces
should be included in the structural design.
7.7
EARTH PRESSURES. Vertical and lateral earth pressures due to soil mass and surcharge
loadings (dead and live) for design of subsurface and retaining structures are discussed in this
subsection. The following stipulations notwithstanding, any analysis with respect to earth presures
shall incorporate a minimum safety factor of 2.0 unless otherwise approved by the City Engineeer.
7.7.1 Earth Loads-Underground Conduits and Structures. Earth loads or rigid underground conduits
and structures (except tunnel supports and jacked pipe conduits) are determined by means of
"Marston's Theory of Loads on Underground Conduits". The theory states that the load on a buried
conduit is equal to the weight of the prism of earth directly over the conduit plus or minus the friction
forces on the prism due to differential settlement of earth. Earth load computations, based on the
construction methods that influence the loads, are classified into three conditions: trench
condition, projection conditions, and imperfect trench condition. The essential features of these
conditions are discussed in the following subsections. The intent of the discussion is to highlight
considerations and stipulate certain City requirements; it is not a comprehensive exposition of the
design process.
7.7.2 Earth Loads-Trench Condition. A trench condition is created when a conduit is installed in
relatively narrow trench excavated in undisturbed soil. The trench is backfilled with earth which
extends to the original ground line. The earth-load on conduits and structures constructed in trench
condition is equal to the weight of the backfill material less the frictional resistance of the trench walls.
A trench width due to over excavation or sloughing may approach a positive projection condition. This
width of trench is called the transition width. Width of trench is measured at the top of conduit. The
earth load is usually calculated as a trench condition if the breadth is less than the transition width,
and as positive projection condition if the breadth is equal to or greater than the transition width.
However, for h/Bd = 2 or less (approx.), the trench width influences earth loads disproportionately
and the positive projection condition may give lesser loads. The least value of earth loading based on
trench condition or positive projection condition should always be used in design.

7.7.3 Earth Loads-Projection Conditions. The projection condition is subdivided into positive
projection and negative projection conditions. Positive projection condition results when a conduit is
installed in shallow bedding with the top of the conduit projecting above the surface of the natural
ground and then covered with earth fill or where a conduit is installed in a trench wider than permitted
for trench condition. The transition width is that trench width where trench condition earth loads equal
those of positive projection. The earth load on conduits and structures under a positive projection
condition is equal to the weight of the backfill material plus the frictional load transfer from adjacent
soil, and is expressed by an applicable Marston Formula, not presented here. A negative projection
condition results when a conduit is installed in a shallow trench of such depth that the top of the
conduit is below the natural ground surface, but is then covered with earth fill to a higher ground level.
The earth load on conduits and structures under a negative projection condition is equal to the weight
of the backfill material less the frictional resistance of the trench walls, and is expressed by another
applicable Marston Formula derivative.
7.7.4 Earth Loads-Imperfect Trench Condition. The imperfect trench condition is sometimes used to
achieve the load reducing characteristic of the negative projection condition in situations where a
positive projection condition with high embankment would induce excessive earth loads. The earth
load is calculated based on Marston's Theory. The conduit is first installed as a positive projecting
conduit. Compacted fill is then placed over the pipe about 1 to 1-1/2 times the width of conduit, then a
trench (same width as conduit) is dug to the top of the pipe. Next, the trench is filled with material
placed in the loosest possible manner. The remainder of the embankment is then placed in the usual
manner. This method of installation is not permitted for City projects and should only be used where
feasible alternatives are not available and only under rigid control of construction.
7.7.5 Earth Loads-Tunnel Supports and Jacked Pipe Conduits. Earth loads used in the design of
tunnel supports and jacked pipe conduits differ from those for loads on conduits in open cut.


Tunnel Supports. The design of such structures is outside the scope of this manual.



Jacked Pipe Conduits. Recommended safe values of cohesion c, for various soils (if it is not
practical to determine c from laboratory test) are:

Material
Very soft clay
Clay, medium
Clay, Hard
Sand, loose and dry
Sand, silty
Sand, dense
Top soil, saturated

Value of Cohesion, c
40
200
100
0
100
300
100

If the soil is not considered homogeneous, has been previously excavated, contains voids or utility
backfill, will undergo substantial vibrations due to live loads, or if the depth of cover is 12 feet or less,
the effect of cohesion should be neglected.
7.7.6 Lateral Earth Pressures. Following are recommended lateral earth pressures to be used in
the design of retaining structures. The additional effects of surcharge live or dead loads shall also be
computed. The type of retaining structure chosen determines the shape of pressure loading diagram
to be used in the design (triangular (EFP) or trapezoidal (arching effect)).



Triangular (Equivalent Fluid Pressure). Unbraced (free to overturn) structures which retain
drained fills are designed to withstand horizontal equivalent fluid pressures, EFP. For
structures supporting the public way, earth weight is assumed as 120 pcf. For structures
supporting private property the earth weight is assumed to be 100 pcf. Equivalent fluid
pressures used are as follows:
Slope of Backfill
Level
5:1
4:1
3:1
2:1
1:1

Public Right of Way
36
38
42
46
52
96

Private (Bldg Code)
30
32
35
38
43
80

These values should be used in the absence of test data and analysis in a soils report. A
vertical component, Ev, of lateral earth pressure (wall friction) may be assumed to resist
overturning in granular soils. This force is applied in a vertical plane at the heel of the footing.


Trapezoidal (Arching Effect). Braced retaining structures (restrained against overturning) such
as tieback shorings, tunnel shafts, jacking pits, special manholes, and pumping plant walls
should be designed using lateral loads based on arching effects of soil. The trapezoidal
pressure K-factors to be used are as follows. For slope embankments, increase in same
proportion as for sloped embankments EFP.
Soil Type
Saturated Sand
Saturated Clay
Unsaturated Soil

7.8

K Supporting a
Public Way
92
46
26

Private (Bldg Code)
92
46
22

Not Used.

7.9
DISTRIBUTION OF SURCHARGE LOADS THROUGH EARTH. The distribution of dead
and live load surcharge on underground and retaining structures supporting earth is discussed in
this subsection. These loads produce pressures acting both vertically and laterally resulting from
pedestrian, vehicular, railroad, and other live load surcharges as well as dead loads from earth,
buildings and other adjacent structures. The guidelines presented here shall not be used or
presented as the design analysis itself.
7.9.1 Surcharge Loads, Vertical. The distribution of vertical surcharge loads on underground
structures and conduits is as follows.


General. The design highway live load surcharge in the public way is the HS 20-44 truck
loading. A lesser loading may be used depending upon the location of the structure. Impact
loading should not be added to the vertical load when earth cover is 3 feet or greater or to
lateral loads and invert loads.



Circular Pipes. For Circular Conduits lateral live load surcharge may be neglected. For covers
less than 3 feet and pipe diameters of 36 inches or less, the average live load and impact
applied to the conduit is calculated using a modified Marston Formula. For depths of cover
less than 36-inches and pipe diameters greater than 36-inches, use a 16 kip wheel load

distributed over an area equal to 3 time the diameter of the pipe. Multiply loads by an
appropriate impact factor. For earth covers 3 feet or greater, the live load is distributed
according to AASHTO, Article 1.3.3. For vertical depths of cover greater than 8 feet, the
effects of truck loads may be neglected.


Box Culverts and Arched Pipe. For RC box culverts and for arched conduits, design live
loadings are as follows. When earth cover is less than 3 feet, wheel loads and impact are
distributed on the top slab in accordance with AASHTO, Articles 1.3.2 and 1.2.12(c). When
the cover is over 3 feet but less than 8 feet, the wheel loads are distributed on the top slab.
When the cover is over 8 feet, truck live loading may be neglected if depth of cover exceeds
length of structure (see AASHTO, Article 1.3.3).



Railroad Live Loading. The design railroad live loading is the Cooper E-loading. Impact is
applied to the vertical loading on conduits and culvert structures. The AREA recommends 40
percent at 0 cover to 0 percent at 10 feet cover.



Other External Surcharge Loads. Surcharge loads due to existing or proposed adjacent
structures (such as buildings or bridges) should be considered in the design of underground
structures and conduits. Uniform surcharge loads may be converted to equivalent additional
depth of earthfill. Concentrated loads or line loads may be analyzed as shown in AASHTO
1.3.3.

7.9.2 Surcharge Loads, Lateral. Lateral earth pressure due to pedestrian, highway, and railroad live
load, dead load and other surcharge loads, are applied as equivalent fluid pressures in the design of
subsurface and retaining structures as follows.


Pedestrian Live Loading. Retaining walls and other structures providing lateral support to
sidwalks should be designed with a uniform live load equivalent to one foot of earth surcharge.
The lateral pressure need only be applied to the upper 10 feet of the retaining structure and
may be ignored where highway live load is used or when the sidewalk falls outside a distance
from the wall equal to half the height.



Highway Live Loading. Lateral earth pressures due to highway live load surcharge are as
follows:



o

RC Boxes and Bridges: For bridge abutments refer to AASHTO l.2.l9, Earth Pressures.

o

Retaining Walls and Shoring. Live load surcharge need be applied only to the upper 10
feet of the wall. Walls with level backfill which support public roadways should be
designed with a live load surcharge equivalent to 2 feet of surcharge. Live load may be
neglected if vehicles do not come within 10 feet and a distance from the wall equal to half
the wall height.

o

Rectangular Open Channels. Channels walls supporting a public street easement are
designed for HS 20-44 truck live load surcharge. HS15-44 truck loading is used for
private or maintenance roads or drainage easements.

Railroad Live Loading. The lateral earth pressure due to railroad live loading applied to
substructures and retaining structures should be in accordance with the AREA Manual,
Chapter 8, Parts 5 and 16.

7.9.3 Other External Lateral Surcharge Loadings. Other surcharge loads due to existing or
proposed adjacent structures (such as buildings or bridges) should be distributed as shown in
Ardmore Building Codes or its referenced national codes. Uniform vertical surcharge loadings may
be converted to equivalent additional depth of earth fill.
7.10 OTHER LOADS AND FORCES. Longitudinal forces, wind loads, thermal forces, uplift, forces
of stream current, buoyancy and centrifugal forces which may affect highway structures are covered
in AASHTO 1.2.13-1.2.18 and 1.2.21. Some of the other loads and forces to be considered, if not
necessarily quantified are
7.10.1 Internal Water Pressures. Internal water pressure is calculated for the conduit flowing just full
in combination with other service loading conditions. An additional structural analysis should be made
if the maximum hydraulic gradient is more than 5 feet above the top of conduit. This analysis includes
the pressure due to hydraulic head above the soffit of the conduit, internal water pressure assuming
the conduit flowing just full, dead weight of the structure, vertical and horizontal earth loadings.
7.10.2 Construction Loads. Structures should be checked for loads sustained during construction.
7.10.3 Shrinkage. Provisions should be made in concrete structures for stresses and movements
resulting from shrinkage, such as for arches using a shrinkage coefficient of 0.0002.
7.10.4 Friction. For bridge structures, forces due to friction at expansion bearings may be neglected
when loads on the bearings are such that rolling friction results. When rockers which rotate on pins
are used as bearings, a longitudinal force due to friction shall be applied. Its magnitude shall equal
the vertical load on bearing, times the coefficient of friction, times the radius of the pin, divided by the
radius of the rocker. When sliding plates are used, the longitudinal force due to friction shall be the
vertical load times the coefficient of friction. Longitudinal forces due to friction in bearings shall be
applied at the elevation of the plate surface on which the rocker rests or the contact surface of the
sliding plates.
7.11

Not Used.

8.0

INCIDENTAL CONSTRUCTION. To be published.

9.0
ENGINEERING DESIGN OF PROCESS AUTOMATION AND CONTROL SYSTEMS. The
purpose of this section is to provide guidance for engineers in selection, design, installation,
commissioning, and operation and maintenance of supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA)
systems for City process automation and control systems. SCADA systems provide control and
monitoring of the mechanical and electrical utility systems serving the critical process automation
requirements.

NOTICE
This section is derived in large part, and incorporates much of the text from,
Headquarters, Department of the Army Technical Manual 5-601 dated 21 January 2006.
TM 5-601 has been prepared by or for the Government and, except to the extent
indicated below, is public property and not subject to copyright. Reprint or republication
of this manual should include a credit substantially as follows: "Department of the
Army, TM 5-601, Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) Systems for
Command, Control, Communications, Computer, Intelligence, Surveillance, and
Reconnaissance (C4ISR) Facilities, 21 January 2006." Various tables in the original text
were reprinted with permission from the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC)
publication International Standard IEC 61508-1, tables 2 and 3 from subclause 7.2.6.9.
“The author thanks the IEC for permission to reproduce information from its
International Standard IEC 61508-1: (1998). All such extracts are copyright of IEC,
Geneva, Switzerland. All right reserved. Further information on the IEC is available from
www.iec.ch. IEC has no responsibility for the placement and context in which the
extracts and contents are reproduced by the author, nor is IEC in any way responsible
for the other content or accuracy therein.”
The purpose of this section is to


Present general and detailed engineering criteria for the engineering of SCADA
systems for the City's process automation and control facilities; and



Present a basic tutorial and define concepts and terminology concerning SCADA
systems for the City.

The original text, organization and verbiage of the Technical Manual has been used
substantially as first published; editorial adaptations and changes are solely the work
and responsibility of the City Engineer, City of Ardmore. No credit is claimed by nor
should any be ascribed to the City Engineer for the content or originality of this section;
nor should any responsibility be assigned to the Army and its authors for the information
presented or its subsequent use.

9.1
SCOPE. The fundamental concepts of control systems, including industry standards and
definitions are presented as an introduction from which engineers may design, and by which
operators may control, process systems. The intent is to provide sufficient system architecture
requirements and objectives by which current and future process controls systems are maintained
and upgraded. Some operational issues specific to the City's facilities including commissioning,
maintenance practices and requirements for SCADA system documentation are also presented.
9.2
REFERENCES, SPECIFICATIONS, CODES AND STANDARDS.
Without limiting the
generality of other requirements of these criteria, all work specified herein shall conform to or exceed
the applicable requirements of the referenced documents to the extent that the requirements therein
are not in conflict with the provisions of this Section; provided that where such documents have been
adopted as a code or ordinance by the public agency having jurisdiction, such code or ordinance shall
take precedence. The equipment, materials, installation, and other work shall conform to all
applicable regulations, standards, specifications and codes which are current as of the date of the
final inspection for the Construction Contract, including, but not limited to, those which are established
by the following sources:

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Instrument Society of America (ISA)
National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA)
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)
American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
National Fire Protection Association (NFPA)
National Electrical Code (NEC)
Local power and telephone companies
Local authorities having jurisdiction over the work

Where the requirements set forth in this Section, the Standard Specifications or on the drawings are
greater or more rigid than the mandatory requirements referenced above, the applicable
specifications or drawings shall govern. In the case of conflict between any mandatory requirements
and specifications or drawings, the mandatory requirements shall be followed in each case, but only
after submitting such proposed changes to the Engineer. Nothing contained in these specifications or
shown on the drawings will be construed to conflict with any laws or regulations governing the
installation of work specified herein, and all such regulations, including the National Electrical Code,
are hereby incorporated and made a part of these engineering criteria. All such requirements will be
provided by the Engineer and thereafter satisfied by the Contractor.
9.3
WORK CONTEMPLATED UNDER THIS SECTION. It is anticipated that the engineering to
be undertaken within the scope of this section will include various repairs, upgrades, and new
installations of control components. The objectives of such engineering are to simultaneously repair,
and when possible, upgrade the existing systems or subsystems in a rational and long-term buildingblock approach so as to minimize duplicate, redundant or mismatched components.
9.3.1 Scope of Engineering. The Engineer, either in-house City Engineer or Engineering
Consultant, shall analyze the existing systems or subsystems for the facilities or components to be
repaired, upgraded or built new and then prepare the necessary plans and specifications for the
furnishing, installation, programming and commissioning of all control, data acquisition and monitoring
subsystems including software, networking, communications, programmable logic controllers (PLCs),
flow meters, pressure transmitters, level indicators, transducing, indicating, telemetering, recording,
and alarm equipment, and sensors, together with cabinets and displays, as specified in the
Engineering Design Contract documents. The engineering shall also provide for commissioning of
and training for the systems or subsystems designed and installed.

9.3.2 Function, Compatibility, State of the Art, Maintainability and Technology Advancement Needs.
The City needs process automation and control systems that are






Reliably functional,
Compatible among different facilities,
Modern,
Maintainable, and
Can be upgraded

These particular goals and objectives are not constraints nor should the criteria presented
hereinfollowing be construed as fixed or rigid. However, due consideration must be given in the
engineering process to selecting and specifying various components that achieve a balance among
these needs.
9.3.3 The Prime Goal. The near to mid-term goal of the engineering of the City's Process
Automation and Control System is to be able to remotely monitor the condition of the major facilities
while able to locally control subsystems.
9.3.4 Related Work Specified Elsewhere. Electrical work specified hereunder shall conform to the
requirements of this Section and the applicable requirements of the Section entitled "Electrical
General Provisions.".
9.4
CURRENCY. Because SCADA systems make extensive use of electronic technology, the
technology cycle can be very short, and recommendations regarding specific types of hardware,
software, communications protocols, etc. in this guidance may no longer represent the state of the
art several years following publication. Selection of SCADA systems should consider the
advantages obtained from application of advanced technologies, but must assure that the newer
technologies considered account for both backward compatibility and future improvements that
assure design reliability.
9.5
AUTOMATION AND PROCESS FACILITIES AND SYSTEMS. The purpose of this section
is to describe the general criteria for the engineering design of process automation and controls
systems for water and sewerage facilities of the City. In particular, this section pertains to
engineering repair, heavy maintenance, rehabilitation or new construction of the following facilities















Mountain Lake Monitoring
Scott King and Neustadt Lake Monitoring
West Side Booster Pump Station
Airpark Booster Pump Station
West Side Transmission Line
Arbuckle Raw Water Transmission Line
City Lake Monitoring
City Water Treatment Plant Control System
o Clarifier and Filtration Subsystem
o Chemical Building
o Plant Main Pump Station
City Water Storage Tank Monitoring
Water Distribution System Monitoring
Lift Stations A, B, C and D Lift Station Control and Monitoring
Regional Park Lift Station Control and Monitoring
Selected Remote Lift Station Monitoring







Main Sewage Treatment Plant Lift Station
Main Treatment Plant Control System
o Blower Building Control Subsystem
o Basin Operation Subsystem
o Plant Effluent Pump Station Subsystem
o Chlorination Dechlorination Subsystem
Cocomposting Facility
Future Additional Facilities
o Selected Street Intersection Traffic Signals
o City-wide Rain Gauge Network

9.6
GENERAL CONTROL. Control consists of monitoring the state of a critical facility, system
or parameter, detecting when it varies from the desired state, and taking action to restore it. Control
can be discrete or analog, manual or automatic, and periodic or continuous.
9.7
PROCESS VARIABLES. The process variable is the parameter that is to be controlled.
Examples of process variables in City systems are things such as the level of a wet well or basin,
the flow rate and discharge pressure at a pump discharge, the availability and status of electrical
power to a station, or the voltage maintained by a standby generator. To be controlled, the process
variable must be capable of being measured and that measurement converted into a signal that can
be acted on.
9.8
DEVICES. Devices that measure process variables are transducers or sensors. Examples are
a pressure switch that closes a set of contacts when air pressure in a supply line drops below a set
value, a watt transducer that converts a measurement of the electrical power produced by a generator
into a low current signal proportional to power, or a level sensor.
9.8.1 In many cases, the process variable sensor consists of a direct measurement device called an
element and a separate signal processor called a transmitter. An example of this would be a
magnetic flowmeter; or a resistive temperature detector (RTD), as the element and a temperature
transmitter, which converts the varying resistance value of the RTD into a current or voltage
proportional to the temperature.
9.8.2 The setpoint is the desired value of the process variable, normally preset into the control
system by an operator, or derived as an output of another control calculation. The error signal is the
difference between the process variable and the setpoint and is the basis for control action. The
controller is the device that processes the error signal, determines the required control action, and
provides a control output to the process.
9.8.3 The control output usually must act on the system through another device to effect the desired
control action, such as varying the position of a valve, the speed of a motor, or the current through a
heating element. The device that converts the control output into control action is the actuator.
9.9
DISCRETE CONTROL. Discrete control deals with systems in which each element can
only exist in certain defined states. An example of discrete control would be starting an exhaust
fan when the temperature in a space exceeds a preset value and stopping the fan when the
temperature falls below a lower preset value. The temperature (process variable) is either within
the acceptable range or outside of it. The fan control relay (actuator) is either on or off. This type
of control is implemented with logic diagrams and circuits. In discrete control, even though some of
the parameters actually have a continuous range of values, the only information used by the
control system is whether their value is greater than, less than, or equal to some desired value. A
block diagram of a simple discrete control system is shown in the following figure. The devices

used to sense system conditions in discrete control are typically electrical switches, with contacts
that are open when the variable is in one state and closed when it is in the other. Similarly, the
control action is typically produced by control relays, which open or close contacts in the control
circuits of motors, valve actuators, or other devices. For most City systems discrete control is
usually sufficient for most facilities.

DISCRETE CONTROL SYSTEM
BLOCK DIAGRAM

9.10 ANALOG CONTROL. Analog control deals with systems in which variables can have a
continuous range of values rather than simply discrete states. Basic analog control consists of the
process of measuring the actual output of a system, comparing it to the desired value of that output,
and taking control action based on the difference to cause the output to return to the desired value.
This process can be as simple as the driver of an automobile comparing the speedometer reading
(process variable) to the speed limit (setpoint) and adjusting the position of the accelerator pedal
(control action) to speed up or slow down the vehicle accordingly. In most systems deployed in the
City, we prefer that this type of control action be performed automatically by electronic processors,
which receive signals from sensors, process them, and provide signals to pumps, valves, motors, or
other devices to effect control action.

ANALOG CONTROL SYSTEM BLOCK
DIAGRAM
Analog controllers can be classified by the relationship between the error signal input to them and the
control action they produce.
9.10.1 Proportional (P) controllers produce an output that is directly proportional to the error signal. A
defining characteristic of P control is that the error signal must always be non-zero to produce a
control action; therefore, proportional control alone cannot return the process to setpoint following an
external disturbance. This non-zero error signal that is characteristic of P controllers is the steady-

state offset. The adjustable value of the proportionality constant of a P controller is the gain. The
higher the gain, the greater the control action for a given error signal and the faster the response. An
example of a P controller is a governor on an engine-generator operating in droop mode, in which the
governor opens the fuel valve proportionately to the difference between the desired revolutions per
minute (RPM) setpoint and actual RPM; as load on the generator increases, RPM decreases and the
governor increases the fuel flow to allow the engine to carry the additional load. As load decreases,
RPM increases and the governor responds by reducing fuel flow to match the new load condition. For
any condition other than no-load, the actual RPM will be slightly different from the setpoint RPM
(steady-state offset).
9.10.2 Proportional plus Integral (PI) controllers produce a control action that is proportional to the
error signal plus the integral of the error signal. The addition of the integrator allows the controller to
eliminate the steady state offset, and return the process variable to the setpoint value. The adjustable
value of the integration constant of the PI controller is called the reset, because it has the effect of
resetting the error signal to zero. An engine governor operating in isochronous mode in which
constant RPM is maintained over the full load range, uses PI control to accomplish this.
9.10.3 Proportional plus Integral plus Derivative (PID) controllers add a component of control action
that is proportional to the derivative of the error signal, or the rate at which the error signal is
changing. This mode of control allows the controller to anticipate changes in the process variable by
increasing control action for rapid changes, making it useful for systems that require very fast
response times, or are inherently unstable without the controller. The adjustable value of the
derivative constant in a PID controller is the rate. For most City applications, control response times
are not critical except in the cases of electrical power transfer, surge prevention for blowers, and
chemical metering.
9.11 CONTROL LOOPS. The complete control scheme required to control a single process
variable or a group of related process variables is called a control loop.
9.11.1 The control loop includes the relevant part of the process, the process variable sensor and
associated transmitter(s), the input signals, the controller, the control output signal, and the actuator.
Once defined, the control loop serves as the basis for both labeling of devices and documentation of
wiring and control strategy. The process of adjusting the gain, reset, and rate parameters to obtain
effective and stable response of the system to changes in the setpoint or external disturbances is
called loop tuning, and is an essential aspect of control system startup and commissioning.
9.11.2 It is worth mention here that the difficulties or challenges in previous and existing City control
systems have resulted from three principal issues. First, the systems have been under-instrumented.
Second, the instrumentation and sensors have not been routinely maintained and calibrated. Third,
the control loop has not been designed in sufficient detail to account for "what-if" scenarios, out-ofrange eventualities, and need for automatic resets.
9.12 TYPES OF CONTROLLERS. Control can be implemented using either individual standalone
controllers, single-loop controllers, or by combining multiple control loops into a larger controller.
9.12.1 Single-loop controllers have provisions for a process variable input signal, a control output
signal, setpoint adjustment, tuning of the PID control parameters, and typically include some type of
display of the value of the process variable and the setpoint. They are compact, panel mounted
devices that may be used effectively when only a small number of control loops is involved.
9.12.2 The City prefers, with some exceptions, that single-loop controllers not be used. The
preferred basic controller in City systems should be programmable logic controllers (PLCs),

microprocessor-based systems having provisions for multiple inputs and outputs, both discrete and
analog control capability, advanced human-machine interfaces (HMIs), and network communications
capability. PLCs are discussed further following.
9.13 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE. Control system architecture can range from simple local control
to highly redundant distributed control. SCADA systems, by definition, apply to facilities that are large
enough that a central control system is necessary. Reliability criteria for City systems vary principally
by size; for the main water and wastewater treatment plants for example, redundant or distributed
central control systems are required.
9.13.1 Local Control. The following figure shows a system architecture in which sensors, controller,
and controlled equipment are within close proximity and the scope of each controller is limited to a
specific system or subsystem.


Local controllers are typically capable of accepting inputs from a supervisory controller to
initiate or terminate locally-controlled automatic sequences, or to adjust control setpoints, but
the control action itself is determined in the local controller. Required operator interfaces and
displays are also local.



This provides a significant advantage for an operator troubleshooting a problem with the
system but requires the operator to move around the facility to monitor systems or respond to
system contingencies. Examples of local control are the packaged control panels furnished
with chillers or skid-mounted pump packages.

LOCAL SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

9.13.2 Centralized Control. Centralized control describes a system in which all sensors, actuators,
and other equipment within the facility are connected to a single controller or group of controllers
located in a common control room. Locating all controls, operator interfaces and indicators in a single
control room improves operator knowledge of system conditions and speeds response to
contingencies. This type of system architecture was common for power plants and other facilities
using single-loop controllers or early digital controls in the past but has now been largely supplanted
by distributed control because of the high cost associated with routing and installing all control system
wiring to a central location.



Centralized control systems should only be considered for small facilities and if used, must
have fully redundant processors. Where redundancy is provided in a centralized control
system segregated wiring pathways must be provided to assure that control signals to and
from equipment or systems that are redundant are not subject to common failure from various
faults.

CENTRALIZED CONTROL SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE



The best example of a City facility with centralized control system is the Cocomposting
Facility. Although this particular facility is co-located with the Wastewater Treatment Plant, it
is essentially a stand-alone operation that operates on its own scheduling and its own
dedicated operator crew. Of the existing and envisioned process systems, the Cocomposting
Facility is probably the only such operation which is and will continue to be a singular
centralized control system.

9.13.3 Distributed Control. Distributed control system architecture shown in the following figure offers
the best features of both local control and centralized control. In a distributed control system,
controllers are provided locally to systems or groups of equipment but networked to one or more
operator stations in a central location through a digital communication circuit. Control action for each
system or subsystem takes place in the local controller but the central operator station has complete
visibility of the status of all systems and the input and output data in each controller as well as the
ability to intervene in the control logic of the local controllers if necessary.


Characteristics. There are a number of characteristics of distributed control architecture which
tend to enhance reliability. The input and output wiring runs are short and less vulnerable to
physical or electromagnetic interference. Each subsystem and its local controller can function
on its own upon loss of communication with the central controller. The principal issue of
concern with distributed control systems is the viability and reliability of the network
communication. Other problems such as ground loop and surge voltage problems with
interconnected controllers in different locations need to be considered but have not historically
been a problem with City facilities.

DISTRIBUTED CONTROL SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE


If the central controller is provided with the ability to directly drive the output of local controllers
for purposes of operator intervention, software glitches in the central controller have the
potential to affect multiple local controllers and compromise system redundancy. In order to
minimize digital confusion, the City prefers to control plant operations by means of a central
plant controller computer which provides oversight and monitoring of remote controllers and
but leaves subsystems to be controlled by a separate remote controller.



Distributed control system architecture redundancy must mirror the redundancy designed into
the mechanical and electrical systems of the facility. Where redundant mechanical or
electrical systems are provided, they should be provided with dedicated controllers, such that
failure of a single controller cannot affect more than one system. Equipment or systems that
are common to multiple redundant subsystems or pathways such as generator paralleling
switchgear should be provided with redundant or vendor-specific controllers. Basically, the
distributed control system architecture at the City plants is built around a central computer
controller with separate PLCs associated either with a specific building, station, structure or
vendor package.

9.14 TYPES OF CITY DISTRIBUTED CONTROL SYSTEMS (DCS). The City currently employs a
variety and mix of local and distributed control systems. The current configuration has evolved for
several reasons. First, there has not been historically a comprehensive vision of what can or should
be controlled nor, secondly, has there been a mid- to long-term architecture plan. There are
essentially 4 types of DCS; and the City preferences and vision are detailed following.
9.14.1 Plant Distributed Control System (DCS). While the term DCS applies in general to any system
in which controllers are distributed rather than centralized, we consider DCS to refer to a specific type

of control system able to execute complex analog process control algorithms at high speed, as well
as provide routine monitoring, reporting and data logging functions. In most applications, the input
and output modules of the system are distributed throughout the facility, but the control processors
themselves are centrally located in proximity to the control room. These systems typically use
proprietary hardware, software and communication protocols, requiring that both replacement parts
and technical support be obtained from the original vendor. For mid- to long-term process control, we
do not envision the need for sophisticated DCS at the treatment plant level. Apart from the need, the
City prefers to implement any changes in a building-block rather than wholesale manner. The only
real candidates for true DCS architecture would obviously be our two treatment plants. The
remaining facilities that require an automation and process control system are remotely located and
function without any on-site supervision.
9.14.2 Direct Digital Control (DDC). DDC systems are used principally in the commercial building
heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) industry to monitor and maintain environmental
conditions. They consist of local controllers connected to a network with a personal computer (PC)
based central station which provides monitoring, reporting, data storage and programming
capabilities. The controllers are optimized for economical HVAC system control, which generally does
not require fast execution speeds. Their hardware and control software are proprietary, with either
proprietary or open protocols used for network communication. The City has several building which
could theoretically employ DDC systems including City Hall, City Hall Annex, Public Utilities Offices,
Fire Stations 1 and 3, Wilson Community Center, and Heritage Hall. Since the current benefit-cost
ratio for doing so is relatively low, it is unlikely that the City will implement any true DDC subsystems
nor have the need to integrate such systems into a City-wide energy control system for the near- to
mid-term.
9.14.3 Remote Terminal Unit (RTU) Based SCADA. RTU-based systems are common in the electric,
gas and water distribution industries where monitoring and control must take place across large
geographical distances. The RTUs were developed primarily to provide monitoring and control
capability at unattended sites such as substations, metering stations, pump stations, and water
towers. They communicate with a central station over telephone lines, fiber-optics, cellular, satellite,
radio or microwave transmission. Monitored sites tend to be relatively small, with the RTU typically
used mainly for monitoring and only limited control. Hardware and software are proprietary, with
either proprietary or open protocols used for data transmission to a central station.


The City is currently deploying an RTU subsystem at its Regional Park Lift Station 5 and the
objective system for other remote sites including our dams, lakes, and lift stations will likely be
monitored using RTU components. It should be noted that the individual lift stations in the
future will also employ improved PLC-based systems for actual control and cellular based
RTUs for reporting. This sub-architecture vision is neither fixed nor mandatory.



For the purposes of future engineering design it is pertinent at this point to highlight the basic
reasons for use of RTUs in many locations.
o

First, the majority of the City's process facilities, especially smaller lift stations, are
unmonitored and have either standby power or bypass ponds and require only wet well
level and power availability alarming.

o

Second, there are several remote facilities whose operation cannot be safely left to remote
control. Even with planned mechanical retrofits, the operation of gates at Mountain Lake
Dam must currently be initiated by an on-site operator (although lake levels will continue to
be monitored by a cellular-based RTU).

9.15 PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC CONTROLLERS (PLC) BASED SYSTEMS. PLCs, which are
described in greater detail in the next section, can be networked together to share data as well as
provide centralized monitoring and control capability. Control systems consisting of networked PLCs
are supplanting both the plant DCS and the RTU-based systems in many industries. Hardware for
these systems is proprietary, but both control software and network communication protocols are
open, allowing system configuration, programming and technical support for a particular
manufacturer’s equipment to be obtained from many sources. The current employment vision for
PLCs is as follows:








West Side Booster Pump Station
Airpark Booster Pump Station
City Water Treatment Plant Control System
o Clarifier and Filtration Subsystem
o Chemical Building
o Plant Main Pump Station
Lift Stations A, B, C and D Lift Station Control and Monitoring
Regional Park Lift Station Control and Monitoring
Main Treatment Plant Control System
o Blower Building Control Subsystem
o Basin Operation Subsystem
o Plant Effluent Pump Station Subsystem
o Chlorination Dechlorination Subsystem
o Effluent Filters and Backwash Subsystem

The preferred controller for most of the City SCADA systems is the programmable logic controller
(PLC). PLCs are general-purpose microprocessor based controllers that provide logic, timing,
counting, and analog control with network communications capability.
9.16 PLC CONTROL RATIONALE AND DESIGN CRITERIA. The City SCADA control plan will
rely primarily on PLCs for a variety of reasons. The City process facilities, and especially those noted
in paragraph 4.4.4 above, are prime candidates for PLC upgrades. The architecture and the
selection of PLC features and brands are based on the engineering criteria for future designs and
employment.


The City plans to automate other systems principally because they are amenable to PLC
control at a cost-effective level and have demonstrated high reliability and tolerance for heat,
vibration, and electromagnetic interference.



PLCs widespread market penetration means that parts are readily available and programming
and technical support services are available from a large number of control system
integrators.



PLCs provide high speed processing which is important in pump sequencing, blower control,
generator and switchgear control applications, and they can be programmed and expanded
without undue hardware and software expense.

Absent any other requirements and design criteria, the foregoing features are the basic criteria for
future PLC employment and selection. Given any two PLC choices that otherwise perform the
required functions, that which is the most cost-effective, reliable, supportable and expandable shall be
specified, without undue regard for expense over performance.

9.17 BASIC PLC DESIGN CRITERIA. A PLC consists of the required quantities of modules or
cards, mounted on a common physical support and electrical interconnection structure known as a
rack. A typical PLC rack configuration is shown below.

TYPICAL PLC RACK LAYOUT
The PLC cabinet and rack need to be simple,
clear and relatively standard across sites in
order to facilitate maintenance, promote
operator training and troubleshooting. Such
are major design critera.

9.17.1 Power supply. The power supply converts facility electrical distribution voltage, such as 120
VAC, to signal level voltage used by the processor and other modules.
9.17.2 Processor. The processor module contains the microprocessor that performs control
functions and computations, as well as the memory required to store the program. The processor
shall be sized for not less than twice the capacity and speed of that required for the immediate
design.
9.17.3 Input/Output (I/O). These modules provide the means of connecting the processor to the field
devices. Not less than twice as many modules as needed for the application at hand shall be
specified.
9.17.4 Communications. Communications modules are available for a wide range of industrystandard communication network connections. These allow digital data transfer between PLCs and
to other systems within the facility. Some PLCs have communications capability built-in to the
processor, rather than using separate modules. The City prefers subject to engineering analysis and
recommendations to specify separate communication modules.
9.17.5 Communication Media and Protocols. The most common communication media used are
cop- per-wire, coaxial, fiber-optics, and wireless. The most common “open” communication protocols
are Ethernet, Ethernet/IP, and DeviceNet. “Open” systems generally provide “plug and play” features
in which the system software automatically recognizes and communicates to any compatible device
that is connected to it. Other widely accepted open protocols are Modbus, Profibus, and ControlNet.
9.17.6 Redundancy. Many PLCs are capable of being configured for redundant operation in which
one processor backs up another. This arrangement often requires the addition of a redundancy
module, which provides status confirmation and control assertion between the processors. In addition,
signal wiring to redundant racks is an option. Redundancy in the form of such modules or other
recommended provisions shall be made for PLC applications serving the City major lift stations and
major subsystems at the water and wastewater treatment plants.
9.17.7 All software and programming required for the PLC to operate as a standalone controller is
maintained on-board in the processor. PLCs are programmed with one of the following standard
programming languages:



Ladder Diagrams. Used primarily for logic (Boolean) operations and is easily understood by
electricians and control technicians. This is the most commonly used language in the United
States and is supported by all PLC suppliers.



Function Block Diagrams. Used primarily for intensive analog control (PID) operations and is
available only in “high-end” PLC’s. It is more commonly used outside the United States.



Sequential Function Chart. Used primarily for batch control operations and is available only
in“high-end” PLC’s.



Structured Text. Used primarily by PLC programmers with a computer language background
and is supported only in “high-end” PLC’s.

9.17.8 In general, and for all City applications, unless otherwise authorized, SCADA PLCs should be
specified to be programmed using ladder diagrams. This language is very common, and duplicates in
format traditional electrical schematics so it is largely understandable by electricians and technicians
without specific PLC training. The ladder logic functions the same as equivalent hard-wired relays.


The PLCs in a SCADA system will be networked to one or more central personal computer
(PC) workstations, which provide the normal means of human machine interface (HMI) to the
system. These PCs will be provided with Windows-based HMI software that provides a
graphical user interface (GUI) to the control system in which information is presented to the
operator on graphic screens that are custom-configured to match the facility systems.



For example, the electrical system status may be shown on a one-line diagram graphic in
which open circuit breakers are colored green, closed breakers are colored red, and voltage
and current values are displayed adjacent to each bus or circuit breaker.

9.18 REDUNDANT PLCs. Where redundant PLC Systems are required, they may utilize a warm
standby, hot standby, or voting configuration.
9.18.1 The figure following shows a typical system configuration for redundant PLCs in either warm
or hot standby. Both processors have continuous access to the I/O over redundant buses or
networks, and register data and status information are exchanged over a dedicated fiber optic link. In
warm standby configuration, the primary processor is running the program and controlling the output
states. Upon failure of the primary processor, the standby processor takes over and begins to run the
program. In a hot standby configuration, both processors are running continuously with their program
scans synchronized over the fiber optic link. If one processor fails, the other takes control with a
“bumpless” transfer in which the outputs do not change state. None of the facilities of the City where
PLCs are or will be employed truly qualify for redundant PLCs or hot standby configuration.
9.18.2 For highly critical applications, a triple-redundant voting scheme shown following may be
used. In this configuration three processors run continuously with synchronized scans, using either
shared input data or independent input data from redundant sensors. The outputs of the processors
pass through a two-out-of- three (2oo3) voter to select the control value to the process.

TYPICAL REDUNDANT PLC CONFIGURATION

TRIPLE-REDUNDANT PLC CONFIGURATION

9.19 SAFETY PLCs. A recommended means of assuring that PLC hardware and software meet
specified reliability criteria is through specification of PLCs that are certified for use in Safety
Instrumented Systems according to IEC 61508. This standard intended for application to protective
systems used in manufacturing, chemical, and nuclear facilities represents the only independently
verified criteria for PLC reliability and diagnostic capability. PLCs meeting the requirements of this
standard have diagnostic coverage for failure of the power supply, processor and input and output
modules. The City does not require nor envision the specification or use of safety PLCs nor
redundant PLCs.

9.19 CONFIGURATION LEVELS. Three levels of SCADA system architecture are discussed here;
these vary in configuration to correspond to the size, criticality, and amount of mechanical and
electrical equipment installed in the facility as noted.
9.19.1 Small Systems. Small systems are recommended for remote sites such as data switch or
remote lift stations. These kinds of sites would generally include a single service transformer and a
single standby diesel generator. The basic equipment inside would consist of a small rectifier for a 24
VDC bus, a small inverter, and two or more stand-alone pumps as shown in the sketch below. The
small systems for these kinds of facilities will not provide the reliability or availability criteria needed
for larger facilities but in most City applications this level of sophistication and redundancy is
sufficient. A typical configuration is shown below.

TYPICAL SMALL FACILITY SCADA SYSTEM

9.19.2 Medium System with Redundant Mechanical Systems. The medium system insofar as it
applies to City facilities might include multiple service transformers and standby generators with
paralleling switchgear, one or two large UPS systems, and multiple pumps with associated
auxiliary equipment. Ideally, the SCADA system for this size facility would have redundant
distributed control architecture and the level of PLC redundancy would be selected based on the
design of the mechanical and electrical systems. The schematic below depicts a facility with two

separate electrical service connections and standby generators. This particular example shows a
facility that has a relatively sophisticated and redundant electrical system but fewer controlled
components than, say, our City water or wastewater plants.

EXAMPLE OF A MEDIUM-SIZED FACILITY SCADA
CONFIGURATION

The figure below shows a typical SCADA configuration applicable to a facility with mechanical and
electrical systems that achieve redundancy using various segregated subsystems. PLCs controlling
individual systems must have a reliability level adequate to maintain the required availability at the

system they serve but do not necessarily have to be redundant. Failure of a single PLC will affect
only the system it controls and the remaining systems continue to operate. The following figure
presents a suggested SCADA configuration for a similarly sized facility in which mechanical and
electrical systems utilize redundant components in a manifold configuration. In this design, any
combination of components can be selected to serve the load. This provides greater flexibility than
segregating components into redundant systems, but requires common control of all components,
making the PLC a potential single point of failure. In this configuration, system-level PLCs must have
redundancy adequate to meet the required availability of the system.

EXAMPLE OF A
MEDIUM-SIZED
FACILITY SCADA
CONFIGURATION

9.19.3 Large Systems. A large system serving a multi-facility site consisting of several installations
will require a central supervisory control room networked to distributed control within the individual
buildings appropriate to the mission and reliability criteria of each facility. A control room will typically
be located in each central power plant that is required for such a facility and the system can also be
accessed from other locations distributed along the network. Redundant and segregated pathways
are recommended for the on-site communication network.

EXAMPLE OF A LARGE-SIZED FACILITY SCADA
CONFIGURATION

9.20 CURRENT OBJECTIVE PLC CONFIGURATION. The City is currently deploying a PLC
system to control a newly-expanded sewage lift station. The PLC is configured to be a part of an
evolving objective Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition system. Following is a summary of the
PLC system serving as an example of the current objectives and criteria.
9.20.1 The primary control of the lift station is to be provided by a "Station Master PLC" to be located
in the motor control center in the existing or new station. The secondary control system shall be by
the PLC provided by the motor or pump manufacturer. In nominal and routine service, the pumping
stations shall operate under the control of the Pump PLC as determined by the level in the reservoir,
feed line, clearwell, or wet well using a standard mercury float switch system. The Station Master
PLC shall be programmed so that the Operators may adjust station response and run times
irrespective of the source levels. [In general, the need to override the Pump PLC could occur when
flows from the souce are quite high such as during a wet weather event.]
9.20.2 Control Scheme. The following schematic depicts the relationship of the various control and
data acquisition components.

PRIMARY DATA TRANSMISSION
IS BY CELLULAR CONNECTION
TO
INTERNET
ENTERPRISE
SYSTEM; FIELD RADIO SYSTEM
IS
SECONDARY
MODE
TO
EVENTUALLY
BE
DELETED.
PUMP PLC FUNCTIONS MAY BE
INCORPORATED INTO A SINGLE
MASTER PLC.

TYPICAL PLC CONFIGURATION
FOR A LIFT STATION

9.20.3 Station Monitoring. In this particular application, the primary means of lift station monitoring
and the transmission of acquired data is by means of a Telog Brand multi-channel data recorder. A
secondary system is a field radio (the current system).
The telemetry system provides
communications between the lift station and the Main Water Plant, Wastewater Treatment Plant or
other designated control nodes ["central facility"] via cell phone and field radio. All field equipment
furnished is installed at the lift station and the data linked by way of a cellular system to a central
server. The equipment and software furnished for the Central Facility will be installed so as to be
fully-compatible with existing radio system.

9.21 COMMUNICATIONS. Communication networks may be used in SCADA systems to pass
data between field devices and PLCs, between different PLCs, or between PLCs and personal
computers used for operator interface, data processing and storage, or management information.
Although a communications circuit can involve only two pieces of equipment with a circuit
between them, the term network typically refers to connecting many devices together to permit
sharing of data between devices over a single (or redundant) circuits. Data is transmitted over a
network using serial communication, in which words of data called bytes consisting of individual
logical zeros and ones (bits) are transmitted sequentially from one device to another. The collection of data in a single transmission is often called a packet. The rate at which data can be
transmitted over a network is defined in bits-per-second or bps, but typically expressed in
thousands (Kbps) or mil- lions (Mbps).
9.22 NETWORK. In large SCADA systems, there is usually a communications network of
some type connecting the individual PLCs to the operator interface equipment at the central
control room. There may also be net- works used at lower levels in the control system
architecture, for communications between different PLCs in the same subsystem or facility, as
well as for communications between field devices and individual PLCs. Following figure shows the
various levels of network communications in a typical large SCADA system.

TYPICAL SCADA NETWORK LEVELS

Although not widely applied to SCADA systems, two terms that are commonly used with respect
to management information systems communication are local area network (LAN) and wide area
network (WAN). A LAN consists of all of the devices, typically PCs and servers within a particular
facility or site. A WAN is created by providing a connection between LANs, typically over a long
geographic distance using telecommunications facilities. Large SCADA systems may be required
to interface to LANs or WANs to provide data transfer to management information systems or to
permit internet access to SCADA system data.

9.23 PHYSICAL MEDIA. All communications networks utilize one of two media to transmit data
signals between devices: electrical conductors such as copper wire or optical conductors such as
fiber optic cable (wireless communication via radio or microwave radiation does not require an
intervening medium). The point on a device at which the circuit is connected is referred to as a
communications port; the physical and electrical characteristics of the communications port must
match the media to be used for the network.
9.23.1 Copper media will support either point-to-point or tapped network configurations. Copperbased networks may be used between devices and PLCs or between PLCs, but should not be
installed over long distances, or across a facility boundary. All copper network cables should be of
shielded construction. For copper-based networks, three basic types of copper conductors are
used.


Shielded twisted pair (STP), in which individual pairs of insulated conductors are twisted
to- gether to reduce inductively coupled interference and covered with a continuous
metallic foil shield to reduce capacitive coupled interference. Individual pairs or multiple
pairs are then assembled into a cable within an overall jacket that provides environmental
protection.



Unshielded twisted pair (UTP), have individual pairs of insulated conductors that are
twisted together to reduce inductively coupled interference. Individual pairs or multiple
pairs are then assembled into a cable with an overall jacket to provide environmental
protection.



Coaxial cable (COAX) has a single conductor that is surrounded by an annular layer of
dielec- tric material that is then covered with a metallic braided shield and then an overall
jacket. Configurations are available with multiple coaxial cables within a common overall
jacket; these are often referred to as twin-ax (2 cables) or tri-ax (3 cables). Coaxial cable
construction is inherently shielded.

9.23.2 In fiber-based networks, optical fibers transmit data in the form of pulses of light, which are
produced by a light emitting diode (LED) or laser transmitter and detected by a photodiode or
phototransistor receiver at the other end of the fiber. In addition to these photoelectric
components, fiber optic transceiv- ers contain the circuitry required to convert electronic data into
pulses of light and the reverse. Each opti- cal fiber consists of a glass fiber core with another layer
of glass over the core called cladding. The core and cladding have different indexes of refraction,
causing light waves that enter the core to be continu- ously reflected from the interface and not
dispersed outside the core. Cable sizes are typically defined by the outside diameters of the core
and cladding in microns, such as 62.5/125. Optical fiber is available in two types:


Single Mode Fiber, consisting of a single core strand having a single transmission path,
pro- vides very high data transmission rates over long distances, but is costly. This type of
cable is used for long-distance telecommunications and video application.



Multi-Mode Fiber, consisting of multiple core strands, provides multiple signal paths which
re- sult in some distortion of the signal and is therefore restricted to shorter lengths, but is
more economical. This is the type of cable commonly used in SCADA system and data
processing networks.

9.23.3 SCADA networks operating between facilities on large sites, over long distances, or
outside of the facility should be fiber-based. Fiber-based networks have some significant
advantages for SCADA application, including



High quality signal



As no electric voltage or current is used, they are completely free of RFI and EMI
interference.



When used over long distances or between buildings they eliminate problems with ground
potential differences, ground loops, and transient voltages.



They provide enhanced security since point-to-point communications cannot be tapped or
daisy chained.

9.23.4 Media Standards. Industry standards for communications media define both the physical
and electrical (or optical) charac- teristics of both the conductors and the connectors used to mate
them to communications ports. Some common network conductor physical standards and their
characteristics are listed in the following table.

Standard
Designation

Conductor
Transmission
Connection
Type
Speed

Maximum
Distance

Typical Application

RS-232

Copper M/C
with 9-pin
connectors

Point-toPoint

265 kbps

15 m

Laptop computer to PLC

RS-485

Copper UTP
or STP

Multi-drop

10 Mbps

1000m

PLC to field devices

CAT 5

Copper UTP
or STP

Multi-drop

100 Mbps

Depends
on Protocol

PLC to PLC

RG6

Copper
Coax

Multi-Drop

5Mbps

1000m

PLC to PLC, Video

Single-Mode
Fiber

Point-toPoint

>1Gbps

50 kM

Long-distance
telecommunications

Multi-Mode
Fiber

Point-toPoint

>1 Gbps

1000m

PLC to Control Room
and
PLC to PLC

COMMON NETWORK CONNECTION MEDIA

9.24 COMMUNICATION PROTOCOLS. Communication protocols define the “rules” by which
devices on a network are able to communicate. They define the structure of data packets that are
transmitted on the network as well as other necessary information such as how individual devices
are uniquely addressed, what signals the beginning and end of a data message, and how each
message is checked for transmission errors by the receiving device. A particular communication
protocol may be implemented using more than one type of physical media. For example, Ethernet
may operate on UTP, coaxial cable or fiber, but the data structure is the same on any of these
media. The protocol used may impose limitations on the media such as maximum data
transmission rate (Mbps) or maximum circuit length between devices.

9.24.1 Protocols may be either proprietary or open. Proprietary protocols are those developed by
vendors for use with their own systems and for which application information is not made publicly
available for use by other vendors. Open protocols are those for which all application information
is in the public domain, permitting any vendor to develop devices and software that can use the
protocol. Most of the open protocols used today originated with specific vendors. However, they
have been made accessible by those vendors to increase the number of devices that are
compatible with their systems, making them more marketable. Table shows common open
network communication protocols.
9.24.2 SCADA systems for the City facilities should use open protocols for a number of reasons:


There is substantial published data regarding their performance characteristics.



Technical support is available from multiple sources.



There are larger numbers of competing compatible devices to select from.



Systems may be modified or expanded without requiring sole-source proprietary contracts.

Protocol
ModBus
Profibus
DeviceNet
DNP 3.0
BACNet
ControlNet
ARCNet
Ethernet/IP

Level
Device
Device
Device
Device
Control
Control
Supervisory
Supervisory

Common Applications
Manufacturing, Electric Utility
Process Industry
Manufacturing
Electric Utility SCADA
HVAC Control, Building Automation
Manufacturing
Office Automation, Gaming
Office Automation, Internet

COMMON OPEN NETWORK COMMUNICATION PROTOCOLS

9.25 NETWORK TOPOLOGIES. Commonly used network topologies include star, ring and
tapped configurations. A logical network is defined as a group of interconnected devices that are
communicating together with the same protocol. Different logical networks may be interconnected
by using protocol converters or translators.
9.25.1 In a star topology, each device on the network is connected to a central hub by a single
communica- tions circuit, as shown in the figure. The hub performs the function of passing
messages between de- vices. Types of devices that may serve as the hub of a star network
include repeaters, switches and routers. The most common example of this topology is the
Ethernet LAN used to interconnect all of the personal computers within an office environment. In
this case, a dedicated cable is routed from the Ethernet port on each PC back to a switch or
router somewhere in the office building. In a star network, loss of a single communication circuit
affects only the single device at the end of that circuit, although loss of a hub device obviously
affects the entire network. The star network has the highest installation cost per device.

STAR NETWORK TOPOLOGY

9.25.2 In a ring topology, two communication ports are provided on each device and the network
circuit makes a loop through all of the devices, with an open point, as shown in the following
figure. Two-way communication allows messages to pass in either direction along the network.
Messages must be passed through the communication ports of each device on the network,
making it vulnerable to a break if a single device fails or is removed. If a means is provided to
bridge the open point on failure of a particular device or circuit segment, this configuration can
have high reliability at relatively low cost.

RING NETWORK TOPOLOGY

9.25.3 In a tapped (or multi-drop) network the communications circuit is tapped to be connected
to each device so that the communication ports of the various devices are effectively electrically in
parallel. Tapped connections are applicable only to copper-based media; fiber optic circuits are
limited to point-to-point operation. The configuration in figure below typically represents the lowest
installed cost per device. This configuration is commonly used for field device communications; a
common example is a fire detection system with addressable devices, in which a UTP network is
T-tapped at each device.

TAPPED NETWORK TOPOLOGY

9.26 NETWORK REDUNDANCY. The need for network redundancy in a SCADA system is
dependent on the robustness and vulnerabilities of the type of network used as well as the
criticality of the control or reporting functions that rely on the network. In a system where the
network serves only to pass management information reporting or trending of data to a central
location, and all automatic control and operator interface functions are fully present with the
network out of service, a non-redundant configuration is acceptable. If a network serves only a
single redundant component of a system, such as the point-to-point communication circuit
between a generator PLC located in the control room and the local engine control panel, network
redundancy is also not required. Any network, however, that is required for system operation, or
whose failure could affect multiple redundant sub-systems or components, must be redundant.
For example, a communications network used to pass information (such as generator start
signals) between all of the generator PLCs and the system master PLC must provide redundancy.
9.26.1 In a either a star or a tapped network, redundancy requires complete duplication of the
network, including communication ports at each device, communication circuits, and the hub
equipment. In this configuration, one network serves as the primary with all devices using it for
communication. If any (or all devices) sense loss of communications with the primary network,
they automatically transfer to the backup network. This provides protection both against loss of
the entire primary network and loss of an individual device connection. A bridge is required
between the two networks to allow a device that has transferred to the backup network to
communicate to those remaining on the primary network. An advantage of this configuration is
that each device requires only a single address, as it only communicates with one network at a
time.
9.26.2 The reliability of a ring network can be increased by providing an automatic switching
device at the open point. The switching device periodically polls the other devices on the network
and detects an open point due to device or communication circuit failure by the lack of response
from particular devices. The switch is then automatically closed, restoring communications
between all devices. This is referred to as a “self-healing” ring as shown in the figure following.
This provides a network that is more reliable than any of the non-redundant configurations, at less
cost than a fully redundant configuration, and may be acceptable for facilities with lower RAM
criteria.

SELF-HEALING RING NETWORK TOPOLOGY

9.27 NETWORK SPEED.
The speed at which information can be transmitted on a
communications network depends upon the protocol, the physical media, the number of devices
on the network and the level of message traffic. Traditionally, the networks associated with
SCADA systems have provided adequate speed for alarm and status reporting and operator
control, but were not fast enough for critical functions like protective relay tripping or under
frequency load shedding. Advances in electrical utility substation automation have led to testing
and qualification of some network systems to speeds adequate for protective relay trip functions
(say, at or less than 4 milliseconds) under specified traffic levels. However, before considering a
SCADA system that relies upon the network for critical control and protection functions, the user
must verify that the hardware and software to be used has been tested and demonstrated the
required speed under worst-case traffic conditions.
9.28 OPERATOR INTERFACES. Operator interfaces, or human machine interface (HMI), for
SCADA systems provide the functions of status indication, alarm reporting, operator intervention
in control action, and data storage and programming. Several levels or layers of operator
interfaces are required to provide a reliable and maintainable system: equipment level, controller
level, and supervisory level. At the controller and supervisory level, HMI may also provide
capability to modify the controller program.
9.28.1 Equipment Level Interfaces. Equipment level HMI should consist at minimum of the
control switches and indicators necessary to permit an operator to manually control the equipment
in the absence of communications from the controller or for maintenance purposes. Examples of
this level of control are hand-auto-off switches and indicator lights at motor starters; local-remote
switches, potentiometers and meters at variable frequency drives; and circuit breaker control
switches, meters and indicator lights at switchgear. Table below lists minimum manual control
capabilities to be provided for mechanical and electrical system components:

Function Identification
G-1
G-2
G-3
G-4
G-5
G-6
S-1
S-2
S-3
C-1
C-2
C-3
C-4
C-5
C-6
A-1
A-2
A-3

Function Description

Standby Generation
Generator Set Start/Stop
Speed/Frequency Adjust
Synchronizing to Bus
Emergency Stop
Fuel Oil Pumps Start/Stop
Alarm Acknowledge/Reset
Switchgear
Circuit Breaker Close (W/Sync-Check)
Circuit Breaker Trip
Alarm Acknowledge/Reset
Pump Systems
Pump Start/Stop
Pump Flow
Pump Discharge Pressure
Setpoint Adjust
Valve Open/Close
Alarm Acknowledge/Reset
Auxiliary Systems
Air Compressor Start/Stop
Sump Pump Start/Stop
Alarm Acknowledge/Reset
MINIMUM MANUAL CONTROL CAPABILITY
FOR CITY HMI DISPLAYS



Manual control substitutes the facility operator for the automatic control system in the
feedback loop, and leads to the risk of system or equipment mis-operation due to human
error. Safety interlocks, such as motor overload, high-high pressure switches, fire
detection, etc. should therefore be hard-wired into the control circuit such that they are
active in both manual and automatic control modes. Switchgear protective relaying
required for fault protection should always be hard-wired in the circuit breaker trip circuit
and not dependent upon the controller.



In some cases, hard-wired manual controls for entire facilities have been centrally located
in a con- trol panel or benchboard at the control room. Although this simplifies operator
intervention upon com- plete failure of the automatic control system, it is not
recommended as the lack of physical segregation compromises reliability. A catastrophic
structural or environmental failure at the control room would dis- able both automatic and
manual control capability.

9.28.2 Controller Level HMI. At the controller level, the primary HMI device should be a graphical
display/keypad combination providIng access to input and output data, timer and register settings,
and alarm and status screens. These devices are commonly panel-mounted in the door of the
PLC cabinet, and are available in enclosures suitable for hostile environments. With passwordprotected access control the controller level HMI may also provide a means of accessing and
modifying the controller program logic. Table following lists the minimum recommended
functionality of controller level HMI.

Access Level(1)
1
1
1

Function Description

2
2
2

Alarm and Status Displays
Alarm Acknowledge
Initiate Pre-Programmed Control
Sequence
Adjust Control Setpoints
Individual Device Start/Stop, Open/Close
Setup Data Trending/Reporting

3
3
3
3

Adjust Alarm Setpoints
Adjust Control Setpoint Ranges
Modify Controller Parameters
Modify Control Logic

(1) Increasing numbers indicate more restricted levels of operator
access. Access levels are typically password-protected. Each access
level includes the functionality of those below it.
REQUIRED CONTROLLER LEVEL HMI FUNCTIONALITY

9.28.3 Supervisory Level HMI. Supervisory level HMI devices are typically personal computer
workstations located in the central control room and/or management and engineering offices. The
quantity and function of these workstations depends on the size and complexity of the facility.
Simple facilities may be provided with a single workstation which may be located in the main
electrical or mechanical space in the absence of a central control room. Large or complex facilities
should be provided with a minimum of two workstations in the control room to permit operators to
back one another up, plus the additional workstations required for engineering use, management
overview, or data storage and reporting, as determined by the facility manager. Multiple-building
campuses should be provided with workstations in the mechanical/electrical space of each major
building to permit operations staff to obtain status and alarm information for the entire facility from
any building.


Supervisory level HMI uses graphical screens displayed on the computer monitor to
communicate system status and alarm conditions. Screens should be configured for
facility overview, system overview, subsystem, and equipment screens for all major
components of the facility. Remote manual control and supervisory control is typically
performed at the supervisory level HMI under security access control.



Trending and data storage capability should be included in all SCADA systems to provide
a permanent log of facility performance. All critical system parameters, such as
temperature, humidity, voltage, current, should be stored every 15 minutes (or other
specified preset time interval). The system should have the capability to record critical
signal values more frequently at an operator-selected rate when prompted from the HMI or
by a signal from operating equipment. The system should automatically return to its
primary trending when system operation returns to normal. Data storage should utilize a
separate server or drive from that used for the primary system control software and should
be periodically backed up. Records should be maintained on-site for a minimum of 1 year.

9.29

Not Used

9.30 HUMAN FACTORS. Design of HMI for SCADA systems must include consideration of
Human Factors Engineering (HFE). It is estimated that 50 percent or more of all loss of load
events in mission-critical facilities involve human action. A commonly reported scenario begins
with a single component failure and correct response by the automatic control system to isolate
the failure and maintain service to the load, however resulting in an off-normal system condition.
Incorrect human intervention in attempting to restore the system to normal conditions then results
in loss of service to the load. Consideration of HFE in the layout of operator controls can help
prevent these occurrences.
9.30.1 Labeling. All control devices must be clearly labeled with letters that are large enough and
provide high contrast with the background to be clearly legible in a hurry at a full arms length. The
primary desig- nation should be the functional description of the device, ex: “Generator No. 1
Speed Control”. The label should also carry the tag number of the device, ex: “43GS-1” that
corresponds to the system documentation, but this information is secondary in emphasis and size
to the primary designation.
9.30.2 Layout: Controls should be arranged and grouped in an intuitive and logical manner. Some
of the many techniques that may be used to design intuitive layouts include:


Grouping controls associated with individual pieces of equipment such as a chiller or a
generator with substantial separation between groups.



Placing control switches left-to-right, or top-to-bottom in the sequential order in which they
are operated during a normal startup or shutdown.



Spacing devices far enough apart so that labels are clearly associated with their device
and an operator’s hand does not obscure the labels on adjacent devices.



Arranging controls in the physical or electrical order of the process, using a mimic diagram
or mimic bus.



Color-coding control devices by function; e.g., green start buttons, red stop buttons, yellow
lamp test buttons, etc.



Colored backgrounds or borders to emphasize grouping of controls on large control
panels.

9.30.3 Color schemes. Color schemes used for controls and for graphic screens may duplicate
color coding used within the process, such as piping color codes or system color codes, or may
be developed strictly for the HMI. In all cases, colors should be selected to provide high levels of
contrast without eye fatigue. Some rules for use of color in HMI displays are given in table.

Use colors with gray scale contrast ratios of approximately 3:7.
Use neutral background colors, such as light gray.
Limit the number of colors to seven, unless more are required, as for
trend graphs.
Sixteen colors are sufficient for 95 percent of all applications.
Use the standard Windows® interface colors listed in following table
Observe industry standard color conventions; red for breaker closed,
green for breaker open, etc.
Use color consistently between screens.
RULES FOR HMI COLOR SCHEMES

Color
Black
White
Dark Grey
Light Grey
Dark Red
Bright Red
Amber
Bright Yellow
Dark Green
Bright Green
Dark Cyan
Cyan
Dark Blue
Bright Blue
Purple
Magenta

Red Tint
0
255
128
192
128
255
255
255
0
0
0
0
0
0
128
255

Green Tint
0
255
128
192
0
0
202
255
128
255
128
255
0
0
0
0

Blue Tint
0
255
128
192
0
0
0
0
64
0
128
255
125
255
128
255

RGB VALUES FOR STANDARD COLORS

9.30.4 Select-before-operate. HMI software should be programmed such that an operator must
select the device to be controlled by point-and-click or other means and then select the operation
to be performed. This two-step requirement for manual control can reduce errors resulting from
selection of the incorrect device. Selection of a device to be controlled should result in highlighting
that device on the screen, providing the operator a visual verification of correct selection.
9.31 DOCUMENTATION. This paragraph addresses the documentation and related requirements
for the design, selection, specification and installation of SCADA systems and components.

9.31.1 Shop Drawings. It is incumbent upon the Contractor to coordinate the work specified in these
Sections and the published contract documents so that a complete instrumentation, computer, and
control system for the facility will be provided and will be supported by accurate shop and record
drawings including an electronic version in AutoCad. Interface between existing instruments, existing
control panels, motor control centers, starters, control valves, flowmeters, chemical feeders, and other
equipment related to the instrumentation, control, and SCADA system shall be included in the shop
drawing submittal.
9.31.2 Other Submittals. In these Contract Documents all systems, meters, instruments, and other
elements are represented schematically and are designated by numbers, as derived from criteria in
Instrument Society of America Standard ANSI/ISA S5.1. The nomenclature and numbers designated
herein and on the drawings shall be employed exclusively throughout shop drawings, data sheets,
and similar materials.
Any other symbols, designations, and nomenclature unique to the
manufacturer's standard methods shall not replace those prescribed above, used herein, and on the
drawings.


Should an error be found in a shop drawing during installation or start-up of equipment, the
correction, including any field changes found necessary, shall be noted on the drawing and
submitted finally "as-built" prior to acceptance of the project.



Analog and SCADA System Hardware. This submittal shall be included in a singular, allinclusive submittal which shall include but not be limited to a complete index appearing in the
front of each bound submittal volume and a complete system block diagram. System groups
shall be separated by labeled tags.



Loop Diagrams. Drawings showing definitive diagrams for every instrumentation loop system.
These diagrams shall show and identify each component of each loop or system using
method, legend, and symbols from ANSI/ISA S5.4, extending the format of ANSI/ISA S5.1
The loop diagram shall also show the spare loops and/or spare I/O. Provide loop description
and/or facility operations descriptions.



Installation. Installation, mounting, and anchoring details for all components and assemblies,
including access requirements and conduit connection or entry details.



Panel Wiring. Panel wiring and/or diagrams shall be prepared and the field wiring integrated.
They shall include the Name of panel, Wiring and piping sizes and types, terminal strip
numbers and electrical control schematics in accordance with ANSI standards



Field Wiring and Piping Diagrams. Field wiring and piping diagrams shall be prepared and be
integrated with the panel wiring diagram. They shall include the following information: Wiring
and piping sizes and types, Conduits in which wiring is to be located, Panel (e.g. RTUs, etc.)
termination strip numbers, and Location, function name, and manufacturer's designation of
items to which wiring and piping are connected



Control Circuit Schematics. Drawings showing schematic diagrams for control circuits.
Complete details on the circuit interrelationship of all devices within and outside each Control
Panel shall be submitted using schematic control diagrams. The diagrams shall show
numbered terminals on components together with the unique number of the wire to be
connected to each terminal. The diagram shall also show terminal assignments from all
primary measurement devices, such as flowmeters, and to all final control devices, such as
samplers, pumps, valves, and chemical feeders.



Interface with the existing control and monitoring system. This shall include any and all
modifications made to existing measurement and control circuits, equipment, and wiring. It is
the responsibility of the System Supplier to ascertain actual field conditions of the existing
circuits, equipment, and wiring.



Complete and detailed bills of materials: A bill of material list, including quantity, description,
manufacturer, and part number, shall be submitted for each field- mounted device or
assembly, cabinet assemblies and subassemblies as well as for the central computer system.
Bills of material shall include all items within an enclosure.



Data sheets for each component, together with a technical product brochure of bulletin. The
data sheets shall show:



o Component functional description used herein and on the drawings;
o Manufacturer's model number or other product designation;
o Project tag number used herein and on the drawings;
o Requirements for electrical supply (if any);
o Materials of construction;
o Special requirements or features, for ambient operating conditions.
A separate technical brochure or bulletin shall be included with each instrument data sheet.
The data sheets shall be indexed in the submittal by systems or loops, as a separate group for
each system or loop. If, within a single system or loop, a single instrument is employed more
than once, one data sheet with one brochure or bulletin shall include a list of tag numbers for
which it applies. Special options and features which are furnished shall be identified.



Calibration, adjustment, and test details for all components and systems.



A list of recommended spare parts covering items which are furnished under this Contract
with the name, address, and phone number of the manufacturer and manufacturer's local
service representative or distributor of these parts.



Technical Manuals: Three (3) final sets of technical manuals shall be supplied for the Owner
in accordance with the Section entitled "Contractor Submittals," as a condition of acceptance
of the project. Each set shall consist of one or more volumes, each of which shall be bound in
a standard size, three-ring, looseleaf, vinyl plastic, hard-cover binder suitable for bookshelf
storage. Binder ring size shall not exceed two inches.



In addition to updated shop drawing information reflecting actual existing conditions,
each set of technical manuals shall include installation, connection, operating, calibration, set
points (e.g. pressure, pump control, time delays, etc.) adjustment, test, troubleshooting,
maintenance, and overhaul instructions in complete detail. This shall provide the Owner
with comprehensive information on all systems and components to enable operation, service,
maintenance, and repair. Exploded or other detailed views of all instruments, assemblies, and
accessory components shall be included together with a complete list of parts and ordering
instructions.



Spare Parts List: The Technical Manual shall also include a list of recommended spare parts
for all the equipment furnished under this Section. After final system acceptance, the list shall
be annotated to indicate which items, if any, and quantity are furnished as part of this Contract.
The list shall also be furnished in accordance with the section entitled "Contractor Submittals."

9.32

QUALITY ASSURANCE.

9.32.1 Accuracy. Unless otherwise specified, each individual instrument shall have a minimum
accuracy of +0.5 percent of full scale and a minimum repeatability of +0.25 percent of full scale.
9.32.2 Installation Supervision: The System Supplier shall furnish services and technical information
as necessary to ensure that the instrumentation and SCADA system equipment is installed in a proper
and satisfactory manner. These services shall include, but not be limited to, providing the installing
contractor with information and direction prior to commencement of the installation work, periodic
inspections during the construction period, answering of all questions regarding the installation and
hook-up, and a complete check of the completed installation to insure that it is in conformance with
the requirements of the equipment manufacturer and the Contract Documents.
9.32.3 Field Tests. The Contractor shall perform all necessary test to verify that the individual
components as well as the Station overall performs in the field as specified in order to demonstrate
compliance with the Contract Documents.
9.32.4 Storage and Handling. All equipment and materials delivered to the job site shall be stored in a
location which will not interfere with the operations of other contractors or the Owner. Storage and
handling will be performed in a manner that will afford maximum protection to the equipment and the
materials. It is the Contractor’s responsibility to assure proper handling and on-site storage of
instrumentation and control equipment in accordance with the System Supplier's recommendations.
9.32.5 Environmental Conditions. The project sites include various facilitiies which are subject to
weather extremes, humidity and odorific fluids. The instrumentation, controls, and SCADA systems
shall be designed and constructed for satisfactory operation and long, low maintenance service under
the following environmental conditions:


Central Computer System:
o
o
o



Temperature range: 50°F through 104°F (10°C through 40° C)
Thermal shock: 1.0° F per minute maximum
Relative humidity: 20% through 80% (non-condensing)

Remote Site Equipment:
o
o
o

Ambient temperature range: 0 through 140° Fahrenheit
Thermal shock: 1.8° F per minute maximum.
Relative humidity: 100% maximum

9.32.6 Service Requirements. If required for troubleshooting, the Contractor shall provide jobsite
visits and services of a manufacturer's technical field representative for calibration, testing, and startup
of the various sensors such as the level transmitters. pressure transmitters, flow meters and rain
gauges among others.
9.32.7 Field representatives or technicians shall supervise installation and connection of all
instruments, elements, and components feeders, make all necessary adjustments, calibrations, and
tests, and instruct operating and maintenance personnel on the instrumentation. This time shall be in
addition to whatever time is required for other facets of work at the site and shall be scheduled during
normal working days and hours.

9.33 TRAINING. Upon satisfactory completion of all field testing and commission procedures, the
ICS or packaged equipment manufacturer shall provide the services of a factory trained
representative to provide onsite training of City personnel in the operating and maintenance of the
furnished equipment. Training shall include classroom, hands-on instruction, practice exercises and
demonstrations, and shall address

●
●
●
●
●

Computer system hardware overview
PLC system hardware overview
PLC and HMI software overview
Service, Maintenance and Troubleshooting.
Changing set points, manual overrides, passwords, etc.

9.34 GUARANTEE. The Contractor shall guarantee the performance and the hardware of all the
instrumentation, control, telemetry, and SCADA equipment, as specified herein, for a period of one
year following the date of completion and formal acceptance of the Work as specified under the
General Conditions of these specifications. To fulfill this obligation, the Contractor shall utilize
technical service personnel designated by the System Supplier to which the Contractor originally
assigned project responsibility for instrumentation. Services shall be performed within three calendar
days after notification by the Owner.
9.34.1 Equipment and materials which do not achieve design requirements after installation shall be
replaced or modified by the System Supplier to attain compliance, at no additional cost to the Owner.
Following replacement or modification, the Contractor shall retest the system and perform any
additional procedures needed to place the completed system in satisfactory operation and attain
design compliance approval from the Owner.
9.34.2 All parts, material (excluding consumables), labor, travel, subsistence, or other expenses
incurred in providing all the services and service visits during the one year warranty period shall be
borne by the System Supplier under the guarantee.
9.34.3 The warranty period shall start when the work has been completed and accepted.
10.0 MATERIALS. The purpose of this section is to describe the general criteria for the selection
and specification of materials used in the engineering design, construction and repair of public works
undertaken by the City or to be dedicated to the City as a part of its infrastructure system.
10.1 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS. It is the intent of the City that its specifications, and in particular
for the purpose of this section, reflect and adopt the best and standard elements of the engineering
and construction community. This Manual, and this section, do not represent the total and
comprehensive assemblage of techniques and procedures. Accordingly, the Department adopts
hereby, the "Standard Specifications" of the Oklahoma Department of Transportation for


The purposes of engineering and constructing transportation and related systems and



The selection, testing, specification and employment of materials as described following (as
modified by the specific exceptions or clarifications presented).

10.2 CONCRETE. Specifications for materials and design of concrete structures (both reinforced
and prestressed) are referenced in this subsection and exceptions noted. Materials should be as
specified in this Manual, the City Standard Specifications and the following references.



"Standard Specifications" of the Oklahoma Department of Transportation



City of Ardmore Building Codes as adopted by the Commission.



American Concrete Institute "Building Code Requirements for Reinforced Concrete, ACI 318";



Standard Specifications for Highways and Bridges published by AASHTO.

10.2.1 Portland Cement Concrete. The general requirements for portland cement concrete are
published in the Standard Specifications. Specify compressive strength of 4000 psi unless otherwise
specified.
10.2.2 Steel Reinforcement.
Steel reinforcement specifications for reinforced concrete and
prestressed concrete are published in the Standard Specifications and ACI 318. Grade 60.
10.3

CONCRETE DESIGN.

10.3.1 Pavements. See ODOT Specifications.
10.3.2 Treatment Plant Structures. Concrete or masonry buildings, retaining walls, tanks, basins, wet
wells, grit basins, sewage line junction boxes, lift stations, treatment plants and other structures
designed for handling wastewater or sludges are to be designed in accordance with other sections of
this manual with the materials adaptation presented herein.




Corrosive Environment Defined. Such structures are often subject to corrosive environments
which are defined as either severe exposure where the face of concrete exposed to liquid
sewage or condensation of sewage fumes or gases (pH less than 5 and sulfate solutions
greater than 1500 ppm), normal exposure where the face of concrete opposite to liquid
sewage or sewage fumes or gases, remote from direct exposure but in the vicinity of and
occasionally subject to diluted effects of sewage or gases (pH greater than 5 and sulfate
solutions less than 1500 ppm), and no exposure where concrete is not exposed to sewage.
Concrete Rebar Cover. The minimum concrete cover and the type of cement to be used for
the protection of reinforcing steel in concrete structures is dependent upon the corrosiveness
of the environment and, for hydraulic structures, the velocity of flow. The City Engineer will
obtain and furnish data regarding flow and chloride and sulfate content of the soil. Concrete
cover is measured from the surface of the concrete to the face of the reinforcing steel. The
minimum cover based on velocity of flow for normal and marine environment is listed in the
following subsections.



Wet or "Marine" Environments. A marine environment for the purposes of the City is defined
to exist in or within 500 feet of a named creek, wetland, or lake. Concrete in marine or high
chloride soil environment should contain a minimum of seven sacks of cement per cubic yard.
For piles in a marine environment, a protective coating is to be applied to that portion above
the ground or water line. The limits of coating should be shown on the plans.



Corrosion Protection. Service load stresses in reinforcing or bar distribution should be
modified (Z-factor) and minimum concrete cover over reinforcing should be increased for
exposure to corrosive environment (unless a protective coating or liner is used):

None

Exposure
Normal

Severe

Buildings & Related
Structures

ACI 318
Sec. 7.7, 10.6

Add 1/2" Cover
Z=115

Add l" Cover
Z=95

Highway & Sanitary
Structures

AASHTO
1.5.39

Add 1/2" Cover
Z=115

Add 1" Cover
Z=95

Type of Structure

Increased concrete cover is not cumulative with that required for marine, sulfate or chloride
environments, but should be at least the greatest of the three requirements.
The
reinforcement distribution factors, Z, listed above, are based on concrete covers such that
B=1.35, where B is the ratio of distances to the neutral axis from the extreme tension fiber and
the centroid of reinforcing. (See ACI 318-77 Commentary 10.6.4 for details.)


Bar Spacing. Bar spacing for principal reinforcing shall not exceed 12-inches for severe
exposure nor 18-inches for normal exposure. Minimum bar sizes are #5 and #4, respectively.
Reinforcing transverse to principal reinforcing shall be at least #4 at 18-inches on center.

10.3.3 Live Loads and Seismic Forces. Live loads for building structures and highway structures may
be those presented hereinabove and the Ardmore Building Codes, except as follows for specialized
structures (use actual loadings if larger):
Structure Type

Live Load

Electrical Control Room
Heavy Equipment Room
Tank Cover
Galleries
Roadway Traffic

250 psf
300 psf
100 psf
100 psf
HS-20 Truck

Hydraulic impact and sloshing effects under seismic loading are
analyzed in accordance with "Nuclear Reactors and Earthquakes",
published by the Atomic Energy Commission.

10.3.4 Structures Designed under Other Codes. Structures which are to be constructed under the
jurisdiction of other departments or agencies should be designed in accordance with the applicable
codes and specifications.


Buildings or related structures where a building permit is required are designed in
accordance with Ardmore Building Codes.



Railroad Bridges or related structures to be maintained by a railroad company for supporting
their tracks are designed in accordance with AREA Manual, Vol. I, Chapter B.



Flood Control structures to be maintained by the City are designed in accordance with this
Manual and applicable US Army Corps of Engineer publications.

10.4 OTHER REINFORCED CONCRETE STRUCTURES. Pipes, concrete girders, T-beams, and
box girders shall have at least the minimum cover for reinforcing steel as specified above. Additional
cover due to velocity of flow and marine environment is as follows: For flow velocity between 20 fps
and 40 fps, add 1/2 inch, inside face. (Flow velocity should not exceed 40 fps.) For marine
environment, add 1/2 inch minimum inside and outside.

10.4.1 High Chloride and Sulfate Environments. For pipe conduits to be placed in a high chloride soil
or ground water environment, add a minimum of 1/2 inch cover to the inside and outside faces. Higher
values may be necessary based on the chemical analysis of the groundwater or soil. For structural
members exposed to a high chloride soil or goundwater environment, the minimum cover for
reinforcing steel is 3-inches. For resistance to concrete attack by high sulfate content in the water or
soil is provide Type II cement, Type V cement, or combine Class F fly ash with Type II cement.
10.4.2 Lap Splicing Reinforcement. Lap splicing of Grade 60 reinforcement should be specified on
the plans. Grade 40 bars are not to be used. All bars larger than #8 shall be spliced only as detailed
on the plans.
10.4.3 Beams and Girders. Special or unique concrete structures, bridges, girders and the structures
in which such are used, such as parking garages, bridges, shall be designed by an engineer
experienced in such designs. Exterior girders of concrete T-beams and box girders at the obtuse
corners of skewed structures are subject to high shears and such exterior and first interior girders
shall be designed for additional shear stresses.
10.5 CONCRETE OVERLAYS. Overlays on existing concrete sidewalks and roadways are usually
made with either epoxy or portland cement mixes, or a combination of the two. In general, epoxy is an
excellent adhesive, and epoxy grout provides a good wearing surface, but is relatively costly.
Portland cement mixes are economical, and usually give satisfactory results for overlays over 3/4" in
thickness. Based on experience and economics, the following materials should be specified on the
plans when overlays are required on existing concrete sidewalks and roadways:
Overlay Thicknesses
0 to 3/4"

Epoxy grout

3/4" to 2"

Portland cement grout over epoxy bonding coat.

over 2"

Portland cement concrete over cement bonding coat.

Portland cement concrete over cement bonding coat provides a good bond of moderate strength (200
psi). Epoxy bonding coat may be used when higher strength is necessary. Epoxies and epoxy
grouts should be specified in accordance with ODOT Standard Specifications.
10.6 PRESTRESSED CONCRETE The design of prestressed concrete and post-tensioned
structures shall be designed by an engineer specially experienced in their design and erection.
10.7 MASONRY. Specifications for materials and design of masonry structures are referenced in
this Subsection. The general requirements for masonry materials including brick, concrete block,
mortar, grout, and plaster are listed in the Standard Specifications or shall be published by the City
Engineer as the need arises. Masonry materials not covered in the Standard Specifications should
conform to the requirements of the Ardmore Building Codes.
10.7.1 Concrete Block. Specify on the plans to be grouted solid. The ultimate compressive strength,
f'm, is assumed to be 1500 psi. Allowable stresses should comply with the Ardmore Building Codes.
10.7.2 Reinforcement. All masonry structures designed and constructed by the City shall be
reinforced and the allowable reinforcing steel stresses shall conform to the Ardmore Building Codes.

10.7.3 Special Design Requirements. Architectural requirements may call for special construction
materials or methods involving masonry products. These requirements should be included in the
project's Special Provisions. Design of cement plaster (stucco) coating to be placed on concrete
block masonry, quarry tile pavers for placement on stairway treads and landings, masonry veneer,
surface preparation, anchorages, and application shall be designed by a licensed architect or
engineer experienced in such. Color and texture of masonry surfaces should be specified on the
plans or in the Special Provisions for the project.
10.8

Not Used.

10.9 TIMBER. The quality and design of wood members, materials, and fastenings should conform
to the nomenclature and specifications following:


Grade (lumber). The classification of lumber by strength and utility in accordance with the
grading rules of an approved lumber grading agency.



National Design Specification. "National Design Specification for Wood
publication of the National Forest Products Association.



Nominal Size. The commercial size designation (before planning) of lumber by thickness and
width (or width and depth) for standard sawn lumber in accordance with American Softwood
Lumber Standard, PS-20.



Timber Construction Manual. The manual published by the American Institute of Timber
Construction (AITC) which contains design data, construction information, and recommended
standards and specifications for engineered timber construction.

Construction", a

10.9.1 MATERIAL SPECIFICATION The materials used for timber construction should conform to
the following:



Structural Timber. Structural timber and lumber, unless specified otherwise, should conform
with the listed rules, specifications, and standards for Douglas Fir, California Redwood, and
plywood. Acceptable lumber uses and corresponding minimum grades shall be furnished.
Connectors and Fasteners. Hardware used for timber connections generally consists of
fasteners as listed in the National Design Specification. The type and size should be shown or
specified on the plans. Fasteners and miscellaneous metal hardware should be specified on
the plans to be hot-dip galvanized. Zinc-coated nails should be specified.



Preservatives. When preservative treatment is required, the type of preservative should be
specified. All lumber in contact with the ground or in a marine environment, or subject to rot or
attack by borers or other insects should be treated. Creosote is the preferred preservative.
ACA, CCA or pentachlorophenol (penta) may be used where creosote is unavailable or
unsuitable (such as for painted surfaces). Minimum retention should be specified on the plans.
Depth of penetration "and" percent of sapwood should also be specified.



Size of Structural Members. Sizes of lumber specified on the plans are nominal sizes.
Computations should be based on the net dimensions (actual sizes). Lumber with dimensions
other than nominal dressed sizes should be detailed with actual dimensions shown on the
plans. For properties of rough-sawn lumber see the AITC. For plywood thicknesses and
section properties, refer to Section 2 of the Plywood Design Specification, published by the
American Plywood Association (APA) or to the Timber Construction Manual. Allowable

stresses are subject to adjustments set forth in the footnotes to the appropriate stress tables
for effects of wet conditions, preservative treatment, fire retardant treatment, duration of
loadings and other special conditions.
10.9.2 Stress Grade Lumber. For Bridges and Highway Structures, the allowable stresses are listed
in Table I of the National Design Specification (excerpts are listed in AASHTO Table 1.10.1A). For
buildings, allowable stresses are Additional design values, such as for bending stress of repetitive
member uses, allowable stresses for machine stress-rated lumber and for dense Douglas Fir are also
available in the WWPA Standard Rules.
10.9.3 Plywood. Allowable stresses are tabulated in the American Plywood Association's Plywood
Design Specification, Table 3, or AITC, Table 4.13.
10.9.4 Glued-Laminated Structural Members. Outside the scope of this Manual.
10.9.5 Timber Piles. Timber piles are designed as structural columns in accordance with National
Design Specifications, Part X, and AASHTO 1.4.4 using the allowable unit stresses therein. Further
specification is outside the scope of this Manual.
10.9.6 Nailed and Spiked Joints. Common wire nails and spikes driven perpendicular to the grain of
the wood, may be used to resist lateral loads as shown in the National Design Specification. The
lateral strength of box wire nails shall be three-fourths of the values for common wire nails. A wire nail
driven parallel to the grain of the wood or toe nailed is limited to two-thirds of the allowable lateral load
allowed when driven perpendicular to grain. Nails or splices driven parallel to the grain of the wood
should never be used for resisting withdrawal forces. The use of nails or splices perpendicular to the
grain in withdrawal should be avoided and, if used, should be clinched. Nails or spikes for which the
wire gages or lengths are not listed in the National Design Specification tables are subject to required
penetration and allowable loads interpolated between tabulated values. Nail spacing center-to-center
should not be less than the required penetration. Edge and end distances should be not less than
one-half of the required penetration where nail load is directed toward the edge or end. Where
necessary to prevent splitting, holes should be pre-drilled to a diameter not exceeding three-fourths
the diameter of the nail or spike. Nails causing a split in the wood shall be rejected in the field and
replaced.
10.10 STEEL. Specifications for the materials and design of steel structures are listed below. Steel
materials should conform to the ASTM designation listed in the Standard Specifications. All steel
structures shall be design in accordance with the "Steel Construction Manual, 15th Edition", of the
American Institute of Steel Construction. The design of steel bridge and highway structures should
conform to AASHTO Standard Specifications for Highway Bridges, Section 7, Structural Steel Design.
Railroad bridges and related structures should comply with AREA Manual for Railway
Engineering, Volume II, Chapter 15, Steel Structures.
10.10.1 All steel shall be obtained from an AISC Certified Steel supplier and fabricator, or a steel
supplier and fabricator with 10 or more years in the business of steel fabrication who certifies
compliance with the AISC standard requirements.
10.10.2 When welding is required for major structural steel members, a supplemental specification
pertaining to welder qualification, welding operator qualification, qualification of welding procedures,
testing and radiographic inspection should be included in the project's Special Provisions.
10.10.3 Painting of Structural Steel. For exposure under outdoor weathering conditions, paint
systems should be vinyl based or alkyd based.



The vinyl system is superior and should generally be specified. Alkyd systems may be
preferable where careful surface preparation or old paint removal is not possible, or coatings
will be applied over rust. Alkyds will penetrate rust and other contaminants and adhere better
to the metal. A vinyl system will last about twice as long as an alkyd system under similar
exposure conditions. The initial cost will be higher due to the higher cost of materials and the
degree of surface preparation required. However, the cost per year of service will be lower.



If the existing paint on a steel structure to be repainted is not the same type as proposed vinyl
or alkyd, consult with the paint manufacturer regarding compatibility of the two types. It may be
necessary to test the adherence to the existing paint.



Selection of a paint system should be by references to appropriate Federal or State
specification numbers to obtain the proper paint at competitive prices. A paint system should
always be selected first and a color second. Although most paints can be obtained in many
colors, certain pigments or excessive pigmentation may produce unstable paints. Color
selection for paints is made by reference to a color number in "Federal Standard No. 595a,
Colors", or by reference to the Standard Specifications for Public Works Construction or the
State Standard Specifications.

10.11 ALUMINUM. Aluminum alloys are specified by ASTM designation for extrusion or rolling in
Standard Specifications, AASHTO Standard Specifications for Structural Supports for Highway Signs,
Luminaires and Traffic Signals, Table 1.5.1, and AASHTO Standard Specifications for Highway
Bridges, Section 8. For buildings and related structures refer to Uniform Building Code.
10.11.1 Aluminum Design. Aluminum members are designed by the elastic method. Allowable
stresses and section properties are listed in "Standard Specifications for Aluminum Structures"
published by the Aluminum Association.
10.11.2 Fabrication and Construction. When aluminum is to be used, a supplemental specification
should be included in the project special provisions for fabrication, anodized finish, and construction.
10.11.3 Aluminum Railings.


Aluminum railings are highly susceptible to vandalisim damage. Each element (pickets,
mullions, posts, rails, etc.), and all connections and fasteners should be designed and details
to prevent vandalism, especially when located in public right-of-way. The use of slip joints
which can be pried loose should be avoided unless bolted or riveted through slotted holes to
limit travel, especially on curved alignments.



Non-shrink grout should be used in post anchorages, and embedment should be at least 10inches to prevent removal.



Exposed threads on fasteners should be burred.



Post spacing should be reduced on curved alignment and vertical forces on curved and
straight rails should be considered.

11.0 CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING. The purpose of this section is to describe the general
criteria and procedures for the field engineering of buildings, facilities and other public works projects
for the City or projects to be dedicated to the City. Engineering during construction, or field
engineering, is the natural continuation of the engineering design process.

11.1 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS. Field engineering as discussed here has as its purpose the the
safe and expeditious completion of the total engineering and construction processes.
11.1.1 Plan and Specification Development. The preparation of plans and specifications should be
developed so as to minimize issues during construction, eliminate ambiguities, and facilitate progress.
11.1.2 Issues Management. Issues arising during construction are usually due to schedule delays,
misunderstandings or confusion in plans and specifications, and mixed expectations in methods and
results. The Construction Engineer must be prepared for and anticipate these kinds of issues and
work with the Construction Team-- including the Public, the Contractor, the Suppliers and
representatives of other agencies-- to proactively and impartially apply the standards and teamwork
skills to ensure progress.
11.2 CONSTRUCTION CONTROL. The Engineer of Record or the City Engineer have primary
control of the construction process. Those responsibilities are hereinafter discussed, along with the
duties and responsibilities of other City or private entities within the scope of the contract:
11.2.1 The City Engineer. The City Engineer is responsible for the City Project unless otherwise
directed by the City Manager. The engineer interprets the contract documents and determines
necessary changes in design or construction. Intimate knowledge of the contract documents, and
fairness in interpretation are essential elements of the Engineer's judgment. The City Engineer may
designate a Project Engineer for individual projects. The project engineer should visit his projects at
important stages of construction. Deficiencies or irregularities should be indicated to the inspector so
that they can be corrected. He should keep records on file indicating conditions observed and keep
his superiors fully informed of all important facets of the work. Corrections may be less costly to
make and less likely to be repeated at early stages of construction. Together, the City Engineer and
Project Engineer shall


Conduct of the pre-work conference and approval of the project work schedule



Issue the Notice to Proceed



Provide or set base survey points



Assist and coordinate contractor's mobilzation



Review and approve of submittals



Inspect construction materials and workmanship



Ensure compliance with contract documents



Obtain and review samples and tests



Render technical and engineering decisions as needed



Issue field orders and negotiate change orders



Process partial pay requests

11.2.2 City Inspector. The inspector represents the Engineer in administrating the contract and
determining compliance with the contract documents and applicable regulations of the City, State and
Federal governments. He is shall


Accepting or reject materials



Inspecting workmanship



Determine the progress of construction for payment



Obtain and file progress photos of major work items



Maintain a daily log or series of inspection reports to track progress



Coordinate daily with the Contractor or Site Superintendent



Keep the City Engineer or Project Engineer informed

11.2.3 Purchasing Office is responsible for


The assembly of the contract documents, bonds and insurance



Obtaining the signature of the Mayor for the contract



Promulgating the conformed documents



Preparing the contract encumbrance

 Processing and paying the partial pay requests
11.2.4 The City Commission executes and has final authority in contract matters. The Commission
awards the contract, approves major changes and assignments of the contract, and makes final
payment and acceptance of the construction work. The City Manager represents and acts on behalf
of the Commission to implement the contract and standards of work.
11.2.5 Construction Contractor. The Contractor is responsible for the timely execution of the
Contract The contractor furnishes materials and labor for construction of the project in accordance
with the the contract documents, including work which he subcontracts. He shall be responsible for


Employment, organization and control of all personnel on the site



Execute all construction means and methods



Safety of the worksite and all personnel thereon



Procurement and payment for all materials, supplies, and equipment



All subcontractors on the project



Timely rendering of submittals, partial pay requests and schedule changes

11.2.6 The Private Engineer (Owner's Engineer). For construction projects under permits, the private

engineer has primary responsibility. A City engineer also may be assigned if required by the plans or
requested by the City Inspector. He should work closely with both private engineer and field inspector
and should make a final inspection. As-built corrections to the plans should be made by the private
engineer after final inspection. Improvement bonds and fee deposits should not be released until asbuilt drawings are completed. After final inspection and completion of as-built documents, a
memorandum of satisfactory completion should be forwarded to the City Engineer.
11.2.7 Teamwork. In performance of their functions, the Contractor, the Engineer, the Customer, and
the Engineering Inspector should not assume each other's responsibilities. For example the
contractor should not deviate from the plans and Specifications without prior approval from the
Engineer. The Inspector should not make field design changes. When a problem arises, all parties
involved should be a part of the solution according to his responsibility, always working through the
Engineer and Inspector. Unanswered complaints or unresolved differences should be brought to the
attention of the City Engineer when resolution must be delayed.
11.3 MISCELLANEOUS CONSTRUCTION CONTROL GUIDELINES. Engineering design should
be oriented toward minimizing construction problems and to facilitate construction equipment and
methods commonly used by local contractors. The designer should consider the work area required to
operate equipment, realistic traffic lane and pedestrian requirements, and the interface with other
work such as utility construction. The use of properties abutting the site should be considered for
temporary work and storage area. Following are some items which may not be fully covered in the
Standard Specifications and should be detailed by Special Provisions or by appropriate notes on the
plans.
11.3.1 Demolition Activities and Noise Abatement. Where pavement or structural concrete is to be
removed, the size of the impact or stomping equipment should be limited or stomping prohibited if
existing structures may be damaged (i.e., underground vaults, tunnels, conduits, utilities, nearby
buildings, hospitals or "quiet zones," or other sensitive or vulnerable extsting improvementi). Special
removals should be delineated on the plans with the method of removal to be permitted (e.g., handheld jack hammer, concrete saw, etc.).
11.3.2 Street Closures. Where impact on neighborhood business or residential access permits, it
may be desirable to close portions of the project to all traffic except emergency vehicles. Portions to
be closed and permissible hours of closure should be specified and shown on the Plans. The City
Engineer or the Inspector should consult with the businessmen and residents in areas adjacent to
construction sites relative to street closures prior to the commencement of any construction work.
Thereafter, the Contractor shall be responsible for coordinating with local businesses and residents to
address their concerns or to notify them of temporary utility outages, etc.
11.3.3 Construction Time and Utility Outages. Construction time periods should be adequate to
complete all the elements of the project in a logical sequence using efficient methods of construction.
The nature of the work may require utility relocations and tie-ins which must be accounted for. In
determining the construction time, the Engineer shall consider and provide for special provisions,
details, notes and schedule constraints in the Plans and specifications


Traffic volumes. Vehicular and pedestrian



Utilities - relocation or remodeling by others.



Adjacent improvements - access provisions and space limitations.



Type of construction equipment - size that can be used and area required for operation.



Topography - hillside terrain problems, high water tables.



Availability of materials - special order time required.



Time of year project will be under construction - winter rains, holiday period, delays, access to
flood control channels.

It may be preferable to require or permit construction operations during periods of off-peak traffic such
as weekends, nights, or non-rush hours of the day in order to provide traffic capacity during peak
periods or to facilitate the contractor’s work. There may be instances in which the contractor should
be required to complete certain operations within a specified time limit once he commences that work
(railroad track work, temporary detours, drainage or sewerage bypass, etc.). The Plans or Special
Provisions should clearly show these time limits expressed in calendar or working days. A special
liquidated damage clause should be included, with the amount of damages set to offset resulting
economic loss to the City. It is not practical to consider liquidated damages for work done under
permit. However, provisions can be included in the permit requiring that work cease and
improvements be restored to use when needed.
11.3.4 Temporary Drainage. Where needed to protect excavation or embankment slopes or
prevent flooding, temporary drainage devices should be shall be required during construction. Berms,
sandbags, or dikes are often used, but should not be allowed to pond the water upstream of the work
area. Drainage should be through or around the site to adequate storm drains. As presented in the
Standard Specifications and other paragraphs of this manual, erosion control and stormwater
pollution prevention measures are statutory and contract requirements whether or not paid for as
separate pay items or within other cost items.
11.3.5 Backfill and Temporary Resurfacing. In some cases, it may be desirable to add lime or
cement to the soil or use a special backfill material, such as a one sack concrete or sand-cement
slurry mix. For example, trenches in streets carrying high traffic volumes, bridge abutments where
unacceptable settlements are expected or retaining walls where a reduced design pressure is
desired, may require special treatment of backfill. These should be specified in the contract
documents. Temporary bridging or steel plates over excavations to handle peak period traffic are
sometimes used in lieu of tunneling or jacking procedures. If this is not practical, tunneling or jacking
should be considered where conduits are constructed in high traffic street areas or where open cut
would require extensive shoring of existing structures or numerous existing underground structures.
The tunnel shaft or jacking pit should be located for a minimum of interference to traffic, if practical
where a manhole is to be constructed.
11.3.6 Utilities. Utility interference during construction can be costly and time consuming and should
be thoroughly analyzed during design and provided for on the plans. Where unexpected utility
problems arise on the job, the engineer, contractor, and utility company should jointly arrive at a
solution acceptable to all. The plans shall show all surface indicators of utilities (such as valve boxes,
fire hydrants, gas meters, pipeline markers, etc.) and the approximate location of such lines
planimetrically. The Contractor shall also call OKIE prior to excavation.
11.3.7 Right of Way. In some instances, the right-of-way agent may have made an agreement with a
property owner regarding the disposition of material within the construction area by City forces. If
such is the case, the essence of the agreement or easements shall be described on the Plans or in
the Special Provisions.
11.3.8 Project Site Maintenance. The Standard Specifications require that rights of way and streets
be kept clean during projects. The contract documents shall require the washdown of streets as the

need arises or the periodic use of a power sweeper or other equipment to keep paved areas
acceptably clean. This requirement should be noted on the plans, specified in the Special Provisions,
or described on the Erosion Control Plan.
11.3.9 Schedule. The contractor should submit his proposed construction schedule at or shortly after
the pre-construction conference. For a large project, one involving multiple agencies or for complex
projects such as grade separations, the contractor may be required to submit his construction
schedule in the form of a critical path analysis. The minimum list of activities to be included in this
analysis should be included in the Special Provisions for the project. The proposed construction
schedule is usually transmitted to various offices and agencies to determine whether it meets with the
intent of the plans and is consistent with current practice. The schedule is then approved, and
construction shall proceed as prescribed. The schedule should be revised and re-submitted whenever
significant changes are made in activities or timing.
11.3.10 Transmittal of Project Information. Routine project transmittals such as submittals, catalog
cuts, requests for information and similar items may be transmitted to the City Engineer, Project
Engineer and City Inspector by way of email; provided


No party may claim any damages based on a delayed or lost email transmission. Where time
or response is of the essence, the Contractor, Owner, Engineer or Inspector shall notify the
pertinent parties by phone call, visit or US Mail if such transmission is critical or there is some
likelihood that previous emails have been misplaced.



Email transmittals shall be addressed to the Project Engineer and City Inspector.



Partial pay requests shall be submitted in 2 original copies with invoice affidavit by mail or
courier.



If a subcontractor or person other than the general contractor submits shop drawings, all
original replies should still be addressed to the general contractor however unless the
Contractor desires otherwise, informal communication related to correction of the drawings
may be with the subcontractor.

11.3.11 Trench Shoring. The City is not responsible for the design and execution of trenching
operatings and the requisite shoring. The requirement to submit drawings for excavation shoring and
protection of existing facilities, if specified, is to confirm that the Contractor has dutifully planned for
such operations in order to comply with applicable OSHA standards. The Contractor is solely
responsible to prevent damage to existing adjacent sewers, storm drains, utility lines, pavements,
buildings, or other existing improvements and protect the workmen from cave-ins.
11.4 CHANGE ORDERS. Unless conditions dictate otherwise the Project Engineer prepares the
change order in accordance with the procedures provided in the City's General Conditions of the
Construction Contract. No change order shall be considered nor prepared without sufficient funds
available to pay for the extra work. It is incumbent upon the Project Engineer to understand the
nature of the change and its approximate cost. Where the Contractor or Project Engineer determine
the need for a change order, the project engineer shall notify all parties involved as to the impending
change order. This would include the inspector, the contractor, City Engineer and City Manager.
11.5 FINAL INSPECTION. Upon completion of the work, the contractor calls for a final inspection
and the Engineer or Project Engineer shall schedules the final inspection and notify all design offices
involved. Each office reviews the work for conformance with the Plans and Specifications and if all
agree that the work is satisfactory, the City accepts the project. If not satisfactory, then corrections or

omissions are listed. When all corrections are made and the work is complete, including change
orders, the contractor is paid; the bonds are released; and the contract is fulfilled. For most jobs, the
Project Engineer, City Inspector and Contractor shall conduct the inspection and prepare the "Final
Inspection Correction List". The list should be thorough and complete without reference to
unimportant details or "technicalities" and without need for supplementary items or explanation, so
that the contractor knows precisely what work is needed to complete the project for acceptance.

Part 3. Livability Design

Livability
Some Goals and Methods to Integrate
Infrastructure and Community Improvements
The purpose of this Part of the Manual is to present some goals and objectives for the City and its
infrastructure development partners and to highlight potential infrastructure construction and repair
methods to improve the livability of the City of Ardmore.
The Manual is presented in a simple format without a whole lot of verbiage. It is assumed that the
reader knows what makes and produces a livable City. What is not well known, and as a
consequence is not a well-defined is how much infrastructure is a part of a city's livability. We
routinely expect our City infrastructure-- streets, storm sewers, water lines and sewer lines
predominantly-- to be functional, operational, and reliable. There is no reason however that the
visible components of these systems cannot also be pleasant-looking-- even pretty-- and promote an
atmospheric and thematic city.
There are basically two types of landowners in the city: citizen and business property owners and the
City of Ardmore. Each interfaces daily with the other and neither can truly look good without the other.
Accordingly, the function and appearance of our city streets is critical to the livability and appearance
of the city. In order to improve the layout, function and appearance of streets and rights of way
however the effort need not be expensive nor require special projects. Indeed, the long-term
improvement in our city's livability insofar as the interface between city and private property is
concerned must be economical, even cheap, routinely and readily applied, and simple to build and
maintain.
This manual presents in graphic format some ideas for the construction and repair of City streets and
rights of way and acceptable enhancements in rights of way constructed as a part of private
developments. There are two basic notions embedded in these notes. First, the definition of "street
improvements" should include not just pavement repair; it must include "right of way" improvements.
We can easily pave streets but to do so without fixing storm sewers, adding or relocating storm sewer
inlets, replacing curbs and gutters, fixing and relocating driveways, repairing sidewalks, and clearing
drainage channels would be a half-measure. These are "interface items". Secondly, right of way
improvements and trafficways on commercial and private properties should include the appropriate
structures for pedestrians and handicapped personnel, pavements and access roads for fire and
maintenance vehicles, sustainable landscaping, textured structures, lighting, monumentation and
signage, and cultural and thematic features.
This manual is part of the Engineering Department's library of standards which are shown in the
following graphic. Some of these ideas presented here are embedded in our "Standard Construction
Specifications" and our "Standard Drawings and Details". Although these documents are derived in
part from the City's ordinances, they are primarily intended to be guidance manuals which promote
livability rather than require it. In this way, we retain the flexibility to improve upon the standard rather
than cast it in stone and adopt new technologies with due speed rather than continue to do it "...the
way we always have done it...".

STREET IMPROVEMENTS START HERE.
REPAIRS OF STREETS AND CURBS ARE
USUALLY VIEWED AS RATHER MUNDANE
AND BOTHERSOME PROJECTS BUT IT IS
AT THE INTERFACE OF STREETS AND
PRIVATE PROPERTIES THAT BETTER
LOOKING CITIES BEGIN.

TYPICAL FIRE LANE MARKINGS IN PRIVATE OR
COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENTS OFTEN ARE JUST
PAINTED CURBS. PAINTED CURBS ARE HARD
TO MAINTAIN, USUALLY FLAKE-OFF, AND ARE
DAMAGED BY VEHICLES. SIMPLER BUT MORE
EFFECTIVE MARKINGS SHOULD BE EMPLOYED-WHEN REQUIRED BY THE FIRE CHIEF.
ON CITY STREETS, STRIPING IS ONLY TO BE
USED TO DELINEATE LANES AND TURN BAYS.
NO CURBS IN CITY RIGHTS OF WAY ARE TO BE
PAINTED UNLESS ORDERED BY THE FIRE CHIEF.
IF A FIRE LANE MARKING IS REQUIRED, THE
PREFERRED DELINEATION IS STRIPING RATHER
THAN CURB PAINTING.

CURB AND GUTTER CONFIGURATIONS MUST PROVIDE
FOR HANDICAPPED ACCESS WITH WARNING PLATES.
NORMAL CURB CONSTRUCTION PROVIDES FOR
RADIUS TRANSITION FROM STREET TO DRIVEWAY.

A

AN ALTERNATIVE CURB AND GUTTER ARRANGEMENT
IS PERMITTED IN NEW DEVELOPMENTS WHEREBY THE
CURB TRANSITIONS TO THE LEVEL OF THE GUTTER

RESIDENTS OFTEN WISH TO WIDEN THEIR DRIVEWAYS, PARTICULARLY
IN OLDER AND ESTABLISHED NEIGHBORHOODS WHERE SINGLE CAR
GARAGES ARE TYPICAL. IN ORDER TO DO SO IT IS PREFERRED TO
WIDEN THE DRIVEWAY WITHIN LIMITS ALLOWED BY ORDINANCE BUT
RETAIN THE ORIGINAL WIDTH (OR WIDEN TO THE MAXIMUM WIDTH OF
16 FEET AT THE CURB LINE SO AS TO MAXIMIZE THE EXISTING LAWNS
AND CHARACTER OF THE NEIGHBORHOOD.

THE
INSTALLATION
OF
TEXTURED
LANDSCAPING FEATURES ALONG CURBS
AND
GUTTERS
AND
ADJACENT
TO
SIDEWALKS, BOTH ON PRIVATE PROPERTY
AND IN CITY RIGHTS OF WAY IS
ENCOURAGED.
THE
PHOTOS
DEPICT
EXAMPLES
OF
NATURAL LANDSCAPING AND PLANTINGS AS
WELL AS LOW-MAINTENANCE NATURAL
STONE PLOTS. THESE STONE PLOTS SERVE
AS SMALL DRAINAGE CHANNELS AND HAVE
A POSITIVE EFFECT UPON STORMWATER
QUALITY.

IN RESIDENTIAL AND SUBURBAN
SETTINGS AN APPEALING INTERFACE
BETWEEN STREET STRUCTURE AND
PRIVATE PROPERTY IS BASICALLY
SIMPLE AND STRAIGHTFORWARD. THE
RIGHT OF WAY CONSISTS OF THE
STREET, CURB AND GUTTER, GREEN
STRIP, SIDEWALK AND PRIVATE
PROPERTY. UNIQUE OR ADDITIONAL
LANDSCAPING IS LESS NECESSARY.
IN URBAN SETTINGS AND ALONG
ARTERIALS, BOULEVARDS AND MAJOR
STREETS, THE LAYOUT DESIGN IS
RELATIVELY MORE DISTINCT OR UNIQUE
AND MORE A FUNCTION OF THE TYPE,
LOCATIONS AND FUNCTION OF THE
STREETS AND THE NEED TO
ACCOMMODATE PEDESTRIANS OR
MULTI-MODALS.
WHILE DIFFERENT, BOTH PHOTOS
ILLUSTRATE THE PLEASANT EFFECTS OF
OPEN SPACES AND SIMPLE
LANDSCAPING.

LANDSCAPING
ALONG
SIDEWALKS
AND
STREETS NEED NOT BE ELABORATE OR
EXTENSIVE. THE UPPER PHOTOS SERVE TO
ILLUSTRATE THE RELATIVELY SIMPLE WAYS TO
SOFTEN THE TRANSITION FROM SIDEWALK TO
STREET
OR
SIDEWALK
TO
PRIVATE
LANDSCAPING.

TRANSITIONS
FROM
BUILDING
OR
COMMERCIAL ESTABLISHMENTS, WITH DUE
CONSIDERATION FOR DRAINAGE, ARE BOTH
SIMPLE TO BUILD AND EASY TO MAINTAIN.
IN THE PHOTO TO THE LEFT ONE OBSERVES A
SIMPLE
LAYOUT
THAT
IS
PEDESTRIAN
FRIENDLY, HAS A MIXTURE OF PLANTINGS,
TEXTURED BRICK AND STONE WALKWAYS AND
A CLEAR BUT INOBTRUSIVE FIRE LANE
MARKING.

THE USE OF PATTERNED, TESSELATED AND
COLORED CONCRETE SIDEWALKS TEND TO
SOFTEN
THE
SOMEWHAT
STARK
APPEARANCE OF JOINTED CONCRETE
SIDEWALKS.
WERE SUCH SIDEWALKS BUILT IN UTILITY
EASEMENTS,
REPAIRS
IN
WHICH
REQUIRED EXCAVATION, THESE CAN BE
REPLACED WITHOUT UNDUE EXPENSE.
THE USE OF TESSELATED OR IRREGULARLY
SHAPED CONCRETE SLABS ALSO SERVES
TO REDUCE OR ELIMINATE SUBSEQUENT
CONCRETE CRACKING AND UNSIGHTLY
TRIPPING HAZARDS.

THE PHOTO ABOVE SHOWS AN INTERSECTION WHICH HAS BEEN CONFIGURED SO AS
TO ELIMINATE THE NEED FOR STORM SEWER INLETS AT OR NEAR THE CORNERS.
SUCH DESIGN NATURALLY FACILITATES THE INSTALLATION OF HANDICAP RAMPS
AND PEDESTRIAN FRIENDLY TRANSITIONS AT CROSSINGS AND CAN BE NICELY
LANDSCAPED WITHOUT MAJOR EXPENSE. THESE FEATURES ARE VERY SIMPLE CIVIL
ENGINEERING STRUCTURES.

SIDEWALK TRANSITION TO STREET CROSSING THAT IS SPACIOUS,
EASILY TRAVERSED BY HANDICAPPED PERSONS. AND EASY TO
CONSTRUCT AS A PART OF THE PAVEMENT WORKS.

THIS PARTICULAR PHOTO SHOWS HOW TYPICALLY UGLY CORRUGATED METAL PIPE CAN BE
ADAPTED FOR USE AS A TEXTURED LANDSCAPING FEATURE. THE PIPES HAVE BEEN PLACED
VERTICALLY IN A GROUND FLOOR PATIO STRUCTURE SO THAT THE PLANTINGS CAN BE
WATERED. THESE KINDS OF ADAPTATIONS ARE RELATIVELY LOW COST AND, DEPENDING ON
THE TYPE OF PLANT, CAN BE VERY EASY TO MAINTAIN.

CONCRETE
SIDEWALKS
AND
PAVEMENTS
ARE
NORMALLY
THOUGHT TO BE FUNCTIONAL BUT
NOT ESPECIALLY PRETTY.
THESE PHOTOS DEPICT THE USE OF
CONCRETE TO BUILD A PARK
BENCH, A LOCAL LANDMARK AND
BRAND
CONNECTION,
AND
A
CONCRETE SECURITY BOLLARD.
ALL OF THESE AND SIMILAR SUCH
ITEMS ARE RELATIVELY CHEAP AND
EASY
TO
FABRICATE
DURING
ROUTINE SIDEWALKS OR PAVEMENT
CONSTRUCTION.
THESE ITEMS CAN BE PROVIDED
AND INSTALLED BY BOTH CITY AND
PRIVATE
DEVELOPERS
AND
MAINTAINED BY CITY CREWS IN
CITY RIGHTS OF WAY.

PHOTOS
DEPICT
SIMPLE
STRUCTURES THAT WOULD BE
RELATIVELY EASY TO CONSTRUCT
AND THEREAFTER MAINTAIN. THE
ITEMS COULD BE
PLACED IN
BOTH
PUBLIC
AND
PRIVATE
RIGHTS OF WAY, LANDS, STREET
PARKS, AND SUBDIVISIONS.

THESE PHOTOS SHOW THE CONSTRUCTION OF A SMALL
BRIDGE OR CULVERT OVER A DRAINAGE CHANNEL CROSSED
BY A BICYCLE PATH.
THE STRUCTURE, ALTHOUGH NOT REAL CHEAP, IS TOTALLY
FUNCTIONAL, BUILT USING STANDARD MATERIALS AND
TECHNOLOGIES, AND APPEALING TO THE EYE.
THE NEXT PAGE SHOWS THE BICYCLE LANE LEADING ONTO
THE BRIDGE SHOWN HERE.

THE PHOTO TO THE LEFT SHOWS A 10
FOOT WIDE BICYCLE PATH.
THE PATH STRUCTURE IS COMPOSED
OF A STABILIZED SUBGRADE UPON
WHICH A CAST IN PLACE CONCRETE
CURB HAS BEEN BUILT, BETWEEN
WHICH CURBS IS AN ASPHALT
PAVEMENT.
THE PAVEMENT IS ADEQUATE FOR
BICYCLES AND LIGHT MAINTENANCE
VEHICLES AND IS BUILT IN OR
ADJACENT TO CITY OR STATE RIGHTS
OF WAY.

THE PHOTO BELOW SHOWS A SIMILAR
BICYCLE PATH CONSTRUCTED NEXT
TO A SINGLE LANE AUTOMOBILE
STREET.

THESE PHOTOS DEPICT TWO STYLES OF BICYCLE OR JOGGING TRAILS, ONE IN A SUBURBAN
AREA, THE OTHER CONSTRUCTED ADJACENT TO CITY STREET AND PEDESTRIAN WAY. THE
SUBURBAN TRAIL IS RELATIVELY EASY TO CONSTRUCT WITH A MINIMUM OF SUBGRADE WORK
AND PAVED WITH A SMALL CLOSELY-PACKED CRUSHED NATURAL STONE.
THE URBAN BIKE TRAIL AND SIDEWALK IS CONSTRUCTED USING TRADITIONAL CONCRETE
SIDEWALK METHODS AND MATERIALS, USING A STAMPED CONCRETE PATTERN TO DELINEATE
FUNCTION AND PROVIDE SOME TEXTURE TO THE INTERFACE BETWEEN THE STREET AND
COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES.
BOTH TRAILS OR PATHS ARE RELATIVELY EASY TO BUILD AND EASY TO MAINTAIN BY PRIVATE OR
CITY CREWS. IT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT THESE SIDEWALKS AND PATHWAYS ALSO SERVE AS
UTILITY CORRIDORS WHICH AFFORD EASY ACCESS TO WATER LINES AND STORM SEWERAGE.

MONUMENTS NEED NOT ALWAYS BE PLACED IN
PARKS OR SPECIAL VENUES. IN MOST CITIES,
VARIOUS MONUMENTS AND STATUES ARE
ERECTED IN CITY STREETS AND RIGHTS OF
WAY.
MONUMENTS
AND
STREET
ART
ARE
PARTICULARLY PLEASANT TO SEE IN FOCAL
POINTS THROUGHOUT THE CITY SUCH AS
TRAFFIC CIRCLES, POCKET PARKS, AND OPEN
RIGHTS OF WAY.
MONUMENTS NEED NOT BE ELABORATE AND
EXPENSIVE

THIS PARTICULAR MONUMENT WAS ERECTED IN AN
OKLAHOMA CITY USING DONATED FUNDS.
IT IS A
BRONZE REPLICA OF THE STATUE OF LIBERTY.
IT WAS PLACED IN CITY RIGHT OF WAY NEXT TO AN
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, IN 1950, AND HAS BEEN
MAINTAINED
BY
CITY,
SCHOOL
AND
PRIVATE
ORGANIZATIONS EVER SINCE.

THESE PARTICULAR
STRUCTURES ILLUSTRATE
PRIVATE LANDSCAPING, STREET
PARKS, AND NEIGHBORHOOD
DISTRICT ENTRANCE MARKERS,
ALL OF WHICH SERVE TO
ESTABLISH A NEIGHBORHOOD
IDENTITY AS WELL AS AN
ATMOSPHERE OF LIVABILITY
AND PEACEFULNESS.

THERE A THREE PARTICULARLY EFFECTIVE METHODS TO
IMPROVE THE APPEARANCE AND LIVABILITY OF ARDMORE-AND THEY ARE SIMPLE AND CHEAP.
FIRST, REDUCE THE USE OF METAL TRAFFIC AND PARKING
SIGNS IN BOTH PRIVATE DEVELOPMENTS AND PUBLIC
RIGHTS OF WAY. THE PROLIFERATION OF SIGNS MAY
MAKE LEGAL SENSE BUT THEY ARE EXPENSIVE, HARD TO
MAINTAIN, FUNDAMENTALLY UGLY AND, WERE THE
NEGATIVE ATTRIBUTES NOT REASON ENOUGH TO
DISCOURAGE THEIR USE, MOST SIGNS REALLY DO NOT
IMPROVE ARDMORE LIVABILITY.
THEY SHOULD BE
EMPLOYED SPARINGLY AND INSTALLED FIRMLY.

SECOND,
INCORPORATE
SIMPLE
LANDSCAPING IN ALL STREET AND
SUBDIVISION WORKS. THE SKETCH
TO THE LEFT DEPICTS A SO-CALLED
"STREET PARK" WHICH CONSISTS OF
THE SAME COMPONENTS OF A
NORMAL
STREET
CONSTRUCTION
PROJECT





NEW CURB AND GUTTER WITH
HANDICAP RAMPS
GREENSPACE BETWEEN STREET
AND SIDEWALK
RADIUS SIDEWALK ADJACENT TO
A GREEN SPACE
NEW TREES AND SMALL
SHRUBBERY

THIRD, LAYOUT PARKING THAT IS LESS INDUSTRIAL AND BETTER LANDSCAPED. ONE OF THE
LARGEST
INFRASTRUCTURE
INVESTMENTS
IN
COMMERCIAL
AND
SUBDIVISION
DEVELOPMENTS IS PARKING. ACCORDINGLY, BUILDING PARKING WITH PERMEABLE PAVERS,
TEXTURED MATERIALS, AND VARIEGATED BRICK PAVERS PROVIDE SPACES WITHOUT
PAINTED STRIPING AND NO COSTLY LONG-TERM MAINTENANCE NEEDS. SEE UPPER RIGHT
PHOTO. WHERE STRIPING IS USED, AS SHOWN IN PHOTO ABOVE LEFT, USE STRIPING PAINT
THAT IS NEITHER YELLOW OR WHITE BUT BLENDS INTO THE GREENERY.

THERE
ARE
SEVERAL
LOCATIONS
THROUGHOUT THE CITY WHERE BUS
SHELTERS
COULD
BE
EFFECTIVELY
DEPLOYED.
SUCH
SHELTERS
CONSTRUCTED BY CITY OR PRIVATE
FORCES
COULD
BE
ERECTED
IN
NEIGHBORHOODS OR NEAR APARTMENT
COMPLEXES WHERE CHILDREN AWAIT
SCHOOL BUSES.
THE BUS SHELTERS COULD BE ERECTED
AND MAINTAINED BY PRIVATE ENTITIES OR
POSSIBLY CONSTRUCTED AS A PART OF A
DEVELOPMENT,
DEDICATED
TO
AND
THEREAFTER MAINTAINED BY THE CITY.

MANY EUROPEAN CITIES AND SOME AMERICAN VENUES
EMPLOY SO-CALLED "MORRIS COLUMNS" TO SERVE AS
ADVERTISING BILLBOARDS, PUBLIC NOTICE BOARDS OR
WAYFINDING SIGNAGE.
THE OLD MORRIS COLUMNS, ONE SHOWN BELOW, ARE
TRADITIONALLY
SITUATED
IN
A
HIGH
DENSITY
POPULATION AREA WITH HIGH PEDESTRIAN TRAFFIC.
IN ARDMORE, THE LOGICAL USE FOR SUCH COLUMNS
WOULD BE FOR WAYFINDING, NEXT TO TRAFFIC CIRCLES,
ENTRANCES TO COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENTS, OR FOR
COLORFUL NIGHT LIGHTING.

THE CLIMATE OF ARDMORE PERMITS THE
PLANTING OF A WIDE VARIETY OF HARDY,
DROUGHT-RESISTANT, BEAUTIFUL, AND
DISEASE RESISTANT PLANT SPECIES.
THE PRAIRIE GRASS VARIETIES AND THE
CREPE MYRTLE ARE TWO PARTICULARLY
PRETTY PLANTS WHICH REQUIRE A
MINIMUM OF MAINTENANCE.
SUCH
PLANTS CAN BE DEPLOYED THROUGHOUT
THE CITY BY BOTH CITY AND PRIVATE
ENTITIES TO ENHANCE DEVELOPMENTS,
NEIGHBORHOODS, AND RIGHTS OF WAY.
EVEN CERTAIN VARIETIES OF PALM TREES
CAN
BE
GROWN
IN
ARDMORE...
ALTHOUGH, ADMITTEDLY, WE DO NOT
HAVE A LOT OF BEACHES.

URBAN STORMWATER RUNOFF IS A MAJOR
SOURCE OF POLLUTION IF SITES ARE NOT
PROPERLY ENGINEERED TO ELIMINATE SOIL
EROSION OR USE EFFECTIVE DETENTION
PONDS.
A SIMPLE EROSION CONTROL MEASURE THAT IS
PARTICULARLY
EFFECTIVE
FOR
LARGER
DEVELOPMENTS IS TO CONSTRUCT BORDERS
WITH
LANDSCAPING,
PERVIOUS
AREAS,
GRASSES, AND NATURAL STONE EMPLACED TO
IMPROVE GROUND INFILTRATION AND STOP
SOIL EROSION.
THE CONSTRUCTION IS BOTH SIMPLE AND
CHEAP
RELATIVE
TO
THE
LONG-TERM
ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS AND THE EASILY
MAINTAINED LANDSCAPING ENHANCEMENTS.

THERE ARE SEVERAL TYPES OF
PERMEABLE
PAVEMENTS
WHICH
SERVE MULTIPLE FUNCTIONS


ENHANCE LANDSCAPING



REDUCE THE NEED FOR
WHOLESALE REPAIR OVER THE
LONG-TERM



REDUCE USE OF ASPHALT AND
CONCRETE PAVEMENTS



REDUCE THE INTENSITY OF
STORMWATER RUNOFF



REDUCE STORMWATER
CONTAMINANTS, GRITS, OR
OTHER BIODEGRADABLES

THE
CITY
CONSTRUCTION
SPECIFICATIONS PROVIDE FOR THE
METHODS OF THEIR USE, DEPENDING
ON
THEIR
DESIRED
FUNCTION,
NEIGHBORHOOD
LOCATION
AND
THEIR LOCATION WITH RESPECT TO
CITY STREETS.
THE USE OF PERMEABLE PAVER
SYSTEMS ALONG OR WITHIN RIGHTS
OF WAY AND PAVEMENTS CAN HAVE A
DELETERIOUS EFFECT UPON STREET
SUBGRADES.
ACCORDINGLY, NONPERMEABLE PAVERS ALONG STREETS
THAT
PROVIDE
TEXTURE
BUT
OTHERWISE DIRECT STORMWATER TO
STREET DRAINAGE ARE PREFERRED.

THESE PHOTOS DEMONSTRATE THAT EVEN
TRASH DUMPSTER ENCLOSURES THAT ARE
USUALLY EYESORES CAN BE MADE TO
APPEAR PLEASANT WITH LITTLE ADDITIONAL
EXPENSE.

SOFTLANDS
IN CONCLUSION, NOTHING ENHANCES THE LIVABILITY OF A CITY
BETTER THAN COMMODIOUS, PRETTY, GRASSSWAYS, PLEASANT CITY
STREETS AND THE ADJACENT RIGHTS OF WAY.
NICE WIDE-OPEN SPACES WITH GRASS, URBAN FORESTS, AND
CLEAN, LANDSCAPED PROPERTIES ARE NATURALLY BEAUTIFUL,
EASILY MAINTAINED, AND SOFTEN THE HARSHER ELEMENTS OF
URBAN LIFE WHERE SO MUCH OF OUR LAND IS DEVOTED TO
CONCRETE AND ASPHALT.

THE PRIVATE-PUBLIC INTERFACE
OPEN SPACES WITH GRASS
TREES
PEDESTRIAN PATHS
CURBS, GUTTERS AND STORM SEWERS
A MINIMUM OF SIGNAGE
SMOOTH STREETS
MORE TREES

What is the single feature that all livable cities
have in common? One may call it

SOFTLANDS
Trees and Shade
Flowers and Shrubbery
Grass
Well-Maintained Neighborhoods
Neat Streets
Parks, Playgrounds, and Quiet Places
Minimum Distractive Infrastructure

Part 4. Miscellaneous and Administrative Items

